
FILED 
MARO 3 2017 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPIOFFICf:OF JHECLERK SUPREMc COURT 
COURT OF APPEALS 

ZACHARY STRINGER PETITIONER 

VERSUS CAUSE NO. )..0/1-m-ot'flJ I t 
[ 
f 

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI RESPONDENT l 

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO PROCEED IN THE TRIAL COURT ORIGIIALI' 
Comes now Zachary Stringer, by and through his counsel, Thomas M. Fortner, and [ 

petitions this honorable Court for relief from his conviction and sentence, pursuant but not I 
limited to Miss. Code Ann. §99-39-1 et. seq., and in support of which would show the following: 

Zachary Stringer is presently out of prison having served five (5) years of his ten (10) 

year sentence in the custody of the Mississippi Department of Corrections in Parchman, MS. He 

is now twenty (20) years old and is currently under earned release supervision after which he will 

be on post-release supervision for five (5) years. Mr. Stringer spent the prime years of his youth 

in prison for a crime he did not commit. 

Zachary Stringer was convicted of manslaughter on February 7, 2013 in Jackson County, 

Mississippi when he was fifteen (15) years old for the shooting of his younger brother. He was 

sentenced by the honorable Prentiss Greene Harrell on February 28, 2013 to a term of twenty 

(20) years in the custody of the Mississippi Department of Corrections ("MDOC"), with ten ( I 0) 

years to be served and the remaining ten ( 10) years of said sentence to be served under post-

release supervision with a five (5) years supervision period. 

The Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed Mr. Stringer's conviction and sentence on 

February 13, 2014 and a mandate was issued on March 6, 2014. Mr. Stringer now files this 

Motion.for Leave to Proceed in the Trial Court and the accompanying Motion to Vacate 
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Judgment and Sentence pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. §99-39-1 et. seq. He has filed no actions in 

state or federal court to challenge his sentence, as he does in the accompanying motion to vacate. 

In the accompanying motion, Zachary Stringer will show, based upon Miss. Code Ann. 

§99-39-5(1 )( e ), specifically, that there exists evidence of material facts, not previously presented 

and heard, that requires vacation of the conviction and sentence in the interest of justice. 

In the accompanying motion and exhibits, Mr. Stringer shows that manufacturing defects 

associated with the Remington Model 700 X-Mark Pro "XMP" rifle can cause the rifle to fire 

without a trigger pull. Remington made and sold roughly 1.3 million Model 700 XMP rifles 

between 2006 and May of 2014, including the rifle which was involved in the present case. 

Furthermore, as a result of customer complaints and subsequent investigation, on or about April 

11, 2014, Remington recalled all 1.3 million XMP rifles in order to repair and replace the trigger 

mechanisms. 

Attached is a copy of Remington's Product Safety Warning and Recall Notice in which 

Remington stated that "some Model 700 and Model Seven rifles with XMP triggers could, under 

certain circumstances, unintentionally discharge." 

Mr. Stringer received one of the recalled Model 700 XMP rifles as a Christmas gift in 

2008. Mr. Stringer nor his family were aware of the potentially dangerous and defective XMP 

fire control system that could cause the rifle to fire without the trigger being pulled. Mr. Stringer, 

who was only fifteen (15) years old at the time of this incident, always maintained that the 

shooting of his younger brother was unintentional and that he did not have his finger on the 

trigger when the rifle discharged. 

This newly discovered evidence concerning the Remington Model 700 XMP rifle was 

never submitted at the trial of Mr. Stringer. Mr. Stringer did not discover the evidence until after 
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the trial, and the evidence could not have been discovered before trial by exercise of due 

diligence. The defense, the State of Mississippi, nor the Mississippi Crime Lab were aware of the 

fact that this particular rifle model had been recalled due to unintentional discharges. 

This new evidence significantly corroborates Mr. Stringer's explanation of what 

happened. The new evidence raises many significant questions about the Remington Model 700 

XMP rifle, and the absence of this evidence at the initial trial severely prejudiced Mr. Stringer's 

right to a fair trial. Based on the newly discovered evidence presented in the accompanying 

Motion to Vacate, Mr. Stringer is entitled to have his conviction set aside and be granted a new 

trial. 

Wherefore, premises considered, Mr. Stringer asks that this Court review this Motion, his 

Motion to Vacate and its accompanying exhibits, as well as the entire record of this case, and 

grant the relief requested in the motion. In the alternative, Mr. Stringer asks that this Court 

permit the filing of the Motion to Vacate in the Circuit Court of Marion County and order that a 

hearing be held on his claims pursuant to the procedures set out in Miss. Code Ann. §99-39-1 et. 

seq. 

Respectfully submitted, this the 3rd day of March, 2017 

LOWREY & FORTNER P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Thomas M. Fortner MSB #5441 
525 Corinne Street 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401 
601.582.5015 
601.582.5046 (Fax) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Thomas M. Fortner, do hereby certify that I have this date caused to be mailed, postage 

prepaid, a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing Motion for Leave to Proceed in the 

Trial Court and the accompanying Motion to Vacate Judgment and Sentence Filed Pursuant to 

the Mississippi Uniform Post-Conviction Relief Act to Honorable Hal Kittrell, District Attorney, 

at 500 Courthouse Square Suit.3, Columbia, Mississippi 39429 and to Honorable Jim Hood, 

Attorney General, at 550 High Street, Ste. 1200, Jackson, Mississippi 39201. 

This 3rd day of March, 2017. 

Thomas M. Fortner 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MARION COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI 

ZACHARY STRINGER 

VERSUS CAUSE NO. 

PETITIONER 

STA TE OF MISSISSIPPI RESPONDENT 

Motion to Vacate Judgment and Sentence Filed Pursuant to the 
Mississippi Uniform Post-Conviction Collateral Relief Act 

Comes now Zachary Stringer, by and through his counsel, Thomas M. Fortner, and petitions 

this honorable Court for relief from his conviction and sentence, pursuant but not limited to Miss. 

Code Ann. 99-39-1 et. seq., and in support of which would show the following: 

JURISDICTION 

This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. § 99-39-5(2). Mr. 

Stringer's conviction was affirmed by the Mississippi Supreme Court on February 13, 2014, issuing 

its mandate on March 6, 2014. (Exhibit 1, Mandate).This motion is filed within the three-year statute 

of limitations controlling Post-Conviction Collateral Relief proceedings as outlined in Miss. Code 

Ann. §99-39-5(2), and therefore, the Court has jurisdiction to review it and the accompanying Motion 

for Leave to Proceed in the Trial Court. 

IDENTITY OF PROCEEDINGS 

On February 23, 2012, Zachary Stringer was indicted for murder by the Grand Jury in Marion 

County, Mississippi. (Exhibit 2, Indictment). Venue was moved to Jackson County, Mississippi for 

trial, and a jury found him guilty of a lesser-included offense of manslaughter on February 7, 2013. 

(Exhibit 3, Jury Verdict). He was sentenced by the honorable Prentiss Greene Harrell on February 28, 

2013 to a term of twenty (20) years in the custody of the Mississippi Department of Corrections 

("MDOC"), with ten (10) years to be served and the remaining ten ( 10) years of said sentence to be 

served under post-release supervision with a five (5) years supervision period. (Exhibit 4, Order of 
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Conviction). Stringer was also fined $10,000. Id 

Thereafter Mr. Stringer's counsel filed a Motion.for Judgment Nonvithstanding the Verdict, 

or, in the Alternative, a New Trial on March 5, 2013. (Exhibit 5, Motion for Judgment 

Notwithstanding the Verdict, or In the Alternative, A New Trial). The motion was denied and an 

appeal was perfected and filed by the Office oflndigent Appeals on August 27, 2013. In his appeal, 

Mr. Stringer's counsel cited two issues: (1) whether the trial court erred by allowing multiple 

gruesome photographs of the victim and the crime scene into evidence; and (2) whether the trial court 

erred in denying Mr. Stringer's motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV). See 

Stringer v. State, 131 So.3d 1182 (Miss. 2014 ). 

The Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed Mr. Stringer's conviction and sentence on February 

13, 2014 and a mandate was issued on March 6, 2014. (Exhibit 1 ). Mr. Stringer now files this Motion 

to Vacate Judgment and Sentence pursuant to Miss. Code Ann. §99-39-1 et. seq. 

CONCISE STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

The reliefrequested herein is based upon Miss. Code Ann. 99-39-5(l)(e), specifically, that 

there exists evidence of material facts, not previously presented and heard, that requires vacation 

of the conviction and sentence in the interest of justice. 

The weapon in the instant manslaughter case was a Remington Model 700 rifle. Remington 

manufactures, markets and distributes the Remington Model 700 bolt action rifle, including the 

rifle's bolt action, the fire control system and the safety switch. The Remington Model 700 Rifle's 

fire control system has proven to be a continuing source of liability for Remington. (Exhibit 6, 

Affidavit of Robert Chaffin). To date, Remington has received over 10,000 customer complaints 

and paid out roughly $20 million in settlements since 1993 pertaining to unintended discharges for 

Models 700 and 710 containing the "Walker" fire control. Id Remington continued to produce 
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rifles containing the dangerous "Walker" fire control until the mid-2000s when it developed and 

began incorporating a new fire control system, the X-Mark Pro, or "XMP." Id. The Model 700 

XMP rifles were not any safer due to a negligent manufacturing defect. Id. Specifically, all Model 

700 XMP rifles manufactured between 2006 and May 2014 were assembled in a manner that can 

cause the rifle to fire without the trigger being pulled. Id. 

Mr. Stringer received a Model 700 XMP rifle as a Christmas gift in 2008. (Exhibit 7, 

Affidavit of Roger Dale Stringer). Mr. Stringer nor his family were aware of the potentially 

dangerous and defective XMP fire control system that could cause the rifle to fire without the 

trigger being pulled. Id. On June 11, 2011 there was an incident wherein Zachary's younger 

brother, Justin, who was eleven ( 11) years old, was shot and killed by a Remington Model 700 rifle 

being held by Zachary. Over the years, Mr. Stringer, who was fifteen (15) years old at the time, 

told his parents and officers that the shooting was unintentional and that he did not have his finger 

on the trigger when the gun discharged. (Exhibit 7 and Exhibit 8, Statement of Specific Facts 

Within Personal Knowledge of Petitioner). Mr. Stringer was indicted for murder. (Exhibit 2). 

Neither the State of Mississippi, the defense, nor the Mississippi Crime Lab were aware of the fact 

that this particular rifle model is the subject of thousands of lawsuits due to accidental discharges 

caused by the defective XMP fire control system installed in the rifles. (Exhibit 6 and Exhibit 9, 

Affidavit of Richard Barber). This evidence was never submitted at the trial of Mr. Stringer. Had 

this new evidence been available .and presented at trial, Mr. Stringer would not have been 

convicted of the charge of manslaughter. Because of this newly discovered evidence, Mr. Stringer 

is entitled to have his conviction set aside and should be granted a new trial. 
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STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC FACTS WITHIN PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF 
PETITIONER 

A statement, sworn to by Zachary Stringer, is attached to this Motion as Exhibit 8, and the 

facts contained in his statement are incorporated into this Motion. 

STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC FACTS NOT WITHIN PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF 
PETITIONER 

The facts which are not within the personal knowledge of the Petitioner and which will be 

proven if the trial court permits an evidentiary hearing are those set out in Exhibits 6, 7, and 9, 

which are attached hereto and are incorporated by reference throughout the arguments set forth in 

this Motion. 

CONSTITUTIONAL GROUNDS SUPPORTING CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Mr. Stringer's claims are grounded in violations of his rights as protected by the Fifth, 

Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution as well as Article 3, 

Sections 14, 26 and 28 of the Mississippi Constitution. 

REQUEST FOR HEARING 

Mr. Stringer respectfully requests that this Court set a hearing on the Motion at a time 

convenient to all parties so that Mr. Stringer can present testimonial and documentary evidence to 

further support the allegations of this Motion. The Mississippi Supreme Court has held that a PCR 

movant is entitled to an evidentiary hearing '·unless it appears beyond doubt that [he] can prove no 

set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle him to relief." Robertson v. State, 669 So.2d 

11 (Miss. 1996); Harvest on v. Slate, 597 So.2d 641 (Miss. 1972). Here, Mr. Stringer has presented 

the Court with affidavits, exhibits and arguments that clearly surpass his duty to present the Court 

with sufficient facts to merit a hearing. 
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Additionally Mr. Stringer's counsel also asks that if this Court does not grant him a hearing 

and denies relief based on this pleading alone that the Court direct the Marion County Circuit 

Clerk to timely notify Plaintiff's counsel of such decision so that counsel can perfect an appeal 

within the applicable time limits. 

ARGUMENT 

Issue: Newly discovered evidence since Stringer's trial provides substantial support for 
Stringer's explanation of events and Stringer is entitled to have his conviction set aside and 
be given a new trial 

"A petitioner seeking post-conviction relief based on new evidence must prove that the 

new evidence has been discovered since the end of trial, and such evidence could not have been 

discovered through due diligence before the beginning of the trial." Bell v. State, 2 So.3d 747 

(2009). Further, the Mississippi Court of Appeals has stated, "[i]n order to warrant granting a new 

trial because of newly discovered evidence, it must be shown that the evidence (I) will probably 

change the result if a new trial is granted, (2) has been discovered since the trial, (3) could not have 

been discovered before the trial by the exercise of due diligence, ( 4) is material to the issue, and ( 5) 

is not merely cumulative, or impeaching." Hunt v. State, 877 So.2d 503 (2004) citing Moore v. 

State, 508 So.2d 666, 668 (Miss.1987). 

In Hunt v. State, the defendant sought leave from the Mississippi Supreme Court to file a 

motion for post-conviction relief based on newly discovered evidence because the Court of 

Appeals had affirmed defendant's conviction on direct appeal (before the new evidence had been 

discovered). Hunt v. State, 877 So.2d 503 (2004). The Mississippi Supreme Court granted 

defendant's leave and defendant filed a motion for post-conviction relief based on newly 

discovered evidence. Id. The trial court denied defendant's motion for post-conviction relief and 

the Mississippi Court of Appeals reversed the trial court's denial of post-conviction relief after 
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finding that the new evidence "in significant ways corroborate[d] [defendant's] explanation of 

what happened" and that "the new evidence raise[ d] too many significant questions about whether 

a mistake was made for [the Court] to permit this conviction to stand." 

Similarly, Mr. Stringer is now seeking to file a motion for post-conviction relief based on 

newly discovered evidence which was discovered after having his conviction affirmed on direct 

appeal by the Mississippi Supreme Court. Like Hunt, Mr. Stringer did not discover the evidence 

until after the trial, and the evidence could not have been discovered before trial by exercise of due 

diligence. Further, Mr. Stringer's new evidence will most likely change the result if a new trial is 

granted, is material to the issue, and is not merely cumulative or impeaching. 

1. New evidence has been discovered since trial. 

In his attached affidavit, attorney Robert Chaffin explains the manufacturing defects 

associated with the Remington Model 700 XMP rifle which he discovered after handling more 

than 20 products liability cases involving Remington Model 700 rifles that fired without a trigger 

pull. (Exhibit 6). Remington made and sold roughly 1.3 million Model 700 XMP rifles between 

2006 and May of 2014, including the rifle which was involved in the present case. Id. Every one of 

those rifles was manufactured in a negligent manner that can cause the rifle to fire without the 

trigger being pulled. Id. Specifically, all XMP rifles manufactured between 2006 and May of 2014 

were assembled using a technique that required "rolling" the entire length of the "blocker screw" 

and "engagement screw" in a glue-like substance called "Loctite." Id. During normal operation of 

the rifle, the blocker screw pushes back against the trigger and "blocks" it from moving forward 

when the safety is "on." Id. When the safety is switched "off," the blocker screw pulls away from 

the trigger so the trigger has room to move forward when it is pulled. Id. Remington's assembly 

technique resulted in excess Loctite being deposited on the blocker screw and subsequently 
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transferred to the trigger when the blocker contacts the trigger. (Exhibit 6 photos). James 

Ronkainen, Remington's chief engineer on the XMP, has given sworn testimony that the excess 

Loctite found in XMP trigger mechanisms was a mistake in the manufacturing process. (Exhibit 

6's Exhibit A). Multiple lab tests by Remington and a multitude of similar incident customer 

complaints establish that Model 700 XMP rifles exhibiting this defect will fire under a broad range 

of circumstances without the trigger being pulled. (Exhibit 6's Exhibits A and B). 

Furthermore, as a result of customer complaints and subsequent investigation, on or about 

April 11, 2014, Remington recalled all 1.3 million XMP rifles in order to repair and replace the 

trigger mechanisms. (Exhibit 6 and Exhibit 10, Settlement Agreement between Remington and Ian 

Pollard). Attached is a copy of Remington's Product Safety Warning and Recall Notice in which 

Remington stated that "some Model 700 and Model Seven rifles with XMP triggers could, under 

certain circumstances, unintentionally discharge." (Exhibit 11, Remington Recall Notice). 

Remington recalled Model 700 and Model Seven rifles with XMP triggers, manufactured from 

May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014. Id. 

As discussed earlier, Mr. Stringer received one of the recalled Model 700 XMP rifles as a 

Christmas gift in 2008. (Exhibit 7 and Exhibit 8). Mr. Stringer nor his family were aware of the 

potentially dangerous and defective XMP fire control system that could cause the rifle to fire 

without the trigger being pulled. Id. Mr. Stringer, who was only fifteen (15) years old at the time of 

this incident, always maintained that the shooting of his younger brother was unintentional and 

that he did not have his finger on the trigger when the rifle discharged. Id. However, Mr. Stringer 

was indicted for murder and then convicted on a lesser charge of manslaughter involving the death 

of his little brother. (Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 ). This newly discovered evidence concerning the 

Remington Model 700 XMP rifle was never submitted at the trial of Mr. Stringer. Mr. Stringer did 
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not discover the evidence until after the trial, and the evidence could not have been discovered 

before trial by exercise of due diligence as discussed below. Neither the State of Mississippi, the 

defense, nor the Mississippi Crime Lab were aware of the fact that this particular rifle model had 

been recalled due to unintentional discharges. The discovery of this new evidence would more 

than likely change the result if a new trial is granted. Therefore, Mr. Stringer is entitled to have his 

conviction set aside and should be granted a new trial. 

2. The new evidence will likely change the outcome if a new trial is granted. 

The Mississippi Court of Appeals has stated that there are two initial questions about new 

evidence: "[ w ]hat if any part of th[ e] new evidence would be admissible at trial?" And "would the 

admissible evidence likely change the result?" Hunt v. State, 877 So.2d at 510. The new evidence 

in this case would be admissible relevant evidence under MRE 401 which states that evidence is 

relevant if it has any tendency to make a fact of consequence in the case more or less probable. 

Here, the fact that the Model 700 XMP rifle could fire without the trigger being pulled makes a fact 

of consequence more probable. In his statement to the police which was admitted against him at 

his trial, Mr. Stringer maintained that he did not have his hand on the trigger when the gun went 

off. In his statement, Mr. Stringer explains that he was getting up from the couch after showing his 

brother his gun and then suddenly "heard a click." Mr. Stringer further explained, "I had no 

reaction time between the click and the bang. It was just click and it was immediate." (Exhibit 12, 

Transcription of Audio Interview with Zachary Stringer, page 7 lines 14-17). 

The new evidence in this case supports the description provided by Mr. Stringer. Mr. 

Stringer explained that he did not have his finger on the trigger when the gun suddenly went off. 

In the attached recall notice, it is clear that the Model 700 XMP rifle in this case was subject to a 

Remington recall due to a negligent manufacturing defect that causes the rifle to "unintentionally 
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discharge". (Exhibit 11 ). Therefore, the new evidence presented above would be admissible 

relevant evidence because it would make Mr. Stringer's version of events more probable. 

In deciding whether new evidence would likely alter the outcome in a new trial, the 

Mississippi Court of Appeals determined that it was "quite a subjective decision," but that the 

"important matter for [their] purposes is that [the new evidence] corroborates [the defendant's] 

version [ of events]." Hunt v. State, 877 So.2d at 513. In Hunt, the defendant was convicted of rape. 

Defendant's new evidence was from a previously unknown witness who testified at his 

post-conviction relief hearing that the victim had met the defendant at a bar and proceeded to start 

a conversation with him. Id. at 505. The witness's new testimony supported the defendant's 

version of events "in significant ways" and even revealed a possible motive for fabrication on the 

part of the victim. Id. at 506. The Court found that the evidence at the initial trial was strictly a 

battle of credibility between defendant and victim and that the new evidence provided "substantial 

support for [defendant's] explanation of events." Id. The Court concluded that "this evidence rises 

to the level of that which is sufficiently likely to cause a different result as to justify a new trial." Id. 

at 513. 

In the present case, the evidence presented at trial concerning the Remington Model 700 

rifle consisted of testimony from Lori Beall, a forensic scientist from the Mississippi crime lab 

who specialized in firearms identification. (Exhibit 13, Trial Transcript, pg. 242, lines 1-7). Ms. 

Beall testified that she tested the functionality of the rifle in two ways. Id. She simply test fired the 

rifle and then did a three (3) foot drop test once with the safety on and once with the safety off to 

see if it would discharge accidentally. Id. pg. 248-249, lines 2-8. Richard Barber, a nationally 

recognized authority on Remington rifles, explains in his attached affidavit that Ms. Beall 

subjected the rifle to drop testing using heights closely approaching what is considered to be 
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·'abusive testing" by a world leader in firearm testing. (Exhibit 9, pg. 5 fn. 3). Ms. Beall further 

testified that the rifle in question was not subject to accidental discharge and that it was in "good 

working order." (Exhibit 13, pg. 249, lines 25-27). 

Ms. Beall then testified that she tested the rifle's firing mechanism by doing a tested trigger 

pull. (Exhibit 13, pg. 249-250, lines 28-4 ). Ms. Beall stated that the poundage required to release 

the firing pin when pulling the trigger on the rifle was greater than five (5) pounds. Id. pg. 250, 

lines 9-1 7). 

The new evidence in this case would clearly contradict the majority of the crime lab 

technician's testimony in the initial trial. It is clear from the April 2014 Remington recall notice 

that the rifle in this case was subject to recall because the "XMP triggers could, under certain 

circumstances, unintentionally discharge." (Exhibit 11). Further, Mr. Barber and Mr. Chaffin's 

sworn testimony supports the defendant's version of events in that the rifle could fire without the 

trigger being pulled. (Exhibit 6 and Exhibit 9). As discussed below, much of the information 

concerning the functionality of the Remington 700 rifle was under seal and could not be 

discovered by due diligence. Therefore, both the functionality test and the firing mechanism test 

performed by Ms. Beall were insufficient and the new evidence presented would have altered the 

testing and functionality of the rifle. 

Like Hunt, the new evidence in the present case corroborates Mr. Stringer's version of 

events. The new evidence in this case clearly establishes that the Model 700 XMP rifle was subject 

to a recall for its manufacturing defects and could accidentally fire without someone pulling the 

trigger. Like Hunt, the "new evidence raises too many significant questions about whether a 

mistake was made." 877 So.2d at 514. Because this new evidence clearly contradicts the testimony 
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presented at trial by the crime lab specialist and clearly corroborates Mr. Stringer's version of 

events, the new evidence would likely alter the outcome in a new trial. 

3. The new evidence was discovered since trial and was not earlier discoverable by 
the exercise of due diligence. 

Prior to October 2015, all relevant information related to functional and design deficiencies 

in the Model 700 rifles have been bound by overly broad protective orders and confidentiality 

agreements as a pre-condition of production in civil litigation. (Exhibit 9' s attachment 1. ). 

Therefore, the new information concerning the manufacturing defect of the Model 700 rifle 

involved in this case was not available for the defense of Mr. Stringer prior to his conviction in 

2013. In fact, Remington's voluntary recall was not announced until on or about April 11, 2014. 

(Exhibit 10). Mr. Stringer's father was the first family member to hear of this new evidence and 

that was not until early 2015. (Exhibit 7). In early 2015, another hunter told Roger Stringer about 

his rifle accidentally firing without his finger on the trigger and this prompted Roger to investigate. 

Id. Roger Stringer then discovered that the rifle he had bought his son in Christmas of 2008 was 

part of a recall in which Remington stated that XMP triggers could, under certain circumstances, 

unintentionally discharge. Id. 

As evidenced in Richard Barber's affidavit, over the course of many years, Barber worked 

to unseal information involving functional and design deficiencies in Remington rifles. (Exhibit 

9). The chain of events that Mr. Barber had to go through as outlined in his affidavit demonstrate 

the extreme measures Remington has undertaken to ensure this information would be shielded 

from public inspection. Id. Hence, the new evidence could not have been discovered by due 

diligence before Mr. Stringer's conviction in 2013. 
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4. The new evidence is material and not merely cumulative or impeaching. 

The new evidence in Mr. Stringer's case is material because the prosecution impressed 

upon the jury that the gun in this case could not possibly fire without the trigger being pulled. 

(Exhibit 13, pgs. 461-462; lines 28-1 ). 

Id. 

The prosecutor, in his closing statement said: 

The gun will not shoot unless your finger pushes 
the safety and pulls the trigger. 

The new evidence clearly contradicts this argument. The new evidence clearly establishes that the 

Model 700 XMP rifle was subject to a recall for its manufacturing defects and could accidentally 

fire without someone pulling the trigger. 

Further, the medical examiner in this case, Dr. Erin Barnhart, testified at Mr. Stringer's 

trial that she was unable to determine the manner of death in this case because she did not have 

enough evidence to make that determination. (Exhibit 13, pg. 221 lines 16-19). The prosecution 

asked Dr. Barnhart what facts she would need to make the determination concerning whether the 

manner of death was "accidental versus homicide." Id. pg. 226 line 13-14. Dr. Barnhart replied: 

An accidental death or manner of death with a 
gunshot would entail some evidence that the gun had 
actually misfired or fired without the willing effort 
of another person. 

Id. pg. 226 lines 20-24. 

Richard Barber interviewed Dr. Barnhart last year during the course of his investigation of the 

Stringer trial and reveals in his attached affidavit that Dr. Barnhart, by her own definition of 

accident v. homicide, would now conclude the incident an accidental death. (Exhibit 9, pg. 19). 
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CONCLUSION 

The new evidence presented in this brief is clearly material to Mr. Stringer's case. The new 

evidence significantly corroborates Mr. Stringer's explanation of what happened. The new 

evidence raises many significant questions about the Remington Model 700 XMP rifle, and the 

absence of this evidence at the initial trial severely prejudiced Mr. Stringer's right to a fair trial. 

Based on the newly discovered evidence presented above, Mr. Stringer is entitled to have his 

conviction set aside and be granted a new trial. 

Respectfully submitted, this the 3rd day of March, 2017 

LOWREY & FORTNER P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Thomas M. Fortner MSB #5441 
525 Corinne Street 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401 
601.582.5015 
601.582.5046 (Fax) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Thomas M. Fortner, do hereby certify that I have this date caused to be mailed, postage 

prepaid, a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing Motion for Leave to Proceed in the 

Trial Court and the accompanying Motion to Vacate Judgment and Sentence Filed Pursuant to the 

Mississippi Untform Post-Conviction Relief Act to Honorable Hal Kittrell, District Attorney, at 

500 Courthouse Square Suit.3, Columbia, Mississippi 39429 and to Honorable Jim Hood, 

Attorney General, at 550 High Street, Ste. 1200, Jackson, Mississippi 39201. 

This 3rd day of March, 2017. 

Thomas M. Fortner 
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MANDATE 
SUPREME COURT OF MISSISSIPPI 

To the Marion County Circuit Court - GREETINGS: 

In proceedings held in the Courtroom, Carroll Gartin Justice Building, in the City of Jackson, 
Mississippi, the Supreme Court of Mississippi entered a judgment as follows: 

Supreme Court Case# 2013-KA-00586-SCT 
Trial Court Case #Kl2-0055H 

Zachary Stringer a/k/a Zac Stringer v. State of Mississippi 

Thursday, 13th day of February, 2014 
Conviction of manslaughter and sentence of twenty (20) years in the custody of the Mississippi 
Department of Corrections with ten (10) years to serve and the remaining ten (10) years to be served 
under post-release provisions with a five (5) year supervision period, with conditions, Affirmed. 
Marion County truced with costs of appeal. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED, that execution and further proceedings as may be appropriate 
forthwith be had consistent with this judgment and the Constitution and Laws of the State of 
Mississippi. 

I, Kathy Gillis, Clerk of the Supreme Court of Mississippi and the Court of Appeals of the State 
of Mississippi, certify that the above judgment is a true and correct copy of the original which is 
authorized by law to be filed and is actually on file in my office under my custody and control. 

Witness my signature and the Court's seal on March 6, 2014, A.O. 

EXHIBIT 
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INDICTMENT 
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI 

COUNTY OF: MARION 

CAUSE NUMBER K12-0055H 
CHARGE:MURDER 

In the Circuit Court in said County 
at the October, 2011 Term 

IQJVVL/VVL 

THE GRAND JURORS for the State of Mississippi, elected, impaneled, sworn and 
charged, in and for said County and State aforesaid, in the name and by the authority 
of the State of Mississippi, upon their oath, present: 

That ZACHARY STRINGER, on or about the 11th day of June, A. D., 2011 in Marion 
County, Mississippi did wilfully, unlawfully, feloniously, without authority of law, 
shoot and kilI Justin Stringer, a human being, with a firearm. ZACHARY STRINGER 
did so act with the deliberate design to effect the death of the said Justin Stringer, 
contrary to and in violation of Section 97-3-19 (a) of the Mississippi Code of 
Mississippi as amended; against the peace and dignity of the tate of Mississippi. 

Item: MCSO 2011-11504 
STRINGER, Zachary- DOB 03-28-1996 W/M 
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IN THE CIRCLJJT COURT OF MARION COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI 

I"' 
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI 

VERSUS 

,. 
:1 
!! 

ZACHARY STRINGli:R JANETT[ MO! AN. C!HCUIT CLERK 
GV D.C 

ORDER QE CONVICTION 

CASE NO. K 12-005511 

INTO OPEN ( 'OU RT came the District Allorney who prosecutes for the State of Mississippi 

and came also ZACHARY STRINGER, Ddcndant herein, in his own proper person and 

represented by counsel, IIONORJ\BU·: TOM FORTNER, and having heretofore been lawfully 

arraigned on an indictment returned hy the Grand Jury of MARION COUNTY. Mississippi, charging 

said Defendant with the crime of MURDER and said Defendant entered a pica or not guilty. and 

the State of Mississippi and the Dcfrndant announced ready for trial, and following a change of 

venue a lawful jury of twelve ( 12) jurors was fully empaneled in Jackson County, Mississippi, and 

said case proceeded to trial on February 4, 20 I J, and after both the State of Mississippi and th1: 

Defendant had rested and after receiving the instructions of the Court and hearing the argument of 

the State and Defendant. the jury retired to consider its verdict on February 7. 2013, and presently 

returned into open Court with the following verdict: 

"WI<:, THE ,JURY, FIND THE J>EFKNDANT, ZACIJARY 
STRINGER, GlHLTY OF MANSLAUGHTER" 

Thereupon. the jury was dismissed and the Comt set February 25, 2011, as the date for 

sentencing so as to consider a pre-sentenct~ investigation report. 

Tl IEREHWE. upon said verdict of guilty. and after consideration of a pre-sentence 

investigation report. it is by the Court ORDERED !\ND ADJUDGED that the said ZACHARY 

STRINGER is hereby sentenced lo serve a term of TWENTY (20) YEARS in the custody oftbc 

Mississippi Deparlrnent ol' Corrections. with TEN (10) YEARS to be served at the Mississippi 

EXHIBIT 
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Department of Corrections and the remaining TEN (10) VEARS of said sentence to be served under 

the post-release provisions with a FIVE (5) VEAR supervision period, pursuant to Mississippi Code 

47-7-34. DEfl~NI>ANT SHALL BE HOUSED AT THE, CKNTRAL MISSJSSIPPI 

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY (CMCF) IN THE YOUTHFUL OFFENDER UNIT (YOU). 

DEFENDANT SHALL RECEIVE CREDIT FOR TIME SERVEi) ON THIS CASE FOR THE 

FOLLOWING DATltS: JUNE 17,2011 THROUGH OCTOHER24,2012ANI) FEBRUARY 

15, 2013 TO PRESENT DATE. nEFENDANT SHALL OHTAIN A HIGH SCHOOL 

DIPLOMA OR G.E.J). WHILE HE IS INCARCERATED. 

The Defendant is hereby ordered to pay a fine of $10,000.00, pursuant to the general fines 

statute and pay all costs of Court herein. The specific provisions of said sentence arc fully set forth 

below: 

Subject to the above condition that the defendant shall be housed in the Youthful Offender 

l Jnit ("YOU"), any period of incarceration imposed under said sentence is to be served in the custody 

ofthe Mississippi Department of Corrections under the provisions of Mississippi Code Section 47-5-

138, as amended, and any portion of said sentence that is served under Post-Release Supervision is 

to be served under the provisions of Section 47-7-34 of the Mississippi code of 1972, as amended. 

The suspension of any portion of said sentence, whether under Post-Release Supervision, 

probation or otherwise, shall be su~ject to the following conditions: 

Defendant shall: 

(a) Commit no offense against the Jaws of this or any other state of the United 
States, or the laws of the United States; 

(b) A void injurious or vicious habits and persons and places of disreputable or 
harmful character; 

(c) Report to the Field Officer as directed; 
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(d) Permit the Field Supervisor to visit the Defendant at home or elsewhere; 

(e) Work faithfully at suitable employment so far as possible; 

(f) Remain within a specified area, to-wit: State of Mississippi; 

(g) Support any dependents; 

(h) Possess or consume no alcoholic beverages or mood altering drugs, and 
possess no firearm or other deadly weapon; 

(I) Pay required fee during each month of probation, by money order, to the 
Mississippi Depaitment of Corrections; 

(i) Submit, as provided in Section 47-5-603 of the Mississippi Code of 1972, to 
any type of breath, oral fluids or urine chemical analysis test, the purpose of 
which is to detect the possible presence of alcohol or substance prohibited or 
controlled by any law of the State of Mississippi or the United States, or to 
tests recommended by his Field Officer; 

(k) Pmticipate in any recognized program available and recommended by his 
Field Officer; 

(I) Defendant shall his fine and costs of court herein, to be paid at the rate of 
$200.00 per month beginning one ( 1) month after his release from prison. 

The violation of any one of the above enumerated conditions shall violate the terms and 

conditions of the Defendant's Post-Release Supervision and the Court shall have the authority to 

revoke the Defendant from Post-Release Supervision and remand him back into the custody of the 

Mississippi Department of Corrections to serve revoked portion of his TWl~NTY (20) YEAR 

sentence. 

IT JS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that ZACHARY STRINGER is lwreby remanded into 

the custody of the Sheriff of MARION COUNTY, Mississippi to await transfer to the Mississippi 

Department of Corrections. 

SO ORDERED AND ADJUDGED this the 26r11 day of February, 2013. 

~~~-z___;;;~ 
CIRCUIT JUDGE ~----
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MARION COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI 

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI re [L 
VERSUS r MAR O 5 2013' 

Ir\\ PLAINTIFF 

lbllMINAL CAUSE NO. K12-0055H 

ZACHARY STRINGER JANETTE NOLAN, CIRCUIT CL'fr.t. 
BY.~~~~~~--- DEFENDANT 

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT 
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, A NEW TRIAL 

COMES NOW the Defendant, Zachary Stringer, through his attorney Thomas Fortner, 

and moves this honorable Court to grant a judgment of acquittal notwithstanding the verdict or, 

in the alternative, to grant Zachary Stringer a new trial. In support of this motion Zachary would 

show unto the Court the following, to wit: 

1. The Court erred in denying the Defendant's Motion for Directed Verdict made at 

the close of the State's case in chief, which was based upon the State's failure to 

elicit any proof whatsoever on the material element of "deliberate design" charged 

in the indictment. The proof presented by the State, when viewed in the light most 

favorable to the State, failed to prove in any way that Zachary Stringer acted with 

'deliberate design' to effect the death of his younger brother. The most 

incriminating proof, if any, offered by the State came from Mississippi Bureau of 

Investigation officer Ricky Dean, who stated that the Defendant told him: 

a. That he pointed an unloaded rifle at his little brother while they 

were both in the Defendant's bedroom; 

b. That he told his brother, while in the bedroom, that he would shoot 

his brother if his brother shot him with a dart gun; 
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c. That later he and his brother went into the living room, where he 

sat on the sofa playing with the rifle; 

d. That while on the sofa he put a live cartridge into the magazine or 

the firing chamber of the rifle; 

e. That he thereafter stood up with the rifle, and when doing so the 

rifle fired unintentionally; and 

f. That he did not intend to kill Justin. 

There was no proof presented to prove that the Defendant intentionally fired the 

gunshot that killed his little brother. While the proof did show that the 15 year old 

Defendant made inconsistent statements about the incident and tried to cover up 

his role in the accidental shooting, those inconsistent statements were all 

exculpatory and did not make a prima facie showing of' deliberate design' 

murder. 

2. The Court erred in giving an instruction to the jury that allowed it to consider and 

find Zachary Stringer guilty of the crime of manslaughter. In addition, the 

instruction given by the Court ,fefining manslaughter (No. 11) was an erroneous 

statement of the elements of manslaughter, and it allowed and even encouraged 

the jury to find the Defendant guilty of manslaughter by concluding that the 

Defendant did any act that caused the death of his little brother, whether that act 

was culpably negligent or not and whether that act was with or without intent. 

There was no evidentiary basis in the proof at trial to make a prima facie showing 

that the Defendant acted with culpable negligence in the shooting death of his 
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brother. In addition there was no proof, in either the physical evidence or the 

Defendant's statements admitted into evidence, that would provide prima facie 

proof of culpable negligence. 

3. The Court erred in giving Instruction No. 10 which attempted to set forth the 

elements of 'depraved heart' murder and allowed the jury to consider 'depraved 

heart' murder as a possible verdict. The instruction, as written, sets forth in 

paragraph 3 a definition of murder that attempts to define 'deliberate design' and 

'depraved heart' as being one and the same. The paragraph, as written and given 

to the jury, actually defines deliberate design murder as not requiring a finding of 

premeditated design to effect death. 

4. The Court erred in overruling the Defendant's Motion in Limine asking to exclude 

testimony by MBI agent Ricky Dean concerning all statements made by the 

Defendant to Dean preceeding, during and subsequent to a polygraph exam 

administered by Dean to the Defendant with the permission of the Defendant, his 

parents and his attorney. The Defendant waived his Miranda rights prior to the 

administering of the polygraph. Following the polygraph exam 2nd without 

informing the Defendant that the test was completed, Dean continued to question 

the Defendant. Dean was not an investigator in the case, and the Defendant had no 

reason to believe that the questions posed by Dean were not a part of the 

polygraph test. The State argued the admissibility of the Defendant's answers to 

Dean's questions pursuant to Wilhite v. State, 791 So.2d 231 (Miss. App. 2000). 

However, Wilhite involved a defendant who, following a clear and unequivocal 
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ending of a polygraph test, then answered questions posed by the chief 

investigator in the case and not by the MBI polygrapher. 

5. The Court erred in failing to grant the Defendant's motion for directed verdict and 

in failing to grant the Defendant a peremptory instruction directing the jury to 

return a verdict of not guilty, both of which should have been granted pursuant to 

Weathersby v. State, 147 So. 481 (Miss. 1933) and Barclay v. State, 43 So.2d 213 

(Miss. 1949). The Weathersby rule states that " ... where the Defendant or his 

witnesses were the only eyewitnesses to the homicide, their version must be 

accepted, unless substantially contradicted in material particulars by credible 

witnesses, physical facts, or facts commonly known ... ". Barclay further explains 

that inconsistent statements of the Defendant and/or his witnesses do not, in and 

of themselves, provide a sufficient basis for removing a case from the Weathersby 

rule: 

"It is well established in the jurisprudence of this State that where the 
Defendant is the only surviving eyewitness to a homicide, his version of 
the killing must be accepted as true if it be reasonable and not substantially 
contradicted in material particulars by the physical facts or by the facts of 
common knowledge, and the prosecution does not meet the burden placed 
upon it by law in contradicting the defendant's version in mere matters of 
detail which do not got to the controlling substance. When the State relies 
upon circumstantial evidence to establish any essential element of the 
crime charged, that evidence must rise sufficiently high to exclude every 
reasonable doubt of guilt and every reasonable hypothesis of innocence. It 
is our duty to maintain these principles inviolate". 

In the Defendant's case, he was the only eyewitness to the shooting death of his 

brother. The State presented the Defendant's version of the incident by admitting 

his statements to law enforcement officers. While his statements contained 
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inconsistencies, they did not contain any admissions of guilt to murder or 

manslaughter. There were no physical facts or facts of common knowledge 

presented at trial that refuted the Defendant's version of the killing; therefore the 

Court was required to accept his version as true. He should have been granted a 

directed verdict and/or peremptory instruction of acquittal. 

6. The Court erred in denying the Defendant's Motion In Limine to prohibit 

introduction of character-type evidence concerning the Defendant's behavior 

and/or statements during the week following the incident and preceding the 

funeral of his little brother. State witnesses were allowed to testify to matters such 

as the action of the Defendant in feeling pleased with a new suit of clothes 

purchased for his brother's funeral; the Defendant becoming tired during the 

funeral proceedings and wishing aloud that the funeral was over; the Defendant 

suggesting at his brother's funeral that no one would laugh at his brother's teeth 

now; and other behavior of the Defendant at the funeral that was irrelevant, non-

probative and meant solely to prejudice the jury against him. The evidence was 

admitted in violation of Rules 404 and 405, Miss. R. of Evid. 

7. The Court erred in giving Instruction No. 8, which was both confusing and 

misleading on the meaning of"depraved heart" and "culpable negligence". The 

Court compounded this error by thereafter erroneously refusing to give Instruction 

No. D-5. 

8. The Court erred in refusing to give Instruction D-8, which was a proper statement 

of the law. The refusal of the instruction violated the Defendant's constitutional 
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right to present his theory of the defense to the jury. 

9. The Court erred in refusing Instruction D-9, which was the only accurate 

definition of the term "culpable negligence". 

10. The Court erred in refusing to give Instruction D-8, which provided the correct 

definitions of murder and manslaughter. 

11. The verdict of the jury was contrary to the law and against the overwhelming 

weight of the evidence. 

12. Each of the above-stated errors, alone and in conjunction with one another, 

amounted to a violation of the Defendant's state and federal constitutional rights 

to a fair trial and due process of law. 

WHEREFORE PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Defendant respectfully requests this 

honorable Court to grant the Defendant a judgment notwithstanding the verdict or a new trial. 

ERIK M. LOWREY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Thomas M. Fortner MSB #5441 
525 Corinne Street 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401 
601.582.5015 
601.582.5046 (Fax) 
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THOMAS M. FORTNER, 
Attorney for Zachary Stringer 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Thomas M. Fortner, do hereby certify that I have this date caused to be mailed, postage 

paid, a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding 

the Verdict or, in the Alternative, a New Trial to Honorable Hal Kittrell, District Attorney, at 

500 Courthouse Square, Suite 3, Columbia, Mississippi 39429. 

THIS the 'f./i. day of March, 2013. 

THOMAS M. FORTNER 
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STATE OF TEXAS 

COUNTY OF HARRIS 

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT A, CHAFFIN 

§ 
§ 
§ 

And now comes the undersigned affiant, ROBERT A. CHAFFIN, who, being of proper age and duly 
sworn, states the following: 

1. I, ROBERT A. CHAFFIN, am over 18 years of age, am of sound mind and am in all ways competent 
to make this affidavit. 

2. The facts stated in this affidavit are within my personal knowledge and are true and correct, and 
this affidavit and my testimony are relevant to assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence 
involved and to determine the facts at issue in this case. 

3. I have been licensed to practice law and have been principally involved in personal injury cases in 
Texas since 1972. During that time I have handled over one thousand civil lawsuits including 
approximately 25 product liability cases involving Remington Model 700 rifles that fired without a 
trigger pull resulting in injury and/or deaths. These events often happen during the time when 
the rifle is being loaded and/or unloaded as well as any time the safety and/or bolt is moved. 
Further, the rifle has been known to jar off with the rifle firing after a slight bump under certain 
circumstances. I have been interviewed by CNBC and 60 Minutes as well as Business Week in 
conjunction with my representation of Model 700 victims and I'm generally recognized as having 
substantial expertise in terms of legal representation on the subject of Remington Model 700 
accidental firings. 

4. The Remington Model 700 has undoubtedly been a good selling product for Remington, but its fire 
control has proven to be a continuing source of liability for Remington. To date, Remington has received 
over 10,000 customer complaints and paid out many million in settlements since 1993 pertaining to 
unintended discharges for Models 700 and 710 containing the "Walker" fire control. 

Remington continued to produce rifles containing the dangerous "Walker" fire control until the 
mid-2000s when it developed and began incorporating a new fire control system-the "X-Mark Pro" or 
"XMP". However, the XMP would not prove to be Remington's savior. Remington made and sold roughly 
1.3 million Model 700 XMP rifles between 2006 and May of 2014, including the rifle which I have been 
informed was involved in the Stringer case. Every one of those rifles was manufactured in a negligent 
manner that may cause the rifle to fire without the trigger being pulled. Specifically, all XMP rifles 
manufactured between 2006 and May 2014 were assembled using a technique that required "rolling" the 
entire length of the "blocker screw" and "engagement screw" in a glue-like substance called "Loctite." 
During normal operation of the rifle, the blocker screw pushes back against the trigger and "blocks" it 
from moving forward when the safety is "on." When the safety is switched "off," the blocker screw pulls 
away from the trigger so the trigger has room to move forward when it is pulled. Remington's assembly 
technique resulted in excess Loctite being deposited on the blocker screw and subsequently transferred 
to the trigger when the blocker contacts the trigger as seen below: 
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Blocker Excess 
Loctite 

Trigger Blocker Excess 
Loctite 

Trigger 

The photos above show the "blocker screw" with the safety "ON" (left) and safety "OFF" (right). 
James Ronkainen, Remington's chief engineer on the XMP, has given sworn testimony that the excess 
Loctite found in XMP trigger mechanisms was a mistake in the manufacturing process. See Ex. A, Depo of 
Ronkainen at p. 24:8-22. Ronkainen went on to explain how the excess sealant (Loctite) causes the 
blocker screw to "stick" to the trigger which creates a dangerously defective condition in XMP Model 700 
rifles: 

16 Q. And -- and that in and of itself is a mistake in 
17 the manufacturing process for the trigger and the -- and --
18 and the blocker screw to be attached to one another, right? 
19 A. That's not desirable. 
20 Q. Why is it not desirable? 
21 A. With that intimate connection between those two 
22 parts, as the safety is moved from safe to fire, the 
23 interface between those two, the blocker could pull the 
24 trigger along and forward with that. 

Ex. A, Depo of Ronkainen at p. 30:12-24. 

The blocker screw pulling the trigger forward is a dangerous manufacturing defect because it 
lessens the already miniscule amount of "engagement" between the top of the trigger and the "sear." Ex. 
A, Depo of Ronkainen at pp. 32:12-19, 40:2-25. This "precipitous engagement" constitutes a dangerous 
condition wherein the Model 700 rifle will fire without the trigger being pulled. Ex. A, Depo of Ronkainen 
at p. 41:1-5. Not surprisingly, multiple lab tests by Remington and a multitude of similar incident 
customer complaints establish that Model 700 XMP rifles exhibiting this defect will fire under a broad 
range of circumstances without the trigger being pulled. Ex. B - Sample Customer Complaint From 
Remington's Product Service Records. 

In January of 2014, Remington received a video from a customer, J.R. Otto, wherein Mr. Otto 
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demonstrated an XMP in factory specified condition firing upon safety release. This event has occurred 
frequently enough that Remington created the abbreviation "FSR" for a fire upon safety release. As early 
as January 2010, Remington had also received a video from Michael Brees depicting an XMP in factory 
specified condition firing upon safety release and firing upon bolt opening. Remington initiated an 
investigation in March 2014 and examined all rifles returned by customers. Remington found that excess 
Loctite was present in virtually all of the rifles returned with the complaint they would fire without a 
trigger pull. Remington also conducted tests which confirmed that XMP rifles contaminated with excess 
Loctite will intermittently fire without pulling the trigger. As a result of this investigation and customer 
complaints received at that time, Remington recalled all 1.3 million XMP rifles in order to repair and 
replace the trigger mechanisms: 

~mington. 
PRODUCT SAFETY WAR.'IING AND RECALL NOTICE 

REMINGTON MODEL 70CJTII AND MODEL SEVENTM RD'LES 

PRODUCTS: Reminafon Arms Company, LLC ("R.emingtonj is vobudarily recalling 
R.emington Model 7()()TM and Model SevenTM rifles with X-Mark Pro® ("XMPt)") trigen. 
manutactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014. 

QBSCRIPJ]ON Of nm HAZARD: R.emington bas determined that some Model 700 and 
Model Seven rifles with XMP triapn could, under certain CU'CUIDl1ID.Ces mdDtelldoully 
dllcJaarae. A Reminaton investigation bu determined that some XMP triggen miat,.t have 
exrm boocting apnt used in tbe assembly process. While RomiDgton bas the utmost contidmce 
in the desip of the XMP trigger, it is undcr1aking this recall in the interest of consumer safety to 
remove any potential excoss bonding apnt applied in the assembly process. 

4. Unfortunately, Remington's recall came several years too late and has only captured roughly 
15% of the 1,328,481 defective XMP rifles sold between 2006 and 2014. As a result, defective XMP rifles 
have claimed too many victims over the past decade, including: 

a. Charlotte, NC - 12/23/2011 (3 Victims): 16-year-old Jasmine Thar was tragically shot and 
killed by a defective Remington XMP M700 rifle. Her neighbor across the street was inside 
his house removing the rifle from a case when it discharged and shot Ms. Thar who was 
standing in her front yard. This same bullet also struck and severely injured Jahmesha 
McMillian and Treka McMillian. 

b. Crockett, TX - 11/14/2012: William Edge had been deer hunting with his XMP M700 rifle 
and was walking with a rifle case in his right hand and the rifle in his left hand. The rifle case 
bumped the XMP and the rifle unexpectedly discharged without anything touching the 
trigger. The malfunction shot off 2 toes on Mr. Edge's left foot. 

c. San Saba, TX - 11/6/2013: Brett Bachert had just shot an impala with his XMP M700 rifle 
while hunting at a game ranch. The rifle was laying on the impala without anyone touching it 
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when it suddenly discharged and shot Mr. Bachert through the left leg. 

d. Sorrento, LA - 12/28/2013: Joi Williams was shot through the left leg when her husband's 
XMP M700 rifle discharged in the back of their Chevy Tahoe without anyone pulling the 
trigger. 

5. The XMP M700 defect and its causal relationship to unintended discharges has also been 
confirmed by one of the most well-respected experts in the firearms business-Tom Butters. Mr. 
Butters earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Duke University in 1954 and then joined the U.S. Air 
Force. While in the U.S. Air Force, Mr. Butters served as First Lieutenant and flight controller assigned 
to NATO and he was also a member of the 1971st AACS Squadron's competition shooting team. In 1960, 
Mr. Butters earned a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering from Southern Methodist 
University. 

Tom Butters has been a licensed professional engineer in the State of Texas for more than 50 
years. Mr. Butters first became interested in the operation and investigation of firearm failures in the 
mid-1940s. Since there were and are no publicly offered courses that specifically taught firearms 
design,1 he acquired knowledge of firearms and trigger mechanism designs in the same manner as 
other engineers who focus their attention exclusively in gun design: by studying, modifying, generating 
innovative solutions to problems presented by firearms designs in general. Tom Butters has largely 
performed his own independent firearm studies aided over the last 15-20 years by materials obtained 
in discovery from firearms manufacturers. 

As early as 1960, Tom Butters was also engaged in the design of fire control systems not only for 
his own use, but potentially for public sale. Among those firearms for which he designed and fabricated 
safety and firing mechanisms were the U.S. Springfield Model of 1903, the U.S. Enfield Model of 1917, 
the German Model 98, FN Model of 1950, and the Anschutz 1400 series for which he designed and built 
an electric trigger system. Numerous other minor projects involved studies of products of most major 
U.S. Manufacturers including Colt, Smith & Wesson, Remington, Ruger, and Winchester. In February of 
2000, Tom Butters and Mr. Jack Belk were awarded a United States Patent for a passive automatic 
safety applicable to firearms with a sear and hammer mounted on a common trigger plate or base.2 

Tom Butters has been invited to deliver numerous lectures to the American Custom Gunmakers 
Guild on the subject of firearms design and he has also published numerous articles relating to firearm 
design, manufacture, and safety. Finally, Mr. Butters has served on numerous occasions as a range 
safety officer for the Texas State Rifle Association and as such he is intimately familiar with safe gun 
handling procedures. In summary, Tom Butters is a highly-qualified engineer who has been received as 
an expert in dozens of defective firearms cases throughout the United States over the last two decades. 
Mr. Butters' affidavit from an XMP case is attached hereto as Ex. C. 

6. CONCLUSION: Based on my experience and the information obtained in numerous civil cases 
against Remington, all Remington Model 700 XMP rifles manufactured between 2006 and 2014 contain 
a dangerous manufacturing defect which makes each and every one susceptible to firing without the 
trigger being pulled. 

1 There are courses in gunsmithing and repair, but these do not address the kinematics of trigger mechanisms and safety 
devices nor do they address gun designs using advanced physics and applied engineering technology. 
2 Trigger Safety Mechanism, United States Patent #6,119,387 issued 09/19/2000 to John T. Butters and Henry J. Belk. 
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Further Affiant Sayeth Not. 

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME on this the 28th day of February, 2017, to certify which 
witness my hand and seal of office. 

C})a;f?L,u, /,. 
NOTARY 

Notary Public in and for the State of Texas. 
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A90295E 
JIM RONKAINEN MARCH 26, 2015 

1 for the test process did not contain any Loctite on the tip 

2 of the engagement screw or the tip of the blocker KNW? 

3 A. We did not Inspect for It but the Intent was that 

4 there wouldn't be any there. 

5 Q. How do you know thars the Intent? 
6 A. The •• the only place that Loctite really does any 

7 good In the •• In the assembly Is •• the purpose of It Is to 

8 lock the screw to the mating part so that It's not able to 

9 be adjusted. 

10 Q. So It's totally unnecessary to have It either on 
11 the tip of the blocker or the tip of the engagement screw 
12 outside of the aSSM1bly process, right? 

13 A. It •• It doesn't function or serve any purpose out 

14 there. 

15 Q. Okay. So, from what you can tell - and •• and 
16 then •• then did •• did you subsequently have an opportunity 
1 7 with Mr. Watkins to examine photographs of·· of the blocker 

18 screw, the engagement screw on some of the rifles that were 
19 actually bullt7 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q, Now, Mr. Watkins, he took a lot of pictures, you 
2 2 kn- that, right? 
23 A. Yes. 

2 4 Q. He •• he dlsaSSM1bled a lot of fire controls, took 
2 5 pictures of the Interior, the blocker screw, the engagement 

1 screw, you knew that, right? 

2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And did you take a look at a lot of those 
4 pictures? 

5 A. I saw several of the pictures. I don't know what 
6 percentage of the pictures he took that I actually saw. 
7 Q, Okay. I want to show you a few pictures here 

8 for •• produced and I'm going to use the video because It's 
9 better from what's called McNeil Exhibit 1198, And I'll try 

1 o to Identify them by serial number. 
11 * * * * * 
12 (There are conversations being held out of the hearing of 
13 the reporter,) 
14 

15 
* * * * * 

MR. OIAFAN: We'll just pldc this one out 

16 here randomly called 6673556. 
17 

18 

19 

Q, (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Now, can you - this picture? 
A. Yes, sir. 

Q, Now, this Is a rifle, It was randomly selected by 
2 o Mr, Watldns. And, of course, you - here •• you recognize 
2 1 the blocker screw? 

2 2 A. Yes, sir. 

2 3 Q, And you recognize this substance here as being 
24 Loctite? 

2 5 A. Yes, sir. 

09:17:50 1 Q, And what you're looking at here Is a negligently 
0 9 : 1 7 : 5 0 2 manufactured fire control system, right? 
09: 17: 50 3 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 

09: 17: 50 4 question; calls for a legal conclusion. 

o 9 : 1 7 : 5 O 5 A. I'm looking at a picture that shows excess Loctite 

o 9: 1 7 : 52 6 at the tip of the blocker screw between the -- the tip of 
O 9: 17 : 52 7 the blocker screw and the trigger. 
09:17:52 8 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) And this Is not the way the gun 
o 9: 1 7 : 52 9 was Intended to be made by you, the designer, Is It? 

O 9 : 1 7 : 5 5 1 O A. The presence of Loctite In that location was not 
o 9: 1 7: 55 11 as Intended by design. 

09:17:55 12 

09:18:00 13 

09:18:00 14 

Q, Not Intended, right? 
MR. WILLS: That's what he said, Bob. 

Q, (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Not Intended by the designer, 

O 9 : 1 7 : 5 2 15 which Is you, to be •• look llke this, Is It? 
O 9: 19 : O 3 16 A. Yes. That's what! said. 

09:19:07 17 Q, Okay. And this Is a mistake In the manufacturing 

09:19:12 18 process,rlght? 
0 9 : 19 : 12 1 9 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 

o 9 : 19 : 1 9 2 o question; augmentlve. 

09:19:19 21 A. This Is not per the design specifications for the 
09:19:22 22 trlggers,no. 

0 9 : 19 : 2 3 2 3 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) And It •• would you agree with me 
O 9 : 19: 2 3 2 4 that the condition you - In this photograph could 
o 9 : 19: 2 3 2 5 potentially cause this rifle to fire without the trigger 
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09: 19: 23 1 being pulled? 

09:19:29 

09:19:30 

09:19:30 

09:19:31 

09:19:34 

09:19:36 

09:19:42 

09:19:43 

2 MR. WILLS: Object; It's an lnoomplete 

3 hypothetical. 

4 A. In order for that material to cause ·- potentially 

5 cause the trigger to be pulled, I would have to <Xll1 -

6 <Xlllfirm that It's In a liquid form. It's difficult to tell, 

7 It looks like It may be but I -· I can't tell without 

8 actually examining the - the trigger assembly Itself. A 
9 static picture or photograph doesn't oompletely reveal the 

o 9: 19: 4 3 1 o condition of the Loctite In this case. 

0 9 : 19 : 5 6 11 MR. OIAFAN: Yeah. Move It back. 
09:19:56 12 

09:19:56 13 

CAMERAMAN: Got to close this -

Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) So we'll take a look here then 

o 9: 19 : 5 6 14 and •• and now what are we looking at? 
o 9: 19 : 4 3 15 MR. WILLS: Is that the same number of our •• 

09:19:43 16 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Same 556, just using this as an 

09:20:42 

09:20:45 

09:20:48 

09:20:48 

09:20:51 

09:20:51 

09:20:51 

09:20:51 

09:20:58 

09:21:01 

09:21:01 

09:21:06 

09:21:06 

09:21:09 

09:21:09 

09:21:11 

09:21:13 

09:21:15 

09:21:17 

09:21:18 

09:21:21 

09:21:24 

09:21:25 

09:21:25 

09:21:25 
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09:21:30 

09:21:31 

09:21:31 

09:21:35 

09:21:38 

09:21:38 

09:21:44 

09:21:47 

09:21:49 

09:21:54 

09:21:57 

09:22:01 

09:22:01 

09:22:08 

09:22:09 

09:22:10 

o 9 : 2 O : 2 s 1 7 example because J represent to you there's about 40 or 50 o 9 : 2 2 : 1 o 
09: 20: 28 18 that look very slmllarto this, okay? 09: 22: 10 

09:20:28 19 A. Okay. 09:22:10 

09:20:30 20 

09:20:30 21 

Q, What are we looking at? 
MR. WILLS: You don't •• you don't have to 

o 9 : 2 o : 3 2 2 2 accept that representation but you may. 

0 9 : 2 0 : 3 7 2 3 Q, (BY MR, CHAFFIN) Well, we can go through all of 

09: 20: 40 24 them If you want to. 

09: 20: 41 25 What •• what are we looking at now? 
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09:22:19 

09:22:10 

09:22:20 

09:22:21 

09:22:21 

09:22:20 
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1 I don't believe, though, that that causes any deleterious 09:26:13 1 question? 09:27:53 
2 effects In the particular condition. 09:26:16 2 A. As I stated, the form of the material that's at 09:27:53 

3 The material that's adhering to the front of the 09:26:17 3 that lntertace has very strong effect on the behavior of the 09:27:53 

4 trigger appears to have been fully cured, which would be 09:26:17 4 trigger assembly. 09:27:53 
5 hard and It's not In liquid form. 09:26:17 5 Q. Just let me flip over here just so the jury wlll 09:27:47 

6 Q. Well, at some point In time the trigger and the 09:26:28 6 see what -·re talking about h-. And - get a picture 09:28:04 
7 blocker appear to have been stuck together here, right? 09:26:28 7 here and now just flip over. 09:28:08 

8 MR. CHAFFIN: Object to the form of the 09:26:28 8 We've used this bel'ure and this little spot right 09:28:17 

9 question. 09:26:28 9 here Is where the trigger and the sear rest together called 09:28:20 
10 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Yes, sir? 09:26:28 10 the engagement, right? 09:28:21 

11 A. They were In contact with each other, yes. 09:26:34 11 A. Yes, sir. 09:28:26 

12 Q. Stuck at some point In time and then they broke 09:26:35 12 Q. And, If this blocker here Is attached to the 09:28:27 
13 away, right? 09:26:35 13 trigger and causes the trigger to move forward, then this 09:28:29 

14 A. They were attached to each other perhaps by the 09:26:39 14 menlscal engagement that's already here can became lessened, 09:28:31 

15 Loctite If It cured with It at the Interface, yes, sir. 09:26:41 15 right? 09:28:31 
16 Q. And -- and that In and of Itself Is a mistake In 09:26:44 16 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 09:28:31 

17 the manufacturing process for the trigger and the •· and •• 09:26:44 17 question. 09:28:31 
18 and the blocker --to be attached to one another, right? 09:26:44 18 A. The -- the engagement can be lessened If the 09:28:40 
19 A. That's not desirable. 09:26:41 19 blocker screw pulls the bigger forward. 09:28:40 

20 Q. Why Is It not desirable? 09:26:55 20 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) And •• and what Is the minimum 09:28:41 
21 A. With that Intimate connection between those two 09:26:57 21 engagement or the minimum dlstallQ! that these two things are 09:28:41 

22 parts, as the safety Is moved from safe to fire, the 09:26:57 22 supposed sit together? 09:28:41 

23 Interface between those two, the blocker could pull the 09:26:57 23 A. I would have to review the drawings to see exactly 09:28:50 
24 trigger along and forward with that. 09:26:57 24 what It Is but It's between 19 and 20 thousandths of an 09:28:53 

25 Q. And we'll get to It later, but basically, whenever 09:27:09 25 Inch·· 09:28:54 
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1 you got the material on the blocker and the material on the 09:27:09 1 Q. Twenty-one thousandths •• 09:28:55 

2 face of the -- of the trigger, you got a posslblllty that 09:27:09 2 A. -- based - based on my ·· my - my memory. 09:28:55 

3 the trigger has been pulled forward so that you have 09:27:09 3 Q. Twenty-one thousandths of an Inch Is It -- Is It a 09:28:57 
4 Improper engagement then betwMn the trigger and the sear, 09:27:09 4 speck, right? 09:28:57 
5 right? 09:27:09 5 MR. WILLS: Object to the form. 09:28:58 
6 MR. WILLS: Object to the form; It's an 09:27:31 6 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Give or take one •• one •• 09:28:57 
7 Incomplete hypothetical. 09:27:31 7 betweeri 19 and 21 or -- 09:28:57 
8 A. It's very dependent upon the form of the material 09:27:31 8 A. It •• It could be. I would have to look at the 09:28:58 
9 that's at that Interface. 09:27:31 9 drawings to tell you for sure. 09:28:58 

10 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) But that's -- that's what the 09:27:09 10 Q. And I've heard It said that that's -- that's •• 09:29:02 
11 posslblllty Is, If the trigger moves forward and then they 09:27:09 11 how many human hairs Is that? 09:29:02 
12 don't have enough engagement between the trigger and the 09:27:09 12 A. Assuming a human hair Is about 4 thousandths of an 09:28:58 

13 sear, right? 09:27:09 13 Inch, It's about five human hairs. 09:28:58 
14 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 09:27:37 14 Q. Okay. So the •• the whole function of this gun Is 09:29:18 
15 question. It's an Incomplete hypothetical. 09:27:38 15 dependent upon this sear resting on the edge of this trigger 09:29:21 

16 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) You understand what I'm saying, 09:27:40 16 here of a dlstallCll! of about •• by the strength of five human 09:29:22 
17 don't you, Mr. Ronkalnen? 09:27:40 17 hairs, right? 09:29:22 
18 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 09:27:46 18 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 09:29:23 
19 question. 09:27:46 19 question; Incomplete hypothetical. 09:29:23 
20 MR. CHAFFIN: I get It. I get your objection. 09:27:47 20 A. It's dependent upon that much engagement between 09:29:40 

21 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) But do you understand? 09:27:47 21 those two parts. 09:29:40 
22 MR. WILLS: Well, I get your questions, you 09:27:47 22 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Five human hairs, right? 09:29:41 
23 keep asking the same questions, I'm going to keep making the 09:27:47 23 MR. WILLS: Object to the form of the 09:29:43 

24 same objections. 09:27:47 24 question; asked and answered. 09:29:43 
25 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Do·· do you understand the 09:27:53 25 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) True? 09:29:41 
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1 A. He said you were plaintiff's attorney. 

2 Q, What that mean? That a bad word at 
3 Remington? 

4 A. No. 

5 Q. You're not offended because I'm h- representing 
6 the family of a dead little girt, are you? 

7 A. No, sir. 
8 Q, Okay. Let's -- let's look at the Michael 

9 Breeze •• you -- you were th- In January of 2010 at 

10 Remington, right? 
11 MR. WILLS: Asked and answered. Go ahead. 
12 A. Yes. I warted at Remington In January of 2010. 

13 Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) And this Is a video that came 
14 Into the poSS8Slon of Remington's Arm Service department In 

15 January of 2010, you understand that? 
16 A. Ido. 

1 7 Q. Okay. And -- and let's take a look at It. 

18 * * * * * 
19 (Wh-pon, the video Is playing.) 

20 * * * * * 
21 UNKNOWN OF PERSON ON VIDEO: All right. This 
2 2 video Is my new Remington 700 SPS. I round out that cold 

2 3 seems to accept It -- or affect the action as soon as 

2 4 you let the b -- or the rifle cool down to about 30, 35 

2 5 degrees ambient temperature outside, the safety releases the 

1 firing pin, not the trigger. So this is video record. 
2 Thank you very much. 
3 All right. This is my brand new Remington SPS 380 
4 Varmint rifle that I purchased the first week in December on 
5 a Tuesday. On Friday, I took It to the range, along with a 
6 friend of mine. And after about ten rounds out of the 
7 rifle, the rifle started firing as soon as you released the 
8 safety. 
9 I contact -- contacted the Remington customer 

1 O service department Monday and they did send me a shipping 
11 label to return the rifle to them, which I'm going to do but 
12 I wanted to make a video reference of this before I sent the 
13 rifle off, make sure that they know I do have a problem. 
14 One of the things we found is that at room 
15 temperatures, the rifle does not have a problem. It is 
1 6 always seems to be affected In the cold. So last night I 
1 7 left the rifle out In my garage all night and I came here to 
18 the rifle club this morning and we're going to see if it --
19 ornot. 
2 o As you can see now, the bolt's open, my chamber is 
21 clear, I'm going to go ahead and put the safety on, close 
2 2 the bolt, and then when I release the safety you notice the 
2 3 bolt, nothing's touching the -- the trigger, it did not do 
2 4 it. Let's try -- whoop, It Just fired when I --
2 5 MR. CHAFFIN: Stop right there. 

09:33:36 1 

09:33:36 2 

UNKNOWN OF PERSON ON VIDEO: •• when I lilt --

Q. (BY MR. CHAFFIN) Let me •• let me ask you 
O 9 : 3 3 : 3 6 3 something now, Mr, Ronkalnen. Why -- why would the rifle 

O 9 : 3 3 : 3 6 4 not fire when he pushed the safety off but It would fire 
o 9 : 3 3 : 5 7 5 when he lifted the bolt? 

09:33:57 6 A. That's Indicative of a precipitous engagement, 
09: 34: 03 7 the -- the engagement reduced. 
09:34:03 8 Q. All right. That's exactly what - were talking 
O 9 : 3 4 : O 8 9 about just a minute ago In the photograph that - looked at, 

O 9: 3 4 : 11 1 O If- can just switch, then we'll continue back h-. We --

0 9: 3 4 : 11 11 - looked at this together --
09:34:14 12 A. Uh-huh. 

O 9: 3 4 : 14 13 Q. -- and - and this Is what -·re talking aboutthe 
O 9: 3 4 : 14 14 point of engagement right here, right? 
09:34:14 15 

09:34:24 16 
A. Yes, sir. 

Q, And the fact that the rifle would fire when he 
O 9 : 3 4 : 2 6 1 7 lifted the bolt, as you said Is •• Is Indicative of a 

o 9 : 3 4 : 2 9 18 precipitous engagement, right? 
0 9: 3 4 : 2 9 19 A. The engagement have been reduced from what the 

O 9 : 3 4 : 2 9 2 o original factory settings were. 
09:34:30 21 Q. Right. So what - - there Is that minimum 
O 9: 3 4 : 32 2 2 movement or just a minimum touch of the rifle, once the 

o 9: 3 4 : 4 o 2 3 engagement Is reduced, will cause the rifle to fire, right? 
09:34:45 24 

09:34:47 25 sir. 
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A. In the case d what he demonstrated there, yes, 

o 9 : 3 4 : 4 7 1 Q, Okay. So anytime you -- this trigger Is moved and 
O 9 : 3 4 : 4 7 2 you have quote, unquote, precipitous engagement, some slight 

0 9 : 3 5 : 0 1 3 movement of the rifle can cause the rifle to tire, right? 
O 9 : 3 5 : O 5 4 A. When engagement Is reduced to a certain level, 

0 9 : 3 5 : 0 5 5 yes, sir, that's oorrect. 
O 9 : 3 5 : O 5 6 Q. Whenever the engagement here, between the trigger 
O 9 : 3 5 : O 5 7 and sear Is reduced to - what you would say a precipitous 
0 9 : 3 5 : 0 5 8 level, the rifle may fire with just slight movement of the 

09:35:05 9 rifte,rlght? 
09:35:05 10 A. I said yes. 

0 9 : 3 5 : 0 5 11 Q. And exactly how far~ the engagement have to 
0 9 : 3 5 : 0 5 12 be reduced to get this precipitous condition It will 
o 9 : 3 5 : O 5 13 fire with slight movement? 

0 9 : 3 5 : 0 6 14 A. I •• I have not determined that. 

09:35:06 15 

09:35:06 16 

Q, Have you attempted to determine that? 
A. I have not. 

O 9 : 3 5 : O 6 17 Q. Well, If the rifle Is say, Is re -- If the 
0 9 : 3 5 : 0 6 18 engagement level Is re -- any engagement below 21 
0 9 : 3 5 : 0 6 19 thousandths of an Inch or -- or -- did you say Is It five or 

0 9: 35: 06 20 four human hairs? 
09:35:59 21 

09:35:59 22 

A. I belleve It's about five human hairs. 
Q. Any - any -- any engagement of this thing right 

0 9 : 3 5 : 5 9 2 3 here, the trigger and the sear, below five human hairs Is 
0 9 : 3 5 : 5 9 2 4 cons~ to be unaaieptable and dangerous when It's In the 

0 9 : 3 6 : O O 2 5 manufacturing prooess, right? 
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Case Infonnation 
RE# Date Opened 

186710 1/19/2010 
Customer Information 

Remington Arms Co., Inc. 

Date Opened(PS) 
1/27/2010 

Product Service 
Legal Case #:4304 

Date Closed 
2/3/2010 

Incident Date 
12/4/2009 

Page 1 of2 

Pre Lit Lit Obsolete 

Type 

Reporter 

Business First Name Last Name Street City State Zip Age Contact 

Michael Brees H 513-253-3804 
E Mbreesl@gmail.com 3801 Red Maple Amelia OH 45102 

Incident Infonnation 

Claims 

PI 
PD 
s 

Codes 

Cause:4038 CoCould Not Duplicate 
ncem 

C Fires on Safe release in Concern: I 007 Fired on Safe Release 
cold temps 

Repair Est. Medical 
Treatment 

Unknown 

Medical 
Status 

Customer reported in a letter - He bought the gun new at a local retail store. 3 days after purchase he was shooting at a gun 
range w/a friend in cold temps & after the I Ith round it fired several times as soon as he took it off Safe. He also video taped 
the gun doing that after sitting in cold temps overnight. He is going to send video to Fred S. for review. He only wants gun 
replaced - not repaired. dmf 

Fireann lnfonnation 
Mfg. Type 

CF/BA Remington 
Date Purchased Where Purchased 

DICKS SPORTING GOODS 
CONCERN:FSR 

Ammunition Information 

Model/Ga. SKU 
700/308 WIN 85563 
Accessories Original Owner 

y 

Serial Bbl. DOM 
06866643 KD 5/19/2009 9:14:57 PM 

Mfg. Type 
BTSP/150 gr 

Other 

CalJGa. 
308 W1N 
Factory 

SKU UPC DOM Mfg. Code 
Hornady 
Concern 

0: 

Other Products Information - None Defined 
Settlement 

Settlement 

Replace w/84218 
in exchange 

Release of Claims 

Repair/Replacement 
Cost 

$203.79 

y 
Reload 

N 

Remington/700/CF/BA 

Release Date 

Repair/Replacement 
Date 

2/3/2010 

Reimbursement Cash 
Settlement 

Reim. 
Date 
APV 

Cash 
Date 
APV 

2/3/10: Per Fred S. - Could not duplicate concern. Would like to replace trigger assembly to restore faith in rifle. 2/3/10: I 
called customer & he only wants a replacement rifle. The one he sent is a special run for Dick's Sptg Gds from 2009. We 
cannot get anymore of those. He approved replacement w/84218 - M/700 SPS Varmint, 308 Win. dmf 
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... 

Examination[Remington/CF/BA] 
---------------------

I Part II Sub-Part II Code 
I~ 

Comment 
~xaminer I :.TRAVIS 
~xamDate I 1112112010 

Examination ~roduct Type I lllF ,~ IA 
~.SUPRY 

!cause ,~038 llcould Not DuEiicate Concern If UST. HAS VIDEO OF INCIDENT I IDescriEtion I 6"308WIN 
!Qate Code I II<D I 
!!!ore Plugged l~aise I 

Barrel l!!uised !!False I 
IFired IIFalse I 
Rired while Obstructed 
Muzzle/Crown Condition IILike new; Functionin2 
!:"iring Pin Like new; Functioning 
Shroud Like new; Functioning 

Bolt Face ... ike new; Functioning 
Handle ... ike new; Functioning 
Stop Like new; Functioning 
Condition ; Functioning 

Extractor Cut Condition e new; Functioning 
Ext/Eject Test se 
Block Condition -Select--

Locking li Coooition Like new; Functioning 
h Condition -Select--
rior Condition Like new; Functioning 

Overall !stock Condition IILike new; Functioning I 
i:-ore End Condition !--Select-- I 

!Receiver 
I Condition !Like new; Functionins I 

!False I Bulged ITetion I jSTANDARD XMP SAFETY I 
I Function IILike new; Functioning I 
lsub-Assembl~ llfion-ISS I o~ift II-Select-- ll.ot 3 I 
'8otch ll!;ike new; Functionins I 

Tests ITestFired IIFalse I 
Feeding Test False 

Condition Like new; Functioning 

Trigger !Pull I --Select-- 13# I 
Altered !False I 
Sub-Assembly Ix-Mark Pro I 
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·-~ x. 
01/12/2010 

Dear Sirs. 

I am sending you my Remington 700 sps varmint rifle because of a major malfunction I 
experienced with the rifle Three days after purchase. I bought the rifle from a major sporting goods retail 
store on Dec I 2009, On Dec 4 I went to the Miami Rifle and Pistol club to sight in the rifle with a friend 
of mine. The first ten rounds were fired without incident. On the eleventh round the rifle fired as soon as I 
released the safety, My friend commented that I must have inadvertently touched the trigger with my finger, 
I reloaded the rifle with a factory loaded Hornady 150 gr BTSP. Again the rifle fired as soon as the safety 
was released. The rifle continued to disp~ this flaw approximately a dozen times on a empty chamber. 
When I got the rifle home the rifle stopped malfunctioning as soon as it was exposed to warmer temps . I 

have since been unable to duplicate th · the rifle is warm. 
Today I left the rifle · y garage to expose · to winter temps of approximately Thirty degrees, I 

then took the rifle to the rifle range, and video taped e above mentioned behavior, If you contact me 
@513-253-3804 orby ·12 mbrees1@gmail.com I l be happy to provide you with a copy of this. 
video. · · 

Please do not send tbis rifle back to me, without first contacting me regarding bow this could 
happen and how it was corrected. My strong preference would be for you to replace this rifle with a new 
one, Not to repair this one. 

Sincerely Yours 

~cf'~ 
Michael A 'Brees 
3801 RedMaple 
Amelia, Oh 4S 102 
513:253-3804 
Mbreesl@gmaiLcom 

PS. All shooting was with factory loaded ammo, and this rifle 
has never been modified or worked on by a aftermarket gunsmith, The only thing I have done to the rifle is 
to run a couple of cleaning patches down the ~arrel. 

.e- \ :t. 0 h ,'w-1 

.-:.· 

sQ68666431 
Model: 700 t o·~ ~" ~ou, v,~ 
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I would suggest that the firing mechanism be replaced in the rifle to restore your faith in it . 

Fred Supry .. 
Remington Arms Company . 
Manager Product Service and Law Enforcement Training 
14 Hoefler Avenue 
Ilion, NY 13357 

315-895-3606 
315-895-3661 
fred.supry@remington.com 
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It . -em,ngto-.~~·· • 
. . 

Factory Repair Instructions 
(NOTE: Please print and complete this form, and then lndude It with your firearm.) ·-·· 

1 , .A "' ... A .... -rd-serial Number: 
'I 

Model Number: 71">!) .s P ... " G,{o8(o'" '13 

Are you the original owner?: -E~ CINo 
Name: M ,r 1. .4.c, Rf/J..P es Date of Purchase: I A - l - o<;-
Address (no PO Boxes): 

'J~O/ Rt:,.l M14ll.e:-
City: AN\c...L IA State: 0/-1 lz1p: l/S-10 7-
Phone (Daytime): .s1 - ii. 6J - '3 l:J'O~ Fax: 

~~mail Address: rnk>re.U _j_ ~(1 ~.Al·~-~ ... C.OM t:li would like to receive future e-mail updates from Remington. . 
,• 

Plea5e describe your problem: f.. I trl..;' ·.: .f:'c A.e-S. .. u..,J..w. ;. s,-.-r-~n l.'5 
'i<.c.L- - ,,,,,J) . UJJ'rJI• t:Jur=-Ai) Y ·,o,. ;1.J: CU..t!-- t'N f ll.1r (' e,,t._', 

-rl./e., A,~I_J< (:),U/_'f' J) , s I'/ ,4.L, < . 77./, s J'1t4Ju.-,. IN d,,t..-/,) 
""77"...M/J '' J~-t> ~,. F~c,u,~ 

,, 1 '-::r::::- /,, A, Ve~ t/1 "',.,,,. ~,--~ o;,t,. ' 
77-IG. ~,-,£"~ l"Jt:,tN< n,.~ .... A;)n wiT# AN ~)'l'y, CN.\.H.i~ AJ;f 

WJ,,,(.,AI L,µ. cl e,ol, u,,rH /....,v'- AHi~ i 4-,,.,&(.. Ca,v7 J,,.,-7"° 

MP_ Hr CG,;/ nA. e,·;IVttA,/~ ·, . . i,,.;,;// . ,di!-·. hAf'/y 7o 
8-MA,f 711,s /1' ',b~~-· ..... . . ~- .- ... S"'e. r-·:._ ·A7cAe"-h~ -

Ammunition Information: ... 

Manufacturer: . . . .. Type:--· .. 
. . . . 

Other (I.e. bullet weight/type, shot size, powder): .. -· ... . .. . .. ·~ . 
·~ .. . •'. -· 

Handload Information: .. 
Powder Used: Po~d_erWeight: - .. 
Case/Hull Used: ,Primer Used: .. .. 
Bullet Type/5 hot Size: Re.loader Used: 

Firearms Care (Cleaning and Lubrication): 

Brand of deaning solution used: ... 

How often do you clean the bore? (Months or Number of rounds) 

How often do you clean the action? (Months or Number of rounds) 

How often do you dean the trigger assembly? (Months or Number of rounds) 

Brand of lubrlcant used: 

·~ 
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DICK'S SPORTING GOODS 
Mason, 

cst3) no-4070 
12/01/09 12:47 PM 

RECEIPT EXPIRES ON CG/01/10 

S-00173 R-6 · T-1380 A-0123440 SALE 
**** DUPLICATE RECEIPT **** 

Ywr assoc1ata tooay 1s: Lynn 

Clstcaer CqJy 

047700855639 700SPSVARM/N 

ITEM TOTAL 
SUBTOTAL 
TAX 

499.97 

49E.97 

4-SE .97 
32.50 

TOTAL 532.47 

VISA 
ACCOUNT#: ************7164 
AUTH# 045866 

CHANGE DUE 

532.47 

c.oo 

".:.:. 
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ftintDisplay 

Case Information 

Remington Arms Co., Inc. 
Product Service 

Legal Gase #:6710 

Page 1 of2 

RE# Date Opened Date Opened(PS) 
10/21/2011 

Date Closed 
10/21/2011 

Incident Date Pre Lit Lit Obsolete 
243961 10/20/2011 

Customer Infonnation 
Type Business Fint Name Last Name Street City ~ate Zip Age Contact 

Reporter NJ State Police 

Incident Information 
Claims 

NJ State Police 1600 Negron Dr Hamilton NJ 08691 W 609-584-5000, .x 5115 
E lpp5104@gw.nJsp.org 

Codes Repair Est. Medical Treatment Medical Status 
PI 
PD 
S Slam fires 
C 

Cause:4038 Could Not Duplicate Concern 
Concern: 1008 Fired on Bolt Closing 

Unknown 

10/27 /11 Per note with rifle, members of their TEAMS unit advised the armorer unit this weapon has slam fll'ed. TEAMS unit 
also advised it does not slam fire everytime. This weapon is being returned to Remington for repair.cm 

Firearm Information 
Mfg. Type 

CF/BA Remington 
Date Purchased Where Purchased 

LAWMEN SUPPLY 
CONCERN: SLAM FIRED 

Ammunition Information 
Mfg., 

Federal 
Concern 

0: 
Gold Medal Match 

Type 
BTHP/168 

Other 

Other Products Information - None Defined 
Settlement 

ModeVGa. 
700/308 WIN 
Accessories 

SKU 
20000 

Original Owner 
u 

SKU UPC CalJGa. 
308 WIN 
Factory 

y 
Reload 

N 

Serial Bbl. DOM 
06663449 EB I 0/1/2007 

DOM 
j 

Mfg.Code 

Settlement Release of Claims 

Remington/700/CF/BA 

Release Date . Cash Reimbursement S ttl t 
Reim. 
Date 
APV 

Cash 
Date 
APV 

As a gesture of goodwill 
will replace 'IPA, clean and 

test fll'e at no charge 
Repair/Replacement Repair/Replacement 

Cost Date 
47.40 10/27/2011 

e emen 

10/27 /l l Per Ilion, could not duplicate conccin. As a gesture of goodwill and to r-estore confidence in rifle, will replace TP A, 
clean and test fue at no charge.cm 

Examination[Remington/CF/BAJ 

http://cps03ap 13 :200/psaapp/PrintDisplay .aspx?ID=671 O&Type=Case 10/27/2011 

PS 25493 



·PrintDisplay Page2of2 

I Part II Sub-Part II Code II Comment l 
OOxaminer I ~.TRAVIS I 
!Exam Date I 11012112011 I 

!Examination 
~=T~e I IRF I 

IA I 
. IAssii!!ed To I [.NAGLE I 

!cause 1!4038 l!Could Not D!;!2Iicate Concern I 
!Description ~6" 308 WIN PSS I 
)ate Code !EB I 
orePlu~ed IFaJse 

!Barrel Bulged !False 

;: while Obstructed 
1~alse I 

e/Crown Condition Slimtly W om; Functioning 
Pin Slightly Worn; Functioning 
d Sli2htly Worn; Functioning 

IBolt Slightly Worn; Functioning 
Sli2htlv Worn; Functioning 
Sli2htlv Worn; Functioning 

Condition Sliahtlv Worn; Functioning 
!Extractor Cut Condition Slimrtlv Worn; Functioning 

~xt/Eject Test IIFaise I 
Block Condition -Select-

!Locking !Lug Condition Sliahtly Worn; Functionina 
fl otch Condition -Select-
J: xterior Condition Sligh y Worn; Functioning 

Overall Stock Condition Sliidt v Worn; Functioning 
ore End Condition -Select-

!Receiver 
Condition Slightly Worn; Functioning 
Bulged False 
Description IXMPSAFETY I 

Safety r;unction 18; Functionin2 
Sub-Assemblv 
Lift ~lect- 1.001 I 

Sear Notch S1i2ht1y Worn; Functioning 

JEests 
I fest Fired ~alse I 

~ceding Test ~alse I E]r~tl~ 11::etom; Functioning 
IW# I ull 

~ltered IJFatse I 
lsub-Assembli !Ix-Mark Pro I 

http://cps03ap 13 :200/psaapp/Print0isplay.aspx?ID=671 O&Type=Case 10/27/2011 
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DIJ fn,_. 

.L ~nu.-s.:011,. 
Factory Rep al r Instructions 

(NOTE: Please print and complete this fonn, and then lndude It with your firearm.) 

Model Number: '700 Serial Number: G,G:,'7' J l./~'f. 
Are. you the original owner~: ~ES CINo 
Name: 

City: 
Phqne (Daytime): 

E-mail Address: /pjJ S}o'/'f,:.J, NJsf, -"~.: .. · _ · .. -~··. a would like to receive future e-mail updates from Remington. . 

Please describe your problem: 

Ammunition Information: 
Manufacturer: 

Zip: 

. . 

"-• . -1··--------.. -------~-·.;.·.· .- ....... -----------------1 
. . Po~~-er"Weight: 

.Primer Used: 

Reloader Used: 

of rounds) 

RE00243961 
. . ·-· · .. - ..... ······~- ......... ,· . ..,.., .. .;,.,._ __ ..... ~-.... ·. ·- .. 

Brand of lubricant used: 

1~;;::~i 
BY: ................... . 
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WILLIAM DAN EDGE and 
JESSIE EDGE 

vs. 

NO. 14-0201 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

HOUSTON COUNTY, TEXAS 

3RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN T. BUTTERS 

THE STATE OF TEXAS 

I COUNTY OF ~44... 
§ 
§ 
§ 

I
I . BEFOREME,~~-4 '. •.•• -~publk,onthis4ay~yap~JOI:1NT. 

BUWTERS kmiwn.th;~tt>-N .. SlJti··· :bed~-- and<pearecl: d ' . ' . . ... ...-~·,l w~~~lS sen ugwV',. .ltp ' an 
I •i:t• tollows: · : . . 
,! . 

"My name is JOHN I;. BUTIBRS •. call mp Tom. I 8Jil, OVF 2l ,ws1pf ~e, 
have never been$81l~te}l~; ; . · ;, ':. ·· · . f: " . . ... make~ .affidaviL ·· ~\facts 
stated herein are true an4 eonst · · tir ·· 'nal.knowledge. · 

) . . ', ' 

!became ~4n.-~, .',..;,"' inv~ of failures:]be~ are ~,;publicly 
offered col!8~ ttiat;,i>ec~) . . . ,_ · .. ··~.~There are courses-in· gunsmiflwtg and 
repair,bµt1'b.~don~~ .· ·~.~ .• ",.' ~·dor:' · :.~andsafetydevi°"tp1~tdo 
tile address : <1$i'' . " · , pbtsi<:ef' litd ·. · ' •· t@oolo .. i uired 
tti \now .. · .. ~rn£_1J_3. + .. .·.:-~ ... ·· .. <. • •. • .,:·,.. ·1u:.·.-..·J:

81ne:1.~~-·.·'.~~".· .. 1 
.. as~·~. ·.-r . ' ', ' '· ' '. .· . .. . . ; ~-.... '~I; . eers 

who1otusiheir~tin,ne-~~,J~·~gundesipt, ·,, . -~'*'· ··:' .... m~8i·--au.ig 
innovative solutions·to-~·by flrea:mrfsiles•in ge@ral. · · 

Both engineers whp WOF,k for. fh;earms companies,.and I, started with sip:tllar academic 
backgrounds and interests. The $!Ud.i~ 1:]lat they·pursued, and have been:paid to pursue, I have 
largely performed Oh my o~· aide<f6v1et the last 15-20' yeiits by ~teria,ls obtained in discovery 
from fireamis manufacturers. · 

As early as 1960, I was ~,in-th~ ,d,~IW of fire control systems. not only for my own 
use, butpJ>!eJltially for public sal.e, .Atn<>ng timse·~ for which I designed and fabricated 
safezy an:<}fl.png mechanisms wete the U.S. Springfield Model of 1903, the U.S. Enfield Model 
of I9J7,'tbt.6erman Model 98, FN Model of 1950~ and the Anschutz 1400 seri~ for wbwhl 
desig®d ~-built an electric trigger system. Numerous other minor projects iJlVOl~''Shldies of 

EXHIBIT C 



products of most major U.S. Manufacturers to include Colt, Smith and Wesson, Remington, 
Ruger, and Winchester. In February of2000 I was awarded along with Mr. Jack Belk, a United 
States Patent for a passive automatic safety applicable to firearms with a sear and hammer 
mounted on a common trigger plate or base. 

All of these efforts required that I address the safety, technical practicability, and 
economic feasibility of the existing designs and my proposed modifications and substitutions. 
The analyses and activities required the application of not only my academic background, but 
hands-on knowledge acquired by personal experience in the field, on the target range, and in my 
machine shop. 

Firearms Related Patent 

Trigger Safety Mechanism, United States Patent #6, 119,387 issued 09/19/2000 to John T. 
Butters and Henry J. Belk. · 

Firearms Related Publications and Lectures 

I have been invited to deliver numerous lectures to the American Custom Gunmakers 
Guild on the subject of fireanns design but unfortunately I have not kept a record of all such 
activities. I have published the following articles that relate to firearms: 

1. "Safety Aspects of Firearm Design", paper delivered at A1LA winter meeting in Puerto 
Rico on 25 January 2000 

2. "Firearms Fire Controls and the Inadvertent Discharge", Journal of the National Academy 
of Forensic Engineers, December 1998, Vol. XV No. 2 

3. The Gunmaker, The Journal of Custom Gunmaking, American Custom Gunmakers Guild, 
February/March/ April 1998, Issue 82 and May/June/July 1998, Issue 83, "Evaluation of the 
Strength of Shotgun Barrels, Especially Older Double Guns" 

4. The Gunmaker, The Journal of Custom Gunmaking, American Custom Gunmakers Guild, 
Summer 2001, Issue 95, "Evaluation of the Modification of Fire Controls of Custom Firearms" 
5. The American Rifleman, The Journal of The American Rifle Association, September 
1972 "How to Figure Lock Time" 

6. "Forensic Engineering Preparation for Daubert/Kumho Challenges", Journal of the 
National Academy of Forensic Engineers, December 2003, Vol. XX No. 2 

Knowledge and Experience With Firearms Use and Safety 



I have a long history in fireanns use and safety. I have been a competitive shooter for 
more than 60 years during which time I have won a number of awards. I first competed while 
serving as an officer in the U.S. Air Force on behalf of the 1971st AACS Squadron. I have 
since been a member of many Texas State Rifle Association teams including the 1972 state 
championship team for big bore rifles. A photograph of a portion of my shooting awards is 
attached hereto amongst the exhibits to my affidavit. Included in my shooting competition and 
training has been many years of experience and usage of high powered rifles including the 
Remington Model 700. I cannot accurately calculate the many thousands of hours spent 
handling fireanns. I have intimate knowledge of what it takes to contact a trigger in such a way 
to make a rifle fire. I have served on numerous occasions as Chief Range Officer, i.e. head of 
safety, for the Texas State Rifle Association during official competitions and as such I'm 
intimately familiar with safe as well as unsafe gun handling procedures. Further, I have been 
involved in the investigation of numerous cases where firearms have discharged without the 
trigger being pulled including those having to do with Remington M700 rifles as well as other 
Remington rifles utilizing M700 type trigger assemblies. 

History of Firearms Related Expert Testimony 

I have testified and/or given depositions in the cases listed below. Each of these cases 
involved a full investigation into the method of failure of a firearm many of which were 
Remington M700's and/or other Remington rifles utilizing the M700 trigger assembly. I'm a 
small business proprietor and I do not keep detailed records of prior testimony so the list below is 
constructed largely from memory with assistance of counsel. 

McNeil vs. Remington, 13 CVS 21261 NC State, Mecklenburg Co. ( M700 XMP death case, 
deposition) 
Lewy vs. Remington, 836 F .2d 1104 (8th Cir. 1986) (M700 case with punitive damages 
awarded). 
Campbell v Remington, 958 F.2d 376 (9th Cir. 1992) (M700 fire on bolt closing with extensive 
leg injury). In Campbell I was examined extensively on voir dire by Remington's lawyers and 
challenged as to my competency. The trial judge rejected Remington's challenges and allowed 
my testimony with the appeals court commenting as follows: "Remington next asserts that the 
district court wrongly admitted testimony from Campbell's expert John Butters that was 

, inappropriately speculative and beyond the realm of his expertise .... The transcript of the 
extensive voir dire which Butters underwent before testifying convinces us that Remington's 
contention is groundless". 
Collins vs. Remington (M700 amputated leg with verdict over $17,000,000 including 
$15,000,000 in punitive damages) 
Edge v. Remington (M700 XMP severe foot injury case in Houston County, Texas, deposition) 
Williams v. Remington (Dallas County, Texas) (M710 with trigger connector) 
Chapa v. Remington (M700 injury to 12 year old, deposition) 
Jordan v. Remington (M700 death case, deposition) 
Munoz v. Remington (M700 death case in Amarillo,Texas, deposition) 
Anderson v. Remington (M700 death case in San Saba, Texas, deposition) 
Muzyka v. Remington (M700 case) 



Alekisch v. Remington (M700 case) 
Barber v. Remington (M700 case involving death of 9 year old boy in Montana) 
Montes v. Remington (M700 Texas state court) (deposition) 
Matthews v. Remington 
State ofWyomingv. Forrest Bromley 
Jason Cotterill vs. Mossbert 
Billings s. Glock 
Rogers v. RSR 
Tony Craig et al v. Taurus USA et al 
Harry Carlson v. Freedom Arms Inc. et al 
Cameron et al v. Olin, Winchester Repeating Anns and USRAC 

Engineering Experience and Background In Quality Control 

I have been a registered professional engineer since 1965 and was recently awarded a 
certificate for over 50 years of outstanding service to the state of Texas as a Professional 
Engineer. The certificate is attached along with my resume as an exhibit. Significant to this 
case from 1960-1974 my engineeringdµties included factory quality control and inspection of 
products to insure compliance with technical specifications. This is much the same type work as 
would be required at Remington to insure that the as manufactured models of the M700 XMP 
complied with all of the specifications mandated by the design documentation. 

Materials Examined and Relied Upon In Reaching Opinions 

I have inspected the M700 XMP rifle at issue and have reviewed all photographs and 
videos taken by Derek Watkins at both inspections he conducted. Photographs taken by Derek 
Watkins reveal the presence of excess sealant, a Loctite compound, on both the blocker screw 
and trigger face as well as on the engagement screw of the XMP trigger assembly. The presence 
of Loctite on the blocker screw was also evident during my examination of the rifle when viewed 
using optical magnification. The presence of this excess sealant on the blocker screw, trigger and 
engagement screw is evidence of failure to comply with appropriate design specifications and 
evidence of negligent manufacturing and inspection procedures. 

I have reviewed numerous customer complaints by customers that included photographs 
ofXMP trigger assemblies from users in the field who have reported to Remington that their 
rifles fired without the trigger being pulled. Included in this review were three video's wherein 
customers actually demonstrated their XMP rifle firing on safety release and firing on bolt 
opening without the trigger being pulled. All of these reports fall into what can be termed as 
similar incidents as more fully described below. All of the similar incident reports support and 
were considered in forming my opinions. Copies of similar incident reports reviewed and 
relied upon are attached hereto both in print and electronic form as provided by Remington. The 
photographs and video's referred to above are attached as exhibits to my affidavit. 

With my assistance, all or virtually all of Remington's similar incident reports have been 
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compiled into a data base titled the Remington XMP Trigger Malfunction Data Base. 
Information gleaned from customer/user reports and product examinations carried out by 
Remington is incorporated into the data base. Included in the Remington XMP Trigger 
Malfunction Data Base is information from over 400 customers who complained their XMP 
Model 700 rifles fired without a trigger pull. Each of these reported malfunctions constitutes a 
potential similar incident inasmuch as the presence of excess and improperly applied Loctite in a 
M700 XMP rifle is the only known cause of a discharge in the absence of a trigger pull of a 
M700 XMP rifle that is otherwise in compliance with factory specifications. Each entry in the 
data base is supported by a report from the Remington product services department wherein 
Remington employees examined and then documented the condition of the rifle with a large 
number of the reports including photographs of the trigger assembly. The data from all of these 
customer complaints or similar incidents as well as gun exam reports has been compiled into 
what has been labeled as the Remington XMP Trigger Malfunction Data Base. Data compiled 
from actual product users together with analysis of such data is considered to be scientifically 
reliable. The Remington XMP Trigger Malfunction Data Base encompasses far more 
extensive data concerning trigger malfunctions of the XMP rifle than the very limited data 
compiled by Remington based on laboratory testing of something in the range of 20 rifles. My 
opinions are well supported by data from the Remington XMP Trigger Malfunction Data Base 
which is attached to my affidavit. 

I have reviewed videos and photographs of XMP trigger assemblies returned to 
Remington by customers with the complaint that the rifle fired without the trigger being pulled. 
This review included watching a significant number of videos taken by Reming wherein it was 
demonstrated both that the trigger would move completely out of position allowing a fire on 
safety release as well as others where the trigger moved partially out of position resulting in a 
precipitous engagement situation. Whenever an engagement between trigger and sear ofless 
than .0020 inch exists it sets up a situation where the rifle may fire upon bolt opening and/or 
release of safety as well as with a slight impact or even after a delay in time without further 
movement of the rifle. These were part of the investigation and lab studies done by Derek 
Watkins on behalf of Remington. Photos and videos from Remington's investigation and testing 
referred to above are attached as exhibits to my affidavit. I have compared the Edge rifle to the 
photographs and videos of other XMP trigger assemblies wherein the customers and/or 
Remington documented firings without the trigger being pulled and it is clear that the Edge rifle 
trigger assembly exhibits or is highly similar in that the same manufacturing defect of excess 
Loctite sealant found in the returned rifles is present in the Edge rifle XMP trigger assembly. 
Copies of relevant photographs and videos obtained from Remington as well as those of the Edge 
rifle are attached as exhibits to my affidavit both individually and in comparison form to the 
Edge rifle. 

I have read and reviewed the testing procedures as well as manufacturing procedures for 
the XMP rifle which were applicable both before and after the manufacturing date of the Edge 
rifle. I have reviewed instructions for use of the Loctite sealants used in the Edge rifle and in 
other XMP rifles manufactured before April 2006. I am familiar with all operating 
characteristics of both the older M700 rifles as well as the M700 XMP rifles from materials and 
firearms reviewed in this case as well as many others in the past. Copies of relevant portions of 



the Loctite warning advisories as well as manufacturing instructions are attached as Exhibits. 

I have read and viewed via video the depositions of Derek Watkins, James Ronkainen 
and William Edge. These materials have been attached to or included as part of Remington's 
Motions for Summary Judgment or Motion to Strike me as a witness and they are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

Copies of the various photographs and videos reviewed and whose content is relied upon 
are attached hereto. 

Basis and Factual Support For Opinions 

In reaching my opinions I utilized my many years of engineering experience with fireanns 
design, operation and investigation of failures. 

Excess sealant on the blocker screw and trigger has been documented by laboratory tests 
conducted by Remington to cause the rifle to fire without the trigger being pulled. Hundreds of 
customer complaints coming from customers with rifles manufactured according to the same 
manufacturing specifications also document that M700 XMP rifles with this condition will fire 
without the trigger being pulled. To date, Remington has been able to reproduce such 
malfunctions in the lab at temperatures ranging up to 45F. A large number of customer 
complaints with similarly manufactured rifles and visible excess sealant on the blocker/trigger 
interface have also been documented to fire without the trigger being pulled under a wider range 
of weather conditions. The mechanism causing the rifle to fire without the trigger being pulled 
involves the trigger being moved or pulled out of place by excess Loctite sealant between the 
blocker screw and its point of contaci with the front face of the trigger. This may manifest itself 
via the rifle firing upon release of the safety, closing of the bolt, opening of the bolt, and from 
what is referred to as a jar off which encompasses any other small impact or vibration that may 
result in the delayed discharge of the rifle. 

Each of these mechanisms of malfunction is essentially caused by the same 
manufacturing defect, that being that the trigger is pulled out of place from beneath the sear by 
the effects of the presence of excess Loctite sealant so as to result in less than the factory 
requirement of .0020 inch engagement or contact between the trigger and sear. This loss of 
engagement results in a precipitous condition of support for the sear which may allow the rifle to 
fire without the trigger being pulled on a random and unpredictable basis. Testimony and 
photographs from the deposition of Mr. Ronkainen, who was the original XMP engineering 
design chief, support my opinion that all firings of the M700 XMP rifle without a trigger pull that 
are related to excess sealant are basically caused by the same condition, i.e. lack of support for 
the sear by the trigger due to interference by the excess sealant with proper operation of the 
mechanism. Each and every instance where a M700 XMP rifle in normal operating condition 
fires without a trigger pull is most probably caused by interference with the normal and intended 
operation of the trigger assembly as the result of excess sealant preventing correct trigger 

1 function. Thus, each of these types of incident is highly similar in nature to that described by Mr. 
Ronkainen in his deposition. 



In reaching my opinions I considered and rejected all other possible causes of the incident 
in question. Signifieantly, the only known manufacturing and/or design defect present in the 
M700 XMP series of rifles that will cause the malfunction with which we are concerned is the 
presence of excess sealant on the blocker/trigger interface as well as in the engagement 
screw/trigger space. Outside of this manufacturing defect there is no other known cause for a 
discharge in the absence of a trigger pull of a M700 XMP rifle that othetwise meets factory 
specifications as does the Edge rifle. I have therefore eliminated all other possibilities ft,>r the 
cause of the malfunction of the M700 XMP rifle that resulted in the injuries suffered by Mr. 
Edge. 

Opinions 

The Model 700 XMP rifle being handled by William Edge tired when the rifle was 
bumped by Mr. Edge as he removed the rifle from his truck. This firing was the result of a trigger 
malfunction caused by excess sealant deposited on the blocker screw and trigger face during the 
manufacturing process. This defect was a condition overlooked and improperly addressed during 
subsequent product inspections. It is my opinion that Mr. Edge did not pull the trigger at the 
time of his injury. 

Remington failed to use reasonable care in the testing and manufacture of all M700 XMP 
rifles produced before April of2014 as detailed below. These rifles were not tested under 
normal operating conditions as recommended by Loctite. The failure to test at normal operating 
conditions contributed to the failure to discover prior to. delivery to customers that their rifles 
could fire without a trigger pull. Negligence in the manufacturing process via application of 
excess Loctite to the blocker screw and engagement screw resulted in deposits of this sealant 
causing interference with the critical trigger and sear relationship. Failure of Remington to 
properly inspect and detect the excess sealant which was clearly visible was negligent There is 
no reason for any amount of Loctite to be present in the locations where it may cause interference 
with proper function of the rifle. In addition, Remington was negligent by failing to warn M700 
XMP owners of the defect in the rifle. Many customer complaints, some including video 
evidence, were received by Remington documenting the propensity of the M700 XMP rifles to 
fire without the trigger being pulled and giving them notice of the proble,m. Each of these acts 
of negligence by Remington was a direct and producing cause of the Edge rifle firing without the 
trigger being pulled on December 23, 2011. 

I have over 70 years experience with the handling of firearms for both field use and for 
competitive shooting and that includes the use of many high powered rifles such as the Model 
700. I have participated in the investigation of accidental firings of Model 700 rifles for almost 
40 years. Supporting facts for my opinion include the manner in which the rifle was being 
gripped or held in one hand by the forend·by Mr. Edge at the time it fired and the fact that the 
trigger is protected by a trigger guard to guard against accidetital contact. From the description 
given by Mr. Edge and the illustration provided by Mr. Edge at his deposition there were no 
foreign objects in the vicinity of the trigger which would have resulted in the trigger being pulled. 



I disagree with the conclusion by Remington that the Edge accident could not have 
happened because of the weather conditions existing at the time. Remington takes the position 
that the M700 XMP rifle will only fire upon release of safety in certain limited weather 
conditions. This conclusion is contradicted by a significant number of customer complaints 
documenting firing without a trigger pull under a wide variety of weather conditions. The limited 
number oflab attempts to duplicate a fire on safety release as conducted by Remington would be 
considered by most any investigating engineer to be inadequate to support a conclusion that they 
cannot and do not occur under a wider range of circumstances. The lab tests of Remington also 
make no attempt to document the amount of trigger movement that would cause a dangerous 
displacement of the trigger to less than the factory standard of .0020 inch but still not enough to 
cause an immediate fire on safety release or a minor impact. Facts indicate however that the 
lab tests of Remington as well as large numbers of customer complaints document that the 
malfunction of the XMP trigger assembly occurs on a random basis under a wide variety of 
environmental and operating conditions. It is not surprising that the malfunction of the Edge 
rifle experienced on the date of accident could not be later duplicated as this is most often the 
case given the random nature of the elements causing the event. However, such failures have 
been well documented by customer reports and videos and lab tests conducted by Remington. 
All of the above factors support my conclusion that the existing environmental conditions as well 
as the defective condition of the Edge M700 XMP rifle trigger assembly resulted in the rifle 
firing in the absence of a trigger pull. 

n_ Ttl-SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME on this theJ")- day of January, 
2016. 

UdP/lM#(J~ 
Notary Public In and For the State of Texas 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER DALE STRINGER 

ST A TE OF MISSISSIPPI 
COUNTY OF FORREST 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority in and for the jurisdiction 

aforesaid, the within named Roger Dale Stringer, who being duly sworn does say: 

My name is Roger Dale Stringer. I live at 638 East Baylis Chapel Rd, Columbia, 

Mississippi, 39429. I am a crew foreman on a powerline construction and maintenance crew for 

the local electric cooperative. 

On June 11, 2011, my wife Kim and I had separated and were getting a divorce. Our two 

(2) sons, Justin (11) and Zachary ( 15) were living in our home with their mother. I was living 

with my parents while we sorted out the particulars. That evening, I took the boys out to eat to 

get them out of the house while she showed it to a prospective buyer. When the boys and I 

returned, she was gone so I hugged Zachary and Justin and told them bye and that I loved them. 

About 20 minutes later, I got a hysterical phone call from my wife and the only word I 

understood was Justin. I headed back to my boys (2 Yi miles approximately) as fast as I could. 

Zac called while I was driving, telling me that Justin had been shot. When I got to the house, Zac 

met me in the carport and tried to keep me from going inside. I pushed past him, entered the 

house and saw Justin sitting upright in a chair in the living room. He died from a gunshot wound 

to the head. 

Initially Zac told a version of what had happened that was obviously a lie. He told the 

police and me that Justin had accidently shot himself with his own shotgun. 

Later, after Justin's funeral, on Friday, June 17, 2011, Zac was arrested and charged with 

murder. We hired an attorney, Thomas Fortner, to represent him, and after attorney Fortner met 
I 
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with Zac several times he advised Zac to tell the truth to the investigators about the night Justin 

was shot. 

Zac gave a statement explaining that he and Justin had been sitting and talking in the 

living room. Zac was fooling around with his Remington Model 700 25.06 deer rifle, and Justin 

was playing with a dart gun he had gotten in the mail. Zac's rifle was loaded, he was sitting on 

the sofa, and Justin was sitting in a chair. As Zac got up to go to his room, he said he heard a 

"click" and then the gun fired. Zac swore and always has said that he did not have his finger on 

the trigger. The gunshot hit Justin between the eyes and killed him immediately. 

Unfortunately no one believed Zac's story except his mother and his lawyer. I didn't 

believe him, and he was indicted and tried for murder. At the end of the trial the jury found him 

guilty of manslaughter, and he was sentenced to serve 10 years in prison. 

After Zac went to prison I visited him as often as I could, and we continued to talk about 

what had happene.d. He always told me that he didn't understand how the gun had fired because 

he was sure that he did not have his finger on the trigger. I still didn't believe him, but I was 

beginning to wonder about it because Zac was so sure about not having his finger on the trigger. 

Then in early 2015 I had a conversation with another hunter who told me about his rifle 

accidently firing when he did not have his finger on the trigger. He told me that he had talked 

with other hunters who had had the same experience with other rifles. I started to do research and 

discovered that a lot of Remington Model 700 gun owners had experienced their rifle firing 

without their finger on the trigger, and that several people had died or had been seriously injured 

as a result. 

That is when I told Zac's trial attorney about the issue. In early 2015, I contacted 

Remington with the serial number of the gun that killed my son Justin; Remington informed me 
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that that specific gun was subject to recall to replace the firing mechanism; Remington sent me a 

postage prepaid box to ship the gun to them with a caution not to allow anyone else to look at the 

gun. 

In April 2014, Remington had announced a recall of all Remington Model 700 and 

Model Seven rifles with X-Mark Pro "XMP" triggers manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 

9, 2014. Remington determined that the XMP triggers could, under certain circumstances, 

unintentionally discharge. 

In Christmas of 2008, I gave Zac a Remington 700 XMP rifle. The rifle that killed my 

son and imprisoned my other son contained the XMP firing mechanism. This is the mechanism 

that has a tendency to fire without anyone touching the trigger. 

The rifle in this case is still locked in the evidence vault at the Marion County Circuit 

Clerk's Office. The Circuit Court Judge has ordered that no one is to handle the rifle without the 

Court's approval. 

I now believe my son. I believe that the gun fired without my son even touching the 

trigger. None of us knew about this faulty firing mechanism: neither the crime lab expert, the 

pathologist, the Jaw enforcement officers, nor Zac's lawyer. It was after the Supreme Court 

affirmed Zac's conviction that Remington began the voluntary recall of Remington Model 700 

XMP rifles. Also, it was after Zac' s conviction that records involving several Remington 

lawsuits became unsealed revealing the multitude of cases involving Remington Model 700 rifles 

that fired without a trigger pull. 

I truly believe that if the jury had been presented with the evidence of the many 

accidental firings of this type of Remington rifle in this case, the jury would have had real 

evidence that my boy was telling the truth and that this really was an accident. 
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This the 281h day of February, 2017. 

&fi lkA DALE STRINGER 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this the 28111 day of February, 2017. 

(Notary Seal) 
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STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC FACTS WITHIN PERSONAL 
KNOWLEDGE OF PETITIONER 

ST ATE OF MISSISSIPPI 
COUNTY OF FORREST 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority in and for the jurisdiction 

aforesaid, the within named Zachary Stringer, who being duly sworn does say: 

My name is Zachary Stringer, date of birth March 28, 1996. My social security number is 

 I am 20 years of age, and I live in Columbia, Marion County, Mississippi. 

I was indicted for murder as a result of the shooting death of my little brother, Justin 

Stringer that occurred on June 11, 2011. At the time I was 15 years old and Justin was 11 years 

old. Justin and I were at home talking about hunting and I went to retrieve my Remington Model 

700 hunting rifle. When I got up from the couch to put the rifle up, I heard a click, and the gun 

went off and shot Justin in the head. 

As soon as the shooting happened I called my parents, and one of them called the 

sheriffs department. When the deputies arrived I first made up a story about how Justin had 

accidentally shot himself. After Justin's funeral, six (6) days later, the sheriffs department 

arrested me and charged me with murder. 

My parents hired attorney Thomas Fortner to represent me. When Mr. Fortner came to 

see me, I told him the truth about what really happened. The rifle that killed Justin was a 

Remington Model 700 XMP bolt action rifle used by me for deer hunting. My parents had given 

the gun to me as a Christmas present in 2008. I had never had any problems with the rifle before 

the night Justin was killed. 

Mr. Fortner advised me to make a statement to the detectives investigating the case and to 

tell them the truth. I did what Mr. Fortner advised me and told them what I had told Mr. Fortner. 
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I told them that I did not have my hand or finger on the trigger of the rifle when it fired, killing 

Justin. I was just getting up from the couch, with the rifle in my hands, when I heard a "click" 

and the rifle fired right then. The bullet from the rifle hit my brother in the forehead and killed 

him. 

I first lied about this to the detectives and to my parents because I was afraid that my 

parents would be so mad at me and would not love me. I loved my little brother, and I never 

would have hurt him. I knew all about gun safety, and I knew that I did not have my finger on 

the trigger of the rifle when it fired. 

My dad didn't believe me about not having my finger on the trigger when the gun went 

off. He testified against me at my trial. I was found guilty of manslaughter by the jury, and the 

judge sentenced me to IO years in prison and 5 years post-release supervision. I went to prison. 

My dad and mom got divorced during all of this, and my mom remarried and moved out 

of state. My dad regularly visited me in prison, and my mom visited when she could and we 

talked on the phone a lot. 

Dad and I kept talking about what had happened, and I always kept telling him that I 

didn't know how the gun had fired because I did not have my finger on the trigger when it 

happened. Finally, on one visit, Dad told me that he had learned that for years there had been 

problems with some Remington rifles that would unexpectedly fire even though the trigger had 

not been pulled or touched. He started talking to Mr. Fortner, and they contacted the Remington 

Company to see if my rifle was the kind that had those problems. They gave Remington the 

serial number on my rifle and were told that my rifle was subject to recall and refitting to fix the 

firing mechanism. The recall specifically stated that ""some Model 700 and Model Seven rifles 

with XMP triggers could, under certain circumstances, unintentionally discharge." Dad told me 
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all about this and that Mr. Fortner had gotten the judge to order the clerk not to let anyone handle 

the rifle without the judge saying it was all right. Remington wanted us to send the rifle to them 

and not let anyone else see it. As far as I know, the rifle is still in the circuit clerk's evidence 

vault at the Marion County courthouse. 

During my trial the ballistics expert from the Mississippi Crime Lab testified that the gun 

couldn't possibly fire without pulling the trigger. The district attorney told the jury that I had to 

have pulled the trigger for the gun to have fired. Both of my statements to the detectives were 

given to the jury. I was found guilty of manslaughter. 

During my trial no one told the jury about the problems with my Remington Model 700 

rifle and the fact that the rifle could fire without the trigger being pulled or touched because no 

one knew about it. My dad found out about the defect and recall of the rifle after the Supreme 

Court affirmed my conviction and sentence. 

This the 2nd day of March, 2017. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this the 2nd day of March, 201 7. 
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Aflf'ADA VITOF RICHARD BARBER IN SUPPORT OF ~IOTION FOR A 
NEW TRIAL BASf.:D ON NE\\'l, \' DISCOVERED f:VIDENCE 

f. RICHARD BARBER, hereby declare as fbllows 

I am over the age of 18 and reside in the state of Montana l am competent to testify to the 
matters set forth herein based on my own personal knowledge 

OVERVIEW 

lam generally recognized nationally as an authority involving subject matter related 
Remington bolt action rifles. A Google search of my name, Richard Barber plus Remington, or 
any combination thereof. will reveal many sources of supporting information to show my level 
of dedication and service to this issue and the extent my research and insights have been relied 
upon by the national news media and trial attorneys to advance public knowledge of functional 
deficiency noted herein but including utilized as litigation consultant in past Remington bolt 
action rifle litigation. I.came to learn about the Stringer incident by his father. Roger Dale 
Stringer. Mr. Stringer contacted me in March of 20l6seeking historical information and details 
involving inadvertent discharges with Remington bolt action rifles Mr. Stringer seemed to be 
seeking answers to attempt to make sense of a fatal incident involving a Remington rifle that 
resulted in the death of his eleven ( 11) year old son, Justin Stringer, on or about June I I, 20 l l. 
His other son, Zachary Stringer.(Zach) was fifteen (I 5) years old at the time of the incident Zach 
was charged and prosecuted for the deliberate "murder" of Justin After Zach's arrest in 2011 
and after the trial in 2013, the Jury failed to return a requested murder c-0nviction. Zach would be 
convicted on a reduced charge of manshmghtcr involving the death of his younger brother. This 
Declaration is to outline unknown facts and details involving the potential of inadvertent 
discharges involving the subject Model 700 rifle not known at the time of the investigation or 
2013 prosecution. This information contained hereto was not publicly available at the time of the 
investigation, prosecution or any appeal prior to October 2015. to the hesr of my knowledge 
(attachment ( l) Release Letters) 

Prior to this time, (OL'tober 2015) all relevant information related to functional and design 
deficiencies in the Model 700 rifles (collectively) have historically been bound by overly broad 
protet.iive orders and confidentiality agreements as a pre-condition of production in civil 
litigation therefore the information contained in the folklwing paragraphs and the following 
Public Justice website link were not available for the defense of Zach String.et prior t<.) his 
conviction. As evidenced in the included attachments. over the course of many years I have 
worked to unseal information involving functional and design deficiencies in Remington rifles·· 
not always with initiaJ successful resuh ·but my objective to make this information public have 
remained persistent in eventually achieving this personal long standing objective The following 
chain of events will outline the extreme measures Reminginn has undertaken to ensure this 
infrmnation \\Otild no! have been readily discoverable by Zach Stringer unless his parents would 
have engaged in civil litigation against Remington. By design, the use of these protective orders 
and ust! of overly broad confidentially agreements is folly imemk'd to restrict this information 
from public inspection and has the eflt"'Ct to ultimately prevt.·nt the public and victims like the 
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Stringers from having a fair hearing (or defense) before the courts unless executing such an 
agrt-cmenr prior to being produced in civil litigation. The only way Zach Stringer could have 
mounted any kind ofreasonable defense in 2013 would have been to engage the services of a 
civil litigation attorney to conduct discovery on his behalf without the typical secrecy agreements 
of a condttion of production.(attachment (2) Barber v Remington letters regarding secrecy) 

As late as last year, 2016, my public document disclosure effrn1s \vould finally bear fruit and 
only then would Remington's own telling internal documents become the rightful property of the 
public. Only now may the investigators, prosecution and possibly a Jury of Zach· s peers finally 
have the ability to review this newly discovered evidence and reevaluate the compelling 
documented information before Zach could ever hope to mount a proper defense to show what 
he claimed happened the evening Justin was killed ----the rifle just went off by itself -- beyond a 
reasonable doubt, most likely happened the way Zach described the unexplained event resulting 
in the death Justin. Only now can the unanswered and troubling questions about Justin's 
untimely death be answered, in part, through the revelation of host of recently disclosed t:\'idence 
as a result of the blanket seal finally being waived by Remington thmugh my insistence. Only 
nm.v can this evidence shed light on the tragic events of June 1 I, 2011, to only now permit Zach 
to show a Jury what has since been discovered since his original 20 I J trial. The newly disclosed 
documents, in limited production, can now be viewed at:www.remingtondocuments.com 1 

I also learned through my independent investigation at no time did anyone appear to negatively 
question the integrity oft he Model 700 rifle involved in the death of Justin Stringer. The very 
foundation of the Stringer prosecution and previous trial outcome hinged on a misconceived 
notion and patently false premise, the incident Model 700 rifle couldJ10t, .w.:..ould nQt and did not 
fire without intentional and deliberate trigger contact to initiate the fatal discharge that claimed 
the life of Justin Stringer. At least this is what the prosecution told the Jury because no evidence 
was available to contradict or challenge this false assertion at that time We can now irrefutably 
demonstrate through the revelation of only limited quantity of evidence at this time to show what 
the prosecution believed and conveyed tu the Jury is simply not the case as it relates to Justin's 
death 

Initially l was reluctant to bt.x_xm•e involved with this case afier deciding to retire as a litigation 
consultant in any future Remington bolt action rifle litigation For personal reasons, f just want to 
close this chapter in my life and made tbe decision to retire in February of 2015 Before this 
time, my area of expertise largely involved document and case development analysis to include 
detailed historical information involving Remington rifles, as in this instance, related to 
individual injury and wrongful death claims. As a consulting expert, I would be provided mass 
litigation discovery for my analysis to advance theories in individual litigation cases This type 
of information was product.xi by Remington to plaintiffs for my independent analysis to further 
develop foture discovery requests in litigation against Remington The Stringer im:id1.:nt is not 
random or unique These type of accidents occur on an annual and persistent basis. My rcviev,i 
and analysis of Remington's internal documents on a host of subjects is loo numerous to mention 

: To date. onh lwutcd po1110t1s of my personal and pmfL'Ssion.al n.~m:h files have been. thus far. post1.-'<l on line b) 
the pt1blic adn1, .. -;1ci gmup_ Pub!rc Ju51K'C, at the abo, c web addn.>ss There arc sllll huru:lrcds of 1hous;mds of files 
mm m :iibblc for puhhc insp.;cl wu 110 lonrcr under seal or bound b\ t:Gnfidcn11;1lh at:ri:-cmcms as a prccond11ion of 
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specifically, hmvevcr, my research review of Remington internal documents ranges in the 
millions of pages Briefly. I have personally reviewed documents discussing among other things 
proposed design development, prototype design and function testing and implementation of fire 
control design changes. My review of Remington's internal documents has also reve.aled past fire 
control development programs that has not yet been implemented into produttion rifles that were 
once developed to mitigate the potential for foreseeable safety concerns and liability exposure 
Remington has identified in its Model 700 product line <iecades old programs. This would 
include proposed product safety recalls that have been abandoned in favor of economic 
consideration and ti1rther liability exposure. including recommended Remington engineering 
design change modHications to mitigate the potential for safety related malfunctions in a host of 
Remington products To a lesser degree this includes the rife subject to the Stringer incident 
fitted with the X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism, (XMP) The XMP (Model 700) litigation is still 
somewhat in its infancy but especially at the time of my retirement My separation from 
Remington litigation then restricted and prohibits my further review of any recent discovery 
production since that time to include more recently produced discovery currently bound by 
protective orders strictly prohibiting dissemination of documentation involving the XMP fire 
control system. Since my retirement, I am no longer willing to be bound by any further 
protective orders as any condition for my further involvement with future Remington bolt action 
rifle litigation, thereby, remaining part of the problem and not part of the ultimate solution to 
break the cycle of injury and death through education of well documented facts contained within 
the pages of Remington's own internal documents, Since my short lived retirement, I have 
declined every single request for my participation as a litigation consultant with the exception of 
the Stringer investigation --and at that, to date, only on my own time and terms. 

To the best of my knowledge, Mr. Stringer contacted me seeking my thoughts and answers to his 
questions into what he came to suspect involved a form of deficiency in the Remington rifle or to 
what extent, if any, any known or suspected deficiency may have been directly causative to the 
fatal incident involving his young boys --after all, it was apparent to me all Mr. Stringer wanted 
was to learn the truth involving the death of his younger son as it related to the alleged actions of 
Zach involving Justin's death This never made any sense to him why Zach would directly or 
indirectly hann his younger brother. Alter careful consideration, l agreed to undertake this 
investigation on a no charge hasis. To be dear, I have no vested financial interest in the outcome 
of this case one way nr another I will say, however, had I unearthed anything that would have 
caused me to even remotely believe Zach Stringer had any intent to harm his brother in the 
commission of a crime, I would have immediately abandoned my investigation. Had this been 
the case or if I would have developed any doubts in my own mind about this fatal incident. based 
on any information, belief or through the revelation of any evidence I have reviewed to date., I 
would haveimmed1atcly ceased all a<.,'1ivity in this case, My only hope is to eventually see justice 
served here through the revelation nf newly developed facts. insight; and evidence surrounding 
this tragic incident Since I am not duty bound in any financial capacity, l am now acting as an 
advocate on behalf of the Stringer family to advance this case based on my understanding of the 
evidence I have reviewt'Xl to dare involving the events leading up to Justin's death and the 
prosecution of Zach Stringer I am pieparcd to move heaven and earth to ensure Zach finally has 
his rightful day in Court \Vtth any and all new information, insight and evidence I have relied 
upon to advance my developed understanding of this case -even if this is only accomplished in 
the cou11 of public opinion should Zach be denied to have his day in Court \Vith all the facts 



finally known that could not have been revealed in his original 20 l 3 trial through no fault of 
anyone at that time. This effort on my part will be my attempt to assist Zach to reinstate his 
standing in this community and rights not currently available to him presently as a convicted 
felon. In the interest of justice now being served. demands the truth and unknown facts outside 
the scope of knowledge of all previously involved finally be revealed through a fresh perspective 
of an objective, independent and outside observer without any emotional bias or vested financial 
interest in the final outcome of the instant case 

MY PRESCREENING EVALUATION OFTHE STRINGER INCIDENT 

In the beginning, I was skeptical and cautious. I would begin my pre-screening evaluation 
process to determine the facts in this case warranted further review This was accomplished 
entirely through the embodiment of the established record involving the Stringer incident. My 
pre-screening evaluation process included a host of initial interviews I have personally 
undertaken to assure myself beyond a reasonable doubt (in my own mind) I was not aiding a 
convicted felon to escape justice I started this process with a clear and concise understanding 
with Zach's father, all of my questions would be fully and truthfully answered by family 
members without hesitation or embellishment. I made it perfectly dear at the onset of my 
investigation had I determined any inconsistent statements or if any discrepancies were revealed 
throughout my analysis of this record, I would immediately cease all further activity in this case. 
I also instructed Mr. Stringer to inform Zach· s defense attorney, Tom Fortner, to cooperate and 
to fully comply with my detailed information requests as a precondition of my involvement with 
this case. 

I initially requested a host of materials involving the official Stringer investigation to include, the 
incident scene photographs. police reports~ witness statements: and including all first responder's 
written reports and/or noted oral statements to investigators This also included an audio 
recording of Zach Stringers interview with dett.-ctives. My information requests would reveal at 
least two (2) separate accounts of the incident by Zach Stringer. Mr. Stringer informed me at the 
onset Zach initially failed to disclose an accurate account of events leading up to the death of 
Justin After collecting and digesting this information, I would advance my knowledge by 
requesting a litany of materials contained in the pre-existing record of this case. These materials 
included toxicology repm1s. crime lab testing reports on the subject rifle and so on. After the pre-
screening evaluation passed my initial scmtiny. lastly. I would review and digest the entire trial 
transcript to formulate follow up questions subject to my later interviews of investigating 
detectives, crime lab technician, Lori Beall (who physically examined the subject rifle) and 
including the medical examiner, Erin Barnhart. who testified at the Stringer trial 2It is only 
through the embodiment of my analysis of the entire n: .. •cord in this case l now offer my insight 
and opinions to amxd Zach the ability to challenge the circumstantial evidence resulting in his 
201 .1 convict ion 

I also conducted intervie\1o s of the investig,ltors, Jamie Singly and Lee Cotton to determine if 
for myself if any evidence existed to estabfo,h motive or any physical material evidence exists. 
v. ithheld from the trial suggesting, Zach Stringer had any intent to harm his younger brother 

2 Erm Barnhart has swc._· kit her pos.Htoti a, \kd1cal E\anmk:r tM.E) m /\.1!ss1ss1pp1 l la1cr located Dr Bamhan in 
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betbre the event or at the time of Justin Stringer· s death Through my collective interviews with 
investigators, my finding was conclusive in this fact: shmving there was no d()(.,"Umented material 
evidence exists indicating or suggesting Zach Stringer had motive, intent or willful premeditated 
design to kill Justin Stringer. I also followed up with Lori Beall, the state crime lab technician 
{crime lab tech) who performed function testing on the subject Model 700 ritle to determine the 
specific methods of testing on the incident rifle on several occasions. These interviews were to 
learn, among other things; to establish to what extent, if any. the fire control system itself in the 
incident rifle was ever physically examined by the crime lab to determine if any identifiable 
detects, wear patterns, binding or tolerance deficiency conditions were identified. I also sought to 
learn and establish if the fire control system itself was found to be within the prescribed 
manufacturing and design limits established by Remington to be maintained during the 
manufacture process. I learned through these interviews, I believe, no such evaluations or any 
measurement characteristic of fire control components were conducted or were identified in the 
Stringer incident rifle. The drop testing of the incident rifle by the crime lab tech, Lori Beall, 
produced no observable abnormalities or jar-off malfunctions with the subject rifle during 
testing 1 I was also interested to learn if the crime lab relied upon Remington technical service or 
any Association of Firearm and Toohnark Examiners( AF. T E) resources (retired Remington 
employees) in any way, directly or indirectly. were involved in the crime labs multiple 
examinations surrounding the reliability, safety, and/or, function drop testing of the incident ritle. 
Again, my repeated interviews suggest this has not oc>en the case and I have been told 
Remington, nor any outside resource was ever contacted or involved in any capacity that I have 
been able to identify. This was my attempt to establish if anyone contacted Remington about the 
subject rifle and was told the subject rifle was ·'safo'' in its current configuration and state at the 
time of the incident As I will show through the limited evidence produced herein, we now know 
there are identifiable or highly suspected product deficiencies showing the real potential for 
inadvertent discharges with the XMP fire control truly exist today that was outside the scope of 
knowledge and not identifiable by anyone previously involved in the early testing and 
examination of the Stringer incident rifle 

l \vould finally conclude, this case was entirely advanced exclusively on circumstantial 
evidence, based in large part on the un-assumed belief · a. r~.{!uts1!:>J~ PQ!tf!~Jj()!Lrifle ~£h.Jt.4>-1h~ 
Remington ~fodel 700iust cannoc._would nQt andciid.11otJX)ssibly fire without the trigger being 
pull~_g as the prosecution impressed upon the 2013 Jury Apparently (at the time) Zach's father, 
Mr. Stinger, also did not believe the Remington rifle involved in this incident spontaneously 
discharged without a trigger pull as Zach initially told everyone Mr. Stringer would be 
compelled by the prosecutor t<.) testify at the trial to this inaccurate assumption Mr Stinger is not 
a firearm expert nor was he qualified to ansvier hypothetical questions outside the scope of his 
direct knowledge as a layman The only testimony Mr. Stringer was qualified to render at trial, 
up until the evening of June I L 20 l l, to the best of his know ledge, the subject Model 700 ri Oe 

' I observed the (."ftmc lab tech. Lori Beall. subjected !he nfk h.l dmp lc'Sting heights closely approaching whal is 
considered lo be "abusive lesling'' b) a world leader in fm:arm testmg. HP \\flute T~'Stmg Laboralory. The incidcnl 
riOc should not have undergone this 1,pc of abush·e drop testing »1thout 1hc kno\\kdgc and consent of Zach 
Stnnger to ensure th..: integnty oftlk: nide1iu: \\tiS prt.~ncd throug.h measun.'lllCIIK photographs or rndtogrnphs 
that should han: been conducted pnor to an} dt.'Stm.::11,c testing hcmg perfornK~ b\ 1h.;: Mississippi Cnmc Lab !tis 
,m understanding Zach did not ha\e a qualified fire::mn C.\J)Crt prcscal at the 11mc t.lk: State subJccled the incidcm 
nn~ to abusiH' drop testing heights approadimg dl.~tmcll\C tcstin?, diqanccs of 16 mchcs 1attachmem • 1) HP 
While Drop Test mg Guidelines and Paratnctcn;) 
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had not exhibited any forms of safety related malfunctions prior to the evening of the fatal 
incident. Mr. Stringer was asked and answered questions at trial and would appear to be 
compelled to ofler prejudicial testimony outside the scope of his direct knowledge as a layman. 
As evidenced by the record, apparently, no one had reason, cause or belief to seek any 
information involving the long history of safety maltunctions in the Remington Model 700 bolt 
action rifle, in light of Zach's steadfast claim "the rifle just went off" Today I am told nobody 
had reason or belief to have sought any information from a host of possible resources, like 
myself, other experts in the field. news articles, Remington or AF. T E resources to determine if 
Zach's claim was remotely plausible, one way or another, or to prove or disprove his 
unexplained unintentional discharge claim with the Remington rifle -nor did anyone make any 
attempt try to determine if any previously known or suspected mechanical causes may have 
permitted, through mechanical failure. an spontaneous discharge without a trigger pull to initiate 
the unexplained unintentional discharge as Zach 1n some detail described to investigators and his 
father. Simply put, nobody believed him. It is apparent in light of the lack of evidence that 
existed then, indeed, it might have just been an easier proposition for the public and the district 
attorney to believe. absent any evidence suggesting otherwise and insist Zach murdered his 
brother in cold blood, in light of the fact. Zach initially attempted to mislead investigators 
surrounding the details of the incident 

Another issue clouding the search for the truth in the Stringer case, the investigation and 
testing of the Stringer incident rifle was not conclusive in facts surrounding certain well 
documented propensity for malfunctions in the Remington Model 700 rifle at the time of Justin's 
death. In all my interviews to date, it has been alleged nobody contacted Remington or anyone 
like myself who might be associated to Remington bolt action rifle litigation with any kind of 
specialized knowledge. While the prosecution has had at least two opportunities to have the 
subject rifle fully examined and tested by the prosecutions choice of expert witness, the defense 
to date has not yet been afforded even a single opportunity to examine, inspect or test the subject 
rifle -as a result, up until now Zach' defense has been forced to rely exclusively on the 
prosecutions expert witness' examination and diagnosis of the incident rifle This has deprived 
Zach to have any rightful opportunity to rebut the prosecution's witness involving the ultimate 
integrity. reliability or safoty of the subject rifle. I would also come to learn the fire control 
system involved in the Stringer incident to be identified as the XMP fire control system The 
Xh1P fire control is a much newer design that was developed by Remington, at my insistence, to 
address ·'a continual body of litigation," to include a long history of injury and deaths associated 
to the previous Walker fire control system. The XMP was released to production in the Model 
700 in 2006. 4 It would appear at first glance, nobody questioned the integrity of the Model 700 
rifle throughout this investigation. This area of research was apparently overlooked or advanced 
by the defense throughout the prosecution also. The record is dear. never once was the integrity 
of the l\fode! 700 rifle brought into question during the 2013 trial by Zach or his defense counsel 

other than the prosecution propounded a now known patently false proposition to the Jury, 
portraying the incident rifle to be a safe and reliable rifle without rebuttal or challenge at that 
1ime. l believe had the information contained herein been available, the prost:.cution may have 

1 As I will shov. in a laicr parngraph. I was oricc mvolvcd at arms h .. 11gth \Hth Remington m 1he design 
de\ doprm:01 and fest mg of 1he XMP fire ... -omrol 5y stem I acted for I cons1<k'TC<l 10 be 1hc greaf(.'I good of the public 
as an owsiik consult,Hlt to C\ cntuall} compel the company to oc, clop a new fire com ml 10 rcplau.: the funclioruilly 
dclkicnt \Valkcr fire control wstcm 



even possibly or altogether n.,-considered advancing murder charges against Zach Stringer for the 
death of his brother Even if he did pursue this cause of action, the evidence that exists today 
more than likely would have resulted in acquittal of the charges altogether had the Jun been able 
to see any of the evidence to support Zach's claim of unintentional discharge This will just not 
be the case if Zach Stringer, I am hopeful, is granted a new trial based on the newly discovered 
evidence I bring forth on his behalf to set the record straight 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF MALFUNCTIONS WITH THE MODEL 700 RIFLE 

The Model 700 rifle has a long history of malfunctions that has spanned decades resulting in un-
commanded discharges, resulting in hundreds of indescribable deaths and injuries as in the 
Stringer incident. This cycle of injury and death has persisted long before the death of Justin 
Stringer This well documented fact is well established by news media articles and 
documentaries involving this issue~ (See CNBC Documentary Remington Under Fm: Cir 20 I 0 
http://video.cnbc.com/gallery/1=1616222638) As shown in the above link, this information, to 
include information related to the ultimate safety and reliability of the Model 700, among other 
model rifles that have employed the Walker fire control system. This information has been 
systematically concealed from public inspection through the use of overly broad "protective 
orders" and/or '·confidentially agreements'' at Remington insistence for decades until most 
recently. This is evidenced by a 2015 update to the previous 2010 CNBC documentary cited 
above talking about court secrecy as it relates to the instant case. In this more recent update to 
the original 20 IO CNBC documentary, CNBC establishes the extraordinary measures Remington 
has undertaken, to not only conceal this self-impeaching information from the public disclosure 
but to conceal this telling information showing what Remington claims in its public statements 
about the safety, security and functional integrity of the Model 700 is just not supported in any 
capacity by the companies own internal documents. In 2015, CNBC in the updated story The 
Reckonin~, CNBC offers further insight into court secrecy and the use of overly broad protective 
orders and confidentially agreements, by design, to conceal information from the public and the 
courts. (See CNBC Mini Documentary·· 11,e ReckoniftK Cir 2015 
http://video.cnbc.eom/~aUery/?vidro""300046J701) 

I will say mall candor and fairness. from the onset look1ng into this matter, it seems entirely 
plausible to me. this evidence could have most certainly been overlooked or altogether ignored 
\.vhen it was detennined the newer XMP fire control design (in the Stringer rifle) was in fact 
different in design and constmction than the previous Walker fire control system outlined in the 
above CNBC documentaries. As I sit here today, J believe I could honestly state l would have 
declined this case myself in 201 l based on the information and evidence that, as an insider to 
litigation discovery and related documentation that existt.'d at that time. However, I strongly 
believe the prosecution's expert witness, Lori Beall, would have been able to make this easily 
identifiable distinction bern,een the two (2) different fire control designs when she examined the 
Stringer incident rifle in 2011 and/or again in 2013 With that said, it stands cntirelv realistic in 
my mind, nu question, had the fire control in the Stringer rifle been identified as a different fire 
control design, other than the Walker fire control system, there would be no reason for anyone to 

' As an authont, of tins subl(:ct maucc my n.-xc;uch and msighls \Wrc hcavih rcli{.'<l upon b) CNBC lfl the 
de, dopmcnt of the '.:!PIO <k>eumc11tan Nemmgu,n ( ntlvr hre !f II pleases the C'{Hm. please sec the dt...x:umc11t,ir:, m 
lh..: :1bOH' link 



question, suspect or <),mclude the X~tP v.as susceptible to similar forms of safety related 
malfunctions as the obsolete Walker fire control design as Zach claimed. As l have already 
shown, this information could not have possibly been known or discovered at that time until 
years after the original Stringer triaJ 

Throughout my review of Stringer trial transcript, I observed verbiage in the record that struck 
me as quite curious at the Stringer trial. It would appear t<,1 roe, I highly suspect, the prosecution 
knew or would possibly come to disoover somt.>thing about the functional deficiencies in the 
Model 700 on the eve of trial. This is evidenced by the fact the subject incident Model 700 rifle 
was returned to the crime lab for further evaluation and potential abuse testing roughly one 
month before the trial --roughly two (2) years after the fatal incident when within mere weeks the 
district attorney, Hal Kittrell, decided to advance criminal charges against Zach Stringer for the 
deliberate murder of Justin. This reevaluatwn would only make sense ifto me if the prosecution 
wanted to ensure no surprises might manifest during the rapidly approaching trial questioning the 
safety or the integrity of the subject Model 700 rifle. Another glaring indicator I noted from my 
specialized review of the record in this case, forther supporting my developed belief, suggests to 
me the prosecution either knew or would come to learn something about history of malfunctions 
with the Model 700 rifle. I noted the use of the word "misfire" extensively used by the 
prosecution throughout the trial I found this term to be very suspect~ primarily because the word 
"misfire" is an inaccurate term that was once coined by the news media to describe a host of 
malfunctions specifically with Remington rifles. This term is decade's old terminology once 
used to inaccurately describe the host of spontaneous discharge malfunctions (without a trigger 
pull} associated specifically to Remington bolt action rifles. The first news article that appeared 
to coined this phrase was reported in a 1994 Business Week article -Remi11gton Faces a 
Misfirint: Squad I will attest to the historical accuracy of this article as one of the most 
comprehensive articles of that era detailing litigation history and a secrete internal program to 
develop alternative safer fire control systems to replace the Walker fire control or the Model 700 
altogether -depending on who you believe. This subject matter is well outlined in the Business 
Week article other than the catchy narne -"misfire" ·to attract attention to the history of 
malfunctions associated to and inherent in the Walker fire control system. 

In fact, from a technical standpoint, if the prosecution's expert witness, Lori Beall, were to be 
asked thts question today, I believe she would be hard prt.,>ssed to disagree with me that the use of 
the word .. misfire" would be generally classified as an ammunition malfunction and not a 
technically accurate term used to describe an}1hing related to inadvertent discharges as it relates 
specifically tO Remington bolt action rifle malfunctions I believe this exact verbiage used to 
discuss malfunctions at the Stringer tria.l, spt.~ificaJJy with Remington rifles, would not be used 
unless someone was more than likely exposed to the above news artide or information 
inaccurately describing malfunctions specifically with the Remington Model 700 rifle featured in 
a 1994 Business Week article as a misfire This art:ide outlining the history of Remington bolt 
action rifle litigation and a very significant _iury verdict against Remington at that time is. to the 
best of my kno\\ ledge, the first ne\\<s article I am aware of that inaccurately coined the phrase 
"misfire'· to describe the host of sponfaneou, discharge malfunctions (without a tng,_i!,er pull) with 
the Remington Model 700 or 1he host of other model boh action rifles that employ the Walker 
tire control system. ( attachment ( 4) Business Week Rcnungirm hu:es a A1is-hrinj: Squad Cir. 
]994) 



Overview The two (2) primary talking points outlined in the immediate above paragraphs, the 
subject Stringer incident rifle being returned to the crime lab on the eve of trial for reevaluation 
and testing, roughly one (I) month before the trial, and the use of the word "misfire" extensively 
used throughout the trial suggests to me the prosecution may have known, come to learn or 
suspected something about the historical propensity of the rifle involved in the Stringer incident, 
a Model 700 rifle, to malfunction in a manor exactly the way Zach Stringer described the event 
shortly after the death of his brother. The high profile 20 IO documentary, Reminf(ton ( !nder Fire, 
has been circulated world-wide and is still circulated by CNBC periodically. This should have 
been something within the scope of knowledge of anyone involved in the analysis of firearms -to 
wit -a certified Association of Firearm Tool Mark Examiner employed as a state crime Jab 
technician tasked with the physical testing and identification of firearms in a professional 
capacity. It seems unimaginable to me someone acting in the capacity of a firearm expert would 
not at some point come to learn, hear or become aware of the CNBC Remington l fndt•r Fire 
Documentary to stay abreast of information related to their primary area of expertise. The crime 
lab technician. Lori Beall, .should have known or at least heard something about the CNBC 20 l O 
broadcast through her resources, especially within three (3) years leading up to the Stringer trial, 
even if it was later determined the fire control in the Stringer incident rifle was other than the fire 
control system subject to the 2010 CNBC documentary. In any event. I am convinced somebody 
came to team or know something about this issue, but to date, we have not determined to what 
extent this knowledge of malfunctions with Remington rifles was known and by whom. 

While I full well admit in the interest of being candid, the above outlined evidence is anecdotal at 
best. However, I see no real distinction when the evidence is looked at objectively and in the 
context to the body of circumstantial evidence used to advance the prosecution and convict Zach 
Stringer, with the exception of this one defining caveat -- as my strongly suspected insight 
suggests -had the prosecution had any real or suspected knowledge of a potential deficiency in 
the incident Model 700 rifle, the prosecution would have borne an obligation and a potential 
ethical burden to disclose this information to the defense before the trial. Had this chain of events 
failed to occur, as I suspect, l believe this failure at worst and oversight at best should now be 
questioned and now result in a mistrial against the accused and warrant a new trial --even if it 
was detennined the fire control in the Stringer rifle was not the suspect Walker fire control -
affording Zach an opportunity to develop even a basic and rightful defense. This evidence 
described above, warrants further examination through sworn testimony to advance and more 
fully develop this record of events in this case not known or suspected by the defense during the 
original trial. lf Zach Stringer is to have his day in Court, with all the facts known or to receive 
any kind fair and an impartial hearing beit)re a Jury of his peers. this evidence should be further 
explored and acted upon to find the facts 

lNTRODlfCTION -MY' BACKGROUND 

In my circle of associates, I am considered an expert marksman v.ith a precision long range rifle 
I have on occasion conducted training exercises fr>r Montana law enforcerncm snipers and 
members of the military In the past l have also had occasion ro \.vorlc and train alongside US 
independent security contractors deploying abroad I have given presentations regarding this 
same subject matter to operational snii}ers at restricted national conferences and I have served as 
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a consultant 10 various agencies. related organi7.ations promoting sniper craft and marksmanship 
to include individual officers requesting my assistance after a Remington Model 700 sniper rifle 
has experienced an inadvertent discharge by law enforcement S RT operators. 

As a dedicated researcher involving the documented history of malfunctions with Remington 
rifles, in order to advance my personal and professional knowledge of this subject matter, I have 
taken it upon myself to attempt to unseaJ information related to Remington bolt action litigation 
that has bt.--en, at Remington's insistence, systematically sealed from public inspection as a 
condition of settlement. In the matter of Aldsich v. Remington f!I al. the entire record was once 
sealed from public inspection as a condition of settlement. This was the result of Remington's 
untimely production of the most damaging~ self impeaching document production to ever see the 
I ight of day in any previous Remington rifle litigation prior to l 995 This evidence was disclosed 
and produced three years after the Court ordered production of related documents. ln this 
instance, the supplemental document production occurred years after discovery concluded in this 
case and only weeks before the trial was scheduled to begin. Here in the Aleksich, the company 
was most certainly going to be sanctioned by the Judge for discovery abuse and alleged fraud on 
the Court In a motion hearing requesting sanctions against Remington for the untimely 
production of documentation the Court stringently suggested to Remington the case to be settled 
or Remington would face the dire wrath of the Court In my capacity as an individual 
representing the safety interests of the public., my goal was to unseal the record in the Aleksich 
litigation to learn why this entire record was sealed from public inspection. 6 I was eventuaUy 
successful in this pursuit to leave no stone unturned in my quest to unearth the facts associated to 
this vast issue. It was at this time I was recognized by the Honorable, Richard F. Cebull as being 
acknowledged by his Court as "a firearm expert" in the matter ofA/eksich l'. Remin!,[IOn et 
al. 7This should serve to sufficiently establish I am competent to testi(y as a subject matter expert 
to the matters set forth herein based on my own personal knowledge involving the development, 
function and design~ and including the history of the Remington Model 700 bolt action 
rifle(generally) but further including my developed insights involving the history of Stringer 
Model 700 incident rifle -the same rifle that Zach claimed fired without the trigger pull resulting 
m the unintentional death of Justin Stringer on or about June l L 2011 

My area of expertise and personal knowledge is largely the result of my extensive investigations 
and exhaustive research efforts that has spanned the past 16 years involving the functional design 
deficiencies in a host of Remington's boh action rifles. This endeavor was once the result of the 
death of my own son, Gus Barber, who was killed on October 23, 2000. Gus' death was the 
direct result of an inadvertent discharge of a Remington Model 700 rifle that fired when the 
safety was released. This incident resulted while a family membt.'f. my wife, was in the process 
of unloading the subject Model 700 rifle when the rifle exhibited what Remington refers to an 
"FSR" malfunction sWhile this event came as a great surprise to us. I would learn this "FSR'' 

· Prior lo 1m successful camp.11!,'Il to ur1se.1l the .. Jleks1ch case-, a P:1t.'Cr 111t111.i11 rcveakd - ··SeaJed v. Scak'd -The 
entire r1ecord is scaled " 

Order of the Hooornblc Richard F. (\:bnll September 4. 201.r ack1t01Aledg111g ·· B..1rbcr. \\ ho is a fin::mn c,pert ..... 
{at!adunc,m f ", id P 4, L }. second fuit para. l fins c,.;iabl~ I am >.'Ons«ren:xi a firearm c,pert by a member of 
1hc Federal JudK1cl1y and th1...'reforc I am qualified 1.0 rcndt."r m, opimons supported by cvidcnre m 1t11s matter subjt'CI 
10 Judicial rC\ icn of the State of Mississippi. 
' The ma!funcu<m associated to the Walker fire co11trnl have O<..'Cn so common and per::.1stcn1. Remington has cn:~11cd 
acmm iw, for s,'\ cral fonns of n1;1lfuoci1ons assoc1.;mxl to their trigger ck~1;,.r1, 1\s :you obscn c abo,c. the acronym 
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event was no surprise to Remington at aH. Since the time of Gus' death l have invested 
significant time. developed talent as an investigator and researcher, to include the development 
of vast resources to find the truth for myself involving the full extent of the well documented 
functional deficiencies in the Model 700 rifle that claimed the life of Gus Barber on the above 
date. I have left no stone unturned in my search for the facts involving. among other things, what 
Remington knew. when they knew it and what the company did or did not do with their ow11 
developed body of knowledge documented within the pages of their own internal documents l 
have painstakingly collected and reviewed. This includes how Remington has historicatly 
addressed foreseeable design deficiencies and known inherent dangers in Remington's bolt 
action rifles through a continual and unprecedented pattern of steadfast public denial, not only 
before the Courts, but collectively to members of the public. These denials are belied by the fact 
Remington's claims and public denials are contradicted by what their own internal documents 
reveal. I would also learn how Remington has historically addressed its future liability concerns 
and exposure through t.he development of defensive measures to point blame at victims like Zach 
Stringer, instead of taking responsibility for the safety of Remington's products in the hands of 
the unsuspecting public through meaningful warnings or effective safety recall programs. 
Historically Remington does not issue warnings or safety recalls unless it is to their best interest 
or until forced to do so through costly protracted litigation -and even then, the company still 
denies ru1y knmvn danger in its products or wrong-doing involving Remington's less than 
truthful public denials. Even if the investigators or Lori Be.all would have contacted Remington 
involving the death of Justin Stringer in 201 J, based on information and belie( Remington 
would have most likely denied any knowledge of problems with the XMP fire control and 
proclaimed the incident Model 700 rifle to be a safe and reliable rifle. There is evidence 
supporting this belie( showing Remington told a customer in 2011 complaining his rifle 
employing an XMP fire control system fired without a trigger puU not to be concerned and the 
rifle is sate. The customer pointedly exclaimed his displeasure regarding what Remington told 
the gentleman in 2011 after Remington issued a recall on the same rifle in 20 l 4 

Through the years, I have personally collected the largest private coUection of information 
related to Remington bolt action rifles. This population of material I have personally amassed. 
reviewed and digested ranges in millions of pages of content related to this issue I have 
historically used this information to support my developt..>d insights and conclusions. as I do in 
this instance. As a result. I have become generally recognized as an authority of the subject 
matter involving the history of functional and design deficiencies in Remington bolt action rifles. 
As a consulting expert, I have not only rendered my services to trail attorneys in a host of 
litigations in Federal Courts, to advance the interests of injured parties against Remington but as 
shown above my insights and opinions have been prominently featured in more than a few 
nationally broadcast news articles involving this issue and subject matter. Most recently, Sunday, 
February 19. 20 l 7. the 60 Minutes news organization aired a story about the Zach Stringer 
incident in large part, advanced by my investigation and detailed analysis of this case Related 
information to Zach Stringers story can be seen at the following 

for lhc mos! common fonn of malfunctt0n 1s fire on safct;, release Remmg1m1 rders to this m.1llimctto11 ,ts '"FSR ·· 
Others include finng \\ hen 1he hrecch boll 1s bcmg opened as -FHO. •· dosing "'FBC" n hen the nfk is subjected lo 
prrmg fon: .. "Cs as Jar off "JO .. Most recent!;,. I haYc identified another m,"llfuoctioo I believe is prcscnl in both che 
Walker fire control and the XMP fire control systems -·KflO\\ n as a "fails IO ftre malfunction.- This malfum .. "tion 1s 
C\idcnc1.:d m the C!\.B( Documcman. Hemmgtm1 1 ·nd.-r hn:. tn l'or!land Mame !;m enibrccrnent snipers 
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link 

h should be noted, the District Attorney, Hal Kittrell, the proset,'Utor who advanced criminal 
charges against Zach Stringer was interviewed by Leslie Stahl in the attached 60 Minutes story 
above. What he proclaimed in his own words in the above interview is telling indeed and should 
be considered to support Zach Stringers request for a new fair and impartial trial based on newly 
discovered evidence that was not discovered, existed or was claimed to have been known by the 
prosecution at the time of Zach's original trial. 60 Minutes interview question to the District 
Attorney, Hal Kittrell 

Question by Lesley Stahl to Mr Kittrell• ··11adyou known about this issue with this gun, the 
trigger problem, wauldyou have gone ahead with the trial 'i 

In his own words Mr Kittrell' s answer "I will s,~v this Lesley. ht:ld we known there was a 
problem with rhe trigger before we were getting ready for trial I can at.wire you we would htn,e 
looked into that and we would have assessed this case based on tha.t evidence lhere 1s no 
question ahoul that. ·· 

lf Mr. Kittrelr s statement to 60 Minutes is taken at face value, holds more true today as it 
would have in 2011, when Zach was initially arrested: and in 20 l3 before the Sringer trial. The 
above statement by the district attorney, Hal Kittrclt clearly speaks for itself to indicate, clearly 
and convincingly, the district attorney did not have all the facts surrounding the death of Justin 
Stringer at the time Zach was arrested and prosecuted for the murder of his brother. In fact, this 
recent statement by Mr. Kittrell, himself, in his own words:"'htld we known there was a problem 
with the trigger before we were ,.felling n!cu~rfor trial J can assure you we would have looked 
imo that atld we wm1/d htn-e £L'1.W!Ssed this ca~ based on that t•wdence .. '1'he before mentioned 
statement clearly demonstrates the prosecution advanced this case without alJ the ractors known 
about the rifle in question, to support Zach's claim the rifle fired without a trigger pull and now 
clearly and convincingly supports a conclus,on Zach was deprived of a fair and impartial trial 
without all the facts known at that time The above statement by Mr Kittrell, makes it 
abundantly clear to anyone looking at the new ev1dence ohjectr-..ely, in this specific 
circumstance. Zach is certainly deserving of a new trial, in part, based on the district attorney's 
ov.,11 statement in the above interview with 60 Minutes ·-but also through the revelation of new 
evidence and information that has come to light in the last year outside the scope of knowledge 
of all involved with this unforrunate set of circumstances that collectively contributed to Justin's 
death and the questionable conviction of Zach Stringer. Zach should now have the opportunity to 
exonerate himself through the revelation of new and compelling information, insight and 
evidence betbre a Jury 

MORE RECENT EVENTS INVOLVING MY ACTIVITY AS A CONSULTING EXPERT 
A:\/D A NATIONALLY RECOGNIZF.1) Al THORHY INVOLVING REMINGTON RIFLES 

At one time, before my 2015 retircrm'nt, I Vd)rked as consulting subJect matter expert in a 
highly publicized national class action litigation, now sub_iect to a settlement proposal in 
:\1issouri styled Pollard r. l<em111g1an et al \1v personal and profossional document research 
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activity, including my developed opinions derived from my research were he.avily relied upon by 
class counsel lo advance this litigation on behalf of minions of Remington bolt action rifle 
owners Remington through this proposed settlement is now ollering to replace the Walker fire 
control system in over 7.5 millitm Model 700 rifles with the XMP fire control system at no cost 
to the class among other provisions involving the propost,"{} settlement. As I will show. this 
includes a provision for a voluntary Safety Recall and retrofit by Remington on aH the rifles 
containing the X-Mark Pro (XMP) fire control system manufactured between the years 2006 
through 2014. Ev~single XMP ever produ~is now.e:overedJ.!ythisJlemjr.igton Safety Recall 
including the Stringer rifle -the same exact fire control involved in the incident resulting in the 
death of Justin Stringer and further resulting in the arrest prosecution; conviction of Zach 
Stringer. 9 (attachment (6) Remington XMP Recall Notice) 

As class counsel was advancing the proposed settlement through mediation for a free retrofit to 
the rifles that employ the Walker fire control system with the XMP fire control, I had come to 
believe a functional deficiency existed in the XMP design. Class counsel would engage in due 
diligence discovery to ensure the "fix," the XMP. for the proposed retrofit of the large population 
of rifles containing the Walker fire control was adequately safe and reliable for the retrofit. At 
this time I was requested by class counsel to execute a declaration calling out the suspected 
deficiency I believed I had identified that would lead to further safety related malfunctions with 
this design that J compelled Remington to develop after the death of Gus Barber. In my 2014 
declaration I was concerned malfunctions with the XMP fire control would lead to further deaths 
and injuries as in this instant case involving Justin Stringer. ln the interest of being brief, I wiH 
let my previous declaration speak fur itself other than to state I put Remington on notice and the 
safety recall on the XMP followed shortly after I executed my declaration to class counsel in 
Pollard, outlining my concerns with the functional reliability involving the XMP fire control 
system at that time. (attachment (7) Declaration of Richard Barber January 2014) 

Since resigning as a consulting expert to class counsel in Pollard. I have since become a limited 
objector to the proposed settlement in the above styled national class action litigation to attempt 
to represent the best interest of the public My limited objections in Pollard involve certain 
provisions in the proposed settlement that I do not consider to be in the best interest of the 
public My limited obje.ction also seeks sanctions against Remington and its counsel for alleged 
misconduct in this case Multiple requests for sanctions are now under consideration before the 
Honorable Ortrie D. Smith in the above cited Pollard case Most recently. ten ( JO} independent 
Attorneys General offices have joined to support my lirnited objections and my concerns to the 
proposed Pollard settlement I offer this evidence to demonstrate the legitimacy of my standing 
to act as an expert in this case, in the interest of finding the truth. so justice may be eventually 
served While someone might attempt to suggest to this Court my investigation, document 
research and analysis of the Stringer incident may in some \\.ay be biased from my past history as 
ii relates to the death of my own son, this .. ~laim. if it arises. just cannot be supported by any 
measure of fact as anything other than mere conjt.>tture or innuendo to challenge my standing as 
a subject matter expert beitm: this Court. This has not been effective in past litigation where I 
have offered my services as a subject matter expert I have better than average knowledge of this 
subject matter but a much more advance physical command and much more superiority of 

· The sul~IC('! rilk lll\ oh .;:d in !he (kath of fo"tin Smngcr is one <•I I he nfics \nbtei.:t lo 1lns 20! .t ,;;afetv recall 
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knowledge of this subject matter weU beyond the scope of knowledge of the avttrage human. 
Therefore, should any arguments suggesting otherwise should he considered to have any merit or 
should hold any weight in this matter 

As the Mississippi Supreme Court considers Zach's re{1uest for a new trial based, in part on my 
developed insights or the new evidence I bring forth to advance Zach's only logical course of 
action, please consider while I was conducting my analysis of this case l relied heavily upon my 
specialized knowledge gained through many years of research as a Remington bolt action rifle 
subject matter consultant This specialized knowledge and insight was learned through document 
discovery and analysis in my capacity as a consulting expert. This detailed knowledge as l will 
show throughout this record, now clearly and convincingly shows the Model 700 rifle involved 
in the Stringer incident, in fact. at the time of the death of Justin Stringer had certain physical 
propensities to fire without a trigger putt exactly as Zach Stringer claimed shortly after the 
incident This new evidence brought forward in the foregoing and following paragraphs clearly 
suppons a new trial based on newly discovered evidence outside the scope of knO\vledge of all 
involved in the prosecution of Zach Stringer or the biased community demanding prosecutorial 
action against Zach al the time of his arrest and subsequent conviction. 

It is also noteworthy of mention, the extreme public bias that existed against Zach Stringer after 
his arrest is what appears to have served as the driving force to compel the district attorney, Hal 
Kittrell. a public servant duty boond to the community to prosecute Zach. In my review of the 
record, I noted letters to the trial judge strongly suggesting Zach Stringer was perceived as a 
danger to the community and certain family members who petitioned the trial Court to ensure 
Zach would not be released on bail prior to his trial. One letter I reviewed went as far as to 
suggest if Zach was released on bail and came in close proximity to certain members of the 
community, they warned the Court they believed they would be in eminent danger and respond 
accordingly not in so many words suggesting physical harm might come to Zach if he should 
ever be released on bail. The record shows the prosecution was under extreme pressure by the 
community and being compelled by the outpouring of public prejudice against Zach to advance 
this case to ensure Zach would remain behind bars ··posstbly indefinitely .jf convicted on the 
original murder charge requested This "unpn .. -cedented" outpouring of public sediment and 
demand for '"justice'' is outlined by the district attorney himself showing public prejudice no 
doubt played a large factor to compel the district attorney to advocate prosecution due to public 
pressure but the public bias and prejudice possibly extended to influence any Jury to render a 
conviction of manslaughter My observation is containt.>d in the rt--cord--where the prosecutor, a 
public servant, duty-bound to the public stated in the record he never had seen anything like this 
unprecedented public demand for a conviction before the Stringer trial. (Id Afotum Heann:;.:. 
< )cwher I 6. 2012) Zach was in large part convicted as a result of public prejudice and bias was 
compounded by the fact the Jury never saw any evidence showing any remote or ac'tual 
propensity for the Model 700 rifle involved in this incident firing \Vithout a trigger pull as Zach 
stated in intervic,\iS to investigators. Nobody believed him, not even his own father believed 
Zach· s '·story .. about the unexplained fatal discharge that Zach himself could not come to terms 
with or oner any reasonable explanation at that time Alienated, abandoned and alone. Zach was 
forced to go to trial devoid of any unexplained spontaneous discharge defense because everyone 
disregarded his explanation and as a result nobody sought to seek anv information related to 
inadvertent discharge with the Remington Model 700 rifle hen if armme had. at that time ,.ve 
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were powerless to assist in large part because the information itself was subject to protective 
orders in multiple courts and could not have been discussed let-a-lone divulged or produced until 
the blanket seal on Remington's documents was eventually lifk-d in October 2015, as I have 
shmvn in attachment C2; If anyone who knew anything about this evidence would have dared 
talked or released any documented evidence, they would have been liable for any direct or 
imagined damages sustained by Remington and the contempt powers of the Federal Courts at 
Remington's insistence for release of the only information affording Zach an adequate and 
rightful defense. (see attachment {2) Letter from Remington to Barbed0 

MY INVESTIGATION POLICY AND ANALYSIS OF THE STRINGER INCIDENT 

As with any legitimate investigation, I start my research of each case as a clean slate and not 
with pre-conceived notions.. beliefs or opinions of what I believed happened. My insights are 
developed through the revelation of the facts that are revealed through the record of any incident 
where it is claimed a Remington rifle was alleged to be causative to the injury or death of an 
innocent bystander. I begin each investigation with the premise there are two (2) sides to every 
story and sometimes the truth is found to be somewhere in the middle to show litigation is not 
warranted or justified in all instances, even though the injury or death was accidental in 
nature. 11 This is the direct result of my stringent policy to always conduct a pre-condition 
screening process before 1 will offer my consulting services to most if not any and all cases As 
an investigator of this subject matter, through my independent research, I fully recognized the 
importance of the systematic collection and review of evidence and following that chain of 
evidence without emotional bias, one way or a.not.her, to eventually arrive at logical conclusions 
and to completely avoid inference to the facts not fully substantiated or supported to fotmulate 
my opinions This is accomplished through the review of police reports in the record, interviews 
but especially including a determination if Remington's own internal documents support any 
claims of a defect theory to decipher if any known defect or functional design deficiency was 
potentially causative to another unfortunate accident involving a Remington bolt action rifle I 
believe this to be the case in this instance based on my analysis of documentation to support mv 
opinions to date Without this skepticism, as a matter of personal or ethical policy before 
cornmitting my services to any case, my credibility and the integrity of my research would be 
easily impeached This policy 1s what has permitted me to endure the test of time and to 
ultimately serve the greater good of the public, to remain a leading authority invoh·ing the 
inherent danger in a host of Remington boh action rifles for as Jong as I have without legal 
reprisal or retribution by Remington against me or any of the news organizations I have offered 
rn y opinions or insight over the past sixteen ( 16) years. 

To avoid trn;r arguments as outlined above, again I reemphasize, my consulting services to the 
Stringer family is strictly on a no charge basis Therefort:, to remove any argument through 
suggestion or innuendo I have any bias one \\ay or another - I have no ves.ted financial interest 

11u<i ~hO\\ s Rcnu npton 's response at the ntcrt· suggestion d..x.1.m>ents: OIK'C bound b, protccl!Yc order were gomg 
to oc n:kascd to the public after th\: documents were produced 10 Rcmmgton m the Barber DefamatJon litigation 
without a pmti.'<-11\C order 111 cffe1..1 after bcmg infomK'd I \\OUld tk.'>Cr agree 10 ,m, mcasun: of sccrec\ 
'' llowc,eL this is just nol fr»md to he th\: casc h-."t'C m 1Jie S1rin1>er incident where one boy's l!fc ended 1rng1C;Jll\ 
and another 1w1 nnh lost !u~ fn:.,-dom but his fl!! un: \\! !l be sc,crdJ I mpm:::ttd for the res! of lus d.1~ s as a com ictcd 
felon. 
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the final oute-0me of my investigation into the incident where Zach Stringer was charged 
criminally liable fiJr the death of Justin. J am now pritnarily involved as an independent 
advocate, because 1 full well believe the evidence I have uncovered throughout my investigation 
and analysis of this case warrants a nev. trial. I am a believer based on the information and 
evidence I have reviewed in this case and involve myself as matter of public service in the 
interest nf justice eventually being served. As a result. J hope to see what I C-Onsider to be a tragic 
injustice and the conviction reconsidered afier the results of my investigation are revealed. This 
includes the revelation of truf~, newly discovered evidence can now brought forth to ensure 
Zachary Stringer may have his day in Court with the recently disclosed evidence that did not 
exist or could not have possibly been djscovered at the time of the investigation, trial or any 
previous appeal. The new evidence shown throughout my Declaration will show better than a 
"reasonable doubt" to a Jury to only now support Zach's claim the rifle just "went off" without 
him pulling or e-0ntacting the trigger. Without a showing of malice, motive or intent to kill Justin, 
this is most likely the best and most reasonable explanation of the unexplained discharge and 
true physical cause of Justin ·s death as Zach Stringer claimed shortly after the incident This 
family and the community in which they live is most deserving of the facts, to learn the truth not 
otherwise readily known so this family and the e-0mmunity can finaUy heaJ from this tragic 
ordeal and to learn the most plausible cause of this unexplainable loss -Justin deserves no less so 
he can finally rest in peace I now offer my services, for the last time, as a vehicle and path to the 
undeniable facts I have uncovered in my own search for the facts in this instance -for which I 
believe it is to everyone's best interest to revisit this case to find the truth for themselves ,f 
justice is to have any meaning in the future involving this unfortunate set of circumstances 
surrounding Zach's wrongful e-0nviction. 

THE XMP FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM 

While I have done my best to attempt to bring public awareness to the inherent danger involving 
the now infamous '·Walker fire contmJ system .. , the fire control contained in the Stringer 
incident rifle is in fact altogether a completely different design than the previous fire control 
design that has received so much negative public attention. At the time of the 2011 Stringer 
investigation and subsequent trial in 2013, nobodv had any way of knowing the XMP fire control 
design was suflering from similar forms of malfi.mctions that would permit or cause the Model 
700 rifles containing the XMP to spontaneously fire without the trigger being pulled to discharge 
the rifle. Knowledge of these facts would be paramount to not only ensure public safety but 
knowledge that might have altered the events of June 11, 20 l l, resulting in the death of Justin 
This concealed information would first have to he revealed before Zach Stringer could ever hope 
to receive a fair trial based on this critical information w support his claim the rifle just went off 
without him ever intending for it to do so being considered by a Jury This never came to light in 
the original trial As I have already explained in some detail, one contributor was the result of 
overly broad confidentially agreements and protective orders stringently preventing the 
dissemination of information for Zach to receive a fair trial before a Jury of his peersll As I have 
already sht)wn, the XMP fire control system (the same fire e-0ntrol in the Model 700 rifle subject 
to the Siring.er incident) was C\'Cntually rec.ailed b, Remington in '..'.O I -1 well after the Stinger 

Sec a!laduncnt i ! l Lelle~ of Cndcrstarn.lm!,! llf!mg h!ankcl sell (m prcvioush prrxlm:cd d1scmcn documents m 
Rcmin)!lon bolt action nlk lmgatmn. 
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trial. The language in Remington's XMP safety Recall Notice is telling indeed and should have 
been considered by the Jury in his original trial 

The above language in Remington's own 2014 XMP safoty Recall Notice strongly indicates to 
the public without modification and/or retrofit of the XMP fire control, the identified conditions 
noted in Remington's safety Recall Notice could he deemed unsafe to any user or bystandeL At 
the time Justin was killed, no such warning or safety recaU existed even though Remington had 
certain physical knowledge of inadvertent discharges with their bolt action rifles. Remington 
itself, considered "accidental discharge" as the single most significant andleading contributor of 
injury and death long before the Stringer incident This is evidenced by the following document 
generated and compiled during the development of internal drop testing protocols in 1944. This 
ide0Jog.1y and knowledge would be reaffim1ed in revisions to the same document as late as 
1969 11 

''A common source o[accidet1ls K'i.~hfm?.s:u-ms in Q!:Jl.i~lt:'.!Jlal dischargg. A 5(ife~v mechanism is 
provided to insure against accidental dischar;..~ .. ''( attachment ( 8) l 944 - 1 %9 Drop Testing) 

Today Zach Stinger is no longer alone when he claims a Model 700 rifle fitted with the XMP fire 
control fired without a trigger pull or that he intended to discharge the incident ritle on June I I , 
20 I t. Zach reported this unintentional discharge to investigators and his father, who also did not 
believe him at the time, when he said the rifle just went off without the trigger being pulled. For 
the limited purpose to support Zach's steadfast claim, hereto, I offer only a very limited sample 
of Remington customer complaints showing other individual rifles fitted with the XMP fire 
control system have been claimed to have fired without the trigger being pulled. 14 (attachment 
(9) Remington Customer Complaints) 

As l reviewed the record in this case, as a litigation consultant. through discovery, I knew 
Remington engaged in a conscience rt"<lcsign effort to modit)· the manufacturing specification to 
the sear to mitigate the potential for 1hc cocking piece to bind on the sear as a result of friction 

'' As f wiU show in later para~rapt~ Remington abandoned tlus H:k.'Ologj in favor of advancing its ddcnswc 
position in Jifi~tion involving accidents \nth Rcmfogton bolt actJ(m rifles ·niis dmngc in ideology ..:ame in 1978 
when Remington came to a candid and w'CII documented rc;1h1:aooo lntm1alh .. :'a conm10~!.!•.nm:;e ofaq::idcntal 
4h'i\..har££"_wlth Rcmi.J!gton rifl~-swas the resultoffireJ1t1 saf~,_rc~5Cmalfunctioos. In other words. a failure of 
the trigger in the Walker fire control S)Stem to pcrfonn its intended function resulted m documented sponlaoc'Qus 
accidental discharge malftmctions upon release of lhe safetj 1111s was rcali1£d and documented mH.'lli.aH! to be the 
actual source of acddcmal discharge with a hosl of Remington nfle models fitter with the Walker fire control and 
now know to be potcnlial contributor of ace1den1al discharge \\>1th the XMP fire l'Olltml 
: 

1 This is only a small sample of complaints f offer at this umc. there arc po1cnnally hundreds more as the CBS 60 
Minutes stol) states m the Stringer story It should be also be nott"<l. most if no{ all 1hc Remington cus1omer 
compfamts I offer into evidence arc dated 200S 1hree \cars before the death of Justin Stringer. This serves to 
demonstrate. Rcmingwn \\as ;mare and should hmc l"-."Cn considcn.>ti to han: IA-en put on notk--c invoh ing safct) 
related malfunctmns wWt the Xlv1P fire control before Justm·s mmmch demise. for \\luch Z,ach has patd an unJus1 
price. ·n1is is ,, h:, I sought to dctcmnm: 1f at an} tmte Rcmingttm mfd im l'St11ntors or the cri1m: lab the incidc!ll 
nflcs was safe. II remams IO he seen 10 \\ hat c,tern. if am. Rt:mnigton 1111gh1 h;n e bt.><:n im oh L'd behind the M:cncs 
nhcn 1m imcnien qu12,11011s arc ansuercd under oa1h through sm>m 1csw1wm 
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that l believe could result in ·'jar off' malfunctions Vlith the XMP fire control in 2008 
1~(attachment ( IO) Modified Sear Redesign Testing) 

On infr,rmation and belief: the Stringer incident rifle was manufactured and distributed into the 
mainstream of public commerce before the modification to redesign the dimensional 
characteristic of the sear in the XMP fire control took place, to mitigate the potential for 
inadvertent discharge resulting from a random jar-off malfunction. One thing we do know today 
that was not known at the time of the Stringer trial, the rifle is subject of an outstanding safety 
recall as of roughly April, 2014. This recall is the result of what Remington contends to be a 
condition where excess bonding agent was improperly applied during the manufacturing process 
on rifles between the years 2006 through production in 20}4 Therefore the questions still remain 
if any modifications or process' Remington undertook before 2008 or anytime thereafter was in 
any way a physical contributor to the fatal discharge with the Stringer rifle. This will only be 
knmvn and questions answered if discovery with Remington can be conducted in this case. There 
are other questions to be answered and explored after a qualified firearm defense expert has an 
opportunity to inspect the subject Stringer rifle. To date, to the best of my knowledge, no such 
defense expert, representing the interest of Zach has ever inspected or has the subject rifle 
undergone any examination on Zach's behalf As l have now shown, this knowledge includes 
knmvn or suspected functional deficiencies in the XMP fire control system before Jui,1in Stringer 
was killed. Remington was adequately put on notice involving the potential for inadvertent 
discharge by a host of customers complaining their rifles fitted with the XMP fire-d without a 
trigger pull. Further, as I have briefly out.lined, Remington's engaged in an internal effort to 
mitigate the potential for inadvertent discharge involving the Remington Model 700 rifle subject 
to the death of Justin Stringer and the criminal prosecution of Zach. I have only offered evidence 
for the limited purpose of establishing reasonable doubt to Zach's guilt to advance this case on 
the merit warranting a new trial. As the case progresses, if Zach is granted a new opponunity to 
properly plead his newly discovered defenses, I am fully prepared to offer even more evidence I 
anticipate may be required to challenge the prosecution if they should decide to retry this case 
with the evidence that exists in the currently establish(..-d record 

\1FDICAL EXAMINOR ERIN BARNHEART TESTHvJONY 

As I have already indicated previously, I sought out and interviewed Dr Erin Barnhart, the 
Medical Examiner who testified at the Stringer trial ft was not my intent to determine the cause, 
means and/or manner of death of Justin Stringer The cause of death \\·as already abundantly 
oh,ious to me seeing many such events related to gunshot wounds, especially as it relates to 
Remington rifles. By this time in my investigation I had alreadv identified possibly hundreds of 
Remington customer complaints saying the same thing to Remington Zach daimed. The host of 
customer complaints I ha\:e assembled range in dates from 2007 forward, but I am confedent we 
will learn of more incidences where rifle owners complained to Remington saying their rifles 
fired \vithout a trigger pull By this time I also identified a design specification change to the 
XMP sear. I helieve to mitigate the potential thr inadvertt'flt discharges with the XMP fire 

" If c(x.:kmg piece bindmg or restriction OCtllfS on the tlOSC of the sc;u n:sfrit1mg 1hc rdcasc of !lu: firing pin. !he 
author believe the potential for a·· jar ofr or -fail to fire malf1.mctton·· can occur and !he nflc t'-011ld spon1ancoush 
d1Schargc ill> a result of impact or tfh: !Joi! handle bcmg toud11.xl wilhon! tnggcr C(1H!:1c1 Sec Portland Maine smpcr 
malfunctions. C\B( · D.:!Cm11cn1an ffrmmgron { mler Fir<' 
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control as Zach claimed. By this time I had also offered my declaration to class counsel in 
Pollard outlining my grave concern and belief involving another deficiency that could lead to 
spontaneous discharges \\1th the XMP fire control and forther including, I noted the Remington 
safety recall that would follow after my 2014 Dcclarntion to class counsel in Pollard \1y 
interview was much more limited to Dr Bamhar1's testimony where she was asked by the 
prosecution to delineate the difference between an accidental shooting versus an intentional 
homicide involving a firearm. For this purpose I will quote the testimony in the record itself 

(J. "( ;f!ttm>[ to the manner <?I death being accidemal versus homicide okay J 

A: Ola~r. 

(!: Jfha1fi-1ctors would you need, generally speaking, to make that determination:> 

A: !he delineation between accidem and homi<:ide with reference lo gunshm wounds ts - -1 think 
the easieM way.for me lo phrase ii would he this. An ac:cide11ta/ death or manner <f death with a 
gunshot would entml some evidence that the gun hod actually misfire,/ or fired without the 
willing ('.[/<>rt idanother person." 

(!: A II right. And if the pnx~f is that the gun cannm he - -

Mr. Fortner: Now we 're gomg lo have to object. Judge .. ''(Id Trail Transcript P 226, L 13-
28)16 (Id Trial Transcript P 226) 

My interview with Dr. Barnhart was primarily centered on the above testimony. The record is 
clear. she could not conclude with any degree of certainty, one way or another, Justin's death 
was intentional or accidental She just did not have the evidence before her to make this 
conclusion without review of further new evidence that only now exists, showing more likely 
than not the incident rifle, beyond a reasonable doubt, spontaneously fired as Zach Stringer 
claimed then and still insists today Zach was severely prejudiced by the prosecutions adverse 
inference to the Jurv the only \Vay the rifle could fire is only if the trigger was deliberately pulled 
and the troubling physical tissue damage to Justin Stringers face and evacuation of the cranial 
\:ault seen by the Jury could only be the result of Zach's contributory negligence or actual intent 
to inflici harm 

In mv imen iew ,\ilh Dr Bamhan I oflered this question after generically talking about 
documented malfunctions with Remington rifles 

Q lf we held a new trial today, with new evidence showing a ntles propensity to inadvertently 
discharge as Zach claimed without a trigger pull the f\1 E [Dr Barnhart] by her own definition 
of accident v. homicide would now conclude the incident an accidental death ([ntervie\\ date 
April 26, 20 J 6) The missing evidence was a key component ft)r the prosecutions e.'!.pe!1 to render 

' l am aH:ichmg a !united portmn of the tna! tmnscnpc related to Dr Erin Barnhart' s tcsumom to ,;uppor! 1m 
dcn:lopcd !IlSif'.h! n~gardmg ,K..t1den1;1! \Crsus ill!c»11mi;1I m.armcr ol hom1c1dc resulting m death l !11s sut,iect 
continued m the 1ndudcd record from paJ!c"' 22<, - 2,1 l (;machmcm ('1} Barnhart fcs;llmom- Accitkntal Death \ 
f lnmicidc l 
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a reliable opinion involving the manor of de.ath in the Stringer case Had this evidence been 
known, discovered or heard by the 201 .1 Jury. the outcome of the trial would in all likely-hood be 
different today if Jury today heard Dr Barnhart conclude the incident accidental. \·Ve ,.viii never 
know for certain today unless Zach Stringer is granted a new trial with all the new evidence 
km)\vn 

CONTRIUBITORY NEGLENCE · THE TENANTS OF SAFE GUN HANDLING 

Briefly. I will discuss the" 10 Commandments of Safe Gun Handling." Any time there is an 
accident involving a firearm, the issue of contributory negligence will arise to point blame and 
shift responsibility fbr the incident to the gun handler. As I have shown even Remington itself 
acknowledges ~-a common sour~_q(1._~igents ~ID firearms is accidental discharge, z\ safety is 
provjded tQJ;>f.~vem accident~!_cf_i$.;~_gr ,0.,.:1.:'.As recently as 2014, Remington reaffirms this 
reality in the XMP Satety Recall Notice when the company warns Model 700 owners to quit 
using the rifles fitted with the XMP until they have been properly inspected and retrofitted with a 
new fire control system to mitigate the potential fr>r spontaneous unintended discharges. To be 
dear, Remington itself states "4t!JLf!.!1!.IJ.1er.,skJ1~t}jscb<Hge has ~JlQlenlial IQJX]Use iniury or. 
death .. ·· What is not readily kno\lill. at one time when Remington came to the realization of the 
physical propensity for inadvertent discharge with rifles employing the Walker fire control 
system, to "put the company in a more secure position with respect to product liability." 
Remington revised the tenants of safe gun handling. (attachment ( l I) Remington revisions to I 0 
Commandments of Safe Gun Handling) 

Long story short, Zach Stringer was convicted for manslaughter because of a potentially 
known or highly suspected functional deficiency in the incident rifle by Remington and to 
include people involved in civil litigation who have seen the information supporting such a 
belief His father, the investigators or the prosecution had no way of knowing these facts. 
Compounding this 1.mH:>rtunate set of circumstanc.e. the prosecution used Remington's -go too -
developed liability exposure defense to claim this fifteen ( 15) year old boy was in some way 
negligent in his conduct and actions when he could have not controlled the time, the place and 
the instant the rifle might have fin..-d without him ever touching the trigger. Law Enforcement 
officers carry their duty \.Veapons \\ith a round in the chamber everywhere they go in their 
capacity as peace officers As firearm owners we should have an inherent right to tru~1 the 
integrity of the fiream1 design to insure it will not fire without the trigger being pulled -the same 
as the investigators that developed this case must rely on their side arm, long rifles or shotguns 
not to fire without then intending to do so within every situation imaginable amongst members of 
the public. This double standard should not apply in this instance. If the investigators side arm_ 
pointed at their leg or members of the public should accidentally discharge without them 
intending for it to do so places anyone V.-'ithin close proximity to unnecessary and forest->eab!e 
risk of in_iury or death If this hypothetical scenario were to occur and someone were killed, 
would they he subject to the same penalty as Zach Stringer and judged by the same standard'? I 

Please note the Rcnungwn nf1c malfum..1m11s m the follO\\mg l '>75. alladunem ( L' l l comcnd Rcmrngwn ren5,(:d 
the 1 O Comm,mdnlt!nl\ of Safe Gun ffandlmg aflcr 1J1e comp;m, came !tl 1hc rcaluatwn the safclv m11111pul;lllon on 
the tvlo<ld 700 ,md oihi::r ri!lcs. cmplo, m~ the Walker fin: control was known to be the physical sonru: of accidental 
dischaq::I.': in Rcrmnghm ri!ks !lard!\ a "fix" but mstc.ad a dcknse. to poml blame at Rcmingtmfs customers \\hen 
an accidcm occurred \, nh ;1 Rcmrngt.on nllc. 
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would like to think not if it was determined a defect or fimctional deficiency in the firearm was 
determined to he the primary cause of the incident 

CONCLUSION AND CLOSING REMARKS 

Without any knowledge of evidence of defect including any known or suspected functional 
deficiency in the XMP fire control system. specifically what Zach Stringer claimed happened to 
him and Justin was rendered moot and ignored. As a result of this oversight and court secrecy the 
Jury was prevented from considering a!J the facts surrounding the death of Justin. In essence (as 
only a fifteen year old child himself) Zach. might as well have been confronted by an angry mob 
and his hands bound behind his back, unable to defend himself in any manor or capacity. 
Nobody could protect or adequately defend him then, but this 1s not the case now. The above 
statements and evidence mostly generated by Remington itself acknowledges such an accident as 
in the Stringer incident is entirely foreseeable as a result of the manufacturing defect that was 
identified by Remington in 2014 warning the rifle should have undergone examination, diagnosis 
and repair before any further use of the rifle should have occurred to prevent a tragedy as in this 
instance. Had Roger Dale Stringer been avvare, by Remington, such a safety concern, defect or 
deficiency existed before this incident, being a responsible parent and firearm user, in all 
likelihood Justin would stilt not only be alive today but Zach's youth would not have been 
destroyed to the degree it has. If this was the case, in the ideal world, none ofus would be here 
today advocating to ensure Zach has his rightfuJ day in Court with all the evidence now known 
to exist to explain the events of June I I, 20 l l, information, facts and details once withheld from 
the Jury. Today, as a 20 year old young adult, Zach should be permitted to present this new 
evidence to a Jury so it can weigh an the information, facts and details that exist today. While 
nothing we do today will ever bring Justin back, \VC all have the obligation, a duty and the 
burden to give Zach a fighting chance to restore his ~ianding_ in some capacity, to restore his 
future by closing this chapter in his life It is my great hope the truth may set him free, not only 
from the burden of his brother's death but to show hetter than a reasonable doubt in the minds of 
members of his community and a Jury what he claimed happened the evening of June J l, 2011 
happened the wav he described the event as the primar1 contributory cause of Justin's death. 
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This the 2nd day of March, 2017. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this the 2nd day of March, 2017. 

(Notary Seal) •• •_;"Miss··· .· oi-....... '.s·· ,.,;._~ . .:;·;?,v Pus··.'?./·. 
• '?" •• o' </.o· :.o • •t,.., :~ • •• -o•, 

My commission exfi,rfes: 10 # 99124 ..... •• 
: LAURA A. WILSO.N : . . . . 
'., \commission Expires/ :' 
'. JO'•. Jan. 11, 2019 .,;;__.l../ 
·· .. f ~o········\)~··· ··~~f~-·· 

o&wa a.µ.~ 
NOTARY PUBLI 
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'\;; Wt' havr mtiwatt·<l to vim st•v/r,ll l mw,, ovn the iast f,,w wt•t>ks. the Defondant-, will 
not i lairn and an: not dairmng tha! ;mv dm·umc11ts previnusly pnKiul'cd bv lhr 
!.kkm!imts m anv prior bolt·ac!ion rifle LiwsuH:-, an• .,,fiH suhit>,'t to anr of !he prott•i·tive 
unh·rs v.hwh Wt"Te t\l1lert'tl m anv nf !hose r.ast·s. ·\s a n:>!,1111. Plamtiffs are frt:>t' to makt• 
!hos,: <lnruments a\'ailahle lo poknl Ml da&, mcmhcrs and the public As !m am 
tlnH1ments and tangihk things iiskd in th,· P!ainliHs· rnitial disdosm'l!S in Pollard whkl; 
were nnt previous!, prndm:,•d hv the Ddendan!s rn ;mv prior hnlt-aetlon ri!ie law;,:mts. h 
ts entirrlv up to Hw P!amtifh and tlwir .1t!onwvs :is tn whether thosp are madt' availahiP 
hv you to !lw pokntial d.1s;. nwrn!wr:- ,md the public. \Ve ;il,;u have 110 11bk•1·tion lo you 
t,.fmnng !his lrtter wilh An!rnr Bn;mt or am other flt'f"l>fl or enlitu>s. 

Tn he di>H. th<: Delt-ndanu arc nu! prndHdllg or ,q:pTH!)l, tn pn ,dun: an:, dueunwnts m 
forHwr;rn,-c of !hi-. ,1gn>t·nwnt. nnr ;!r,' tlw, 1•.,tabihhing .1 n•positon: tnr dn('Umi::nt, 
losh:ad. the l)dnHfauts ;!l ,. ,·nnfo nmig that tth·, will no! ohit~t:! to potential das" 
m,•mhers' 1tr !lw p11!1hr·-. n•\·ww ;ind or dhd,.,;w-c of th,· Defr•ndanh pr.·YIPnslY 

d,,('HfnFllh. ;11th, •H;:'.,h !Jch.·11,hnh nu, d:uuy· tn n::;plJnd ;,r L<l!HtllPl!t ,!lh •Hl 
Hil' ,hwm1wnt< 1·011l,•n! nr !W\!IHHt'., hil!r,\\ 1q;,: ;m, d1.,do:sur, 
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Vi11 Finl Clau Mail and Email: ri..!J!J{n@!l?ublif}a,uiq:.m·t 
:\nhur Hryant Chairman 
!'ublic Justice 
'' 5 l 2th Str~t. Suite l 230 
Oakland. { A 94607 

He: /Jocument Dist:lvsuu 

Dear Arthur: 

f\4,;rtt<JNF u r,, vn.1 <l 
r'N~l! f2!)) .YJ:1461,1 

,"fettv.,v:L 
""~"'" L DU;.{>A" 

·~is·~-~~ ,...,_,,......,_ 

Chad;;~ I:. 1.id1affer 
,. ~d,a!TcrwHfshfaw ,com 

l am a copv uf a ktlcr from Rcmingt{ln 's crn1nsd whcrci n !frrnmgton denr!y stateit 
1L1t miy Wk! a!l ,fo.:1m1cnt,; prcvhius!y pn,dticed h} dek·nt!anls in :my pmir bi ,;h,, ti,,i; rifle suit,; ar,· 
no f'tutcctcd hy ,my pmt,:cl1vc orders wh1d1 wen: enter,·,J ,n :1nv o! !h<);;t· 'i,lS'-"' l'lamllffs 
,,nrnci ,m: hy,: ro make th,•sc drn:umcnis ::\.ailabk to cL1Si nh·mh?rs .1rJ dK rn:Hic \V11:1 

.,:,pc·..:, w .my nun-Rerningttm dnctm,nlh and unr1hk: !i,lni ;;: tlk· l'ri!l.ird rn1tial di-:d,,,im::, 
,., h:d, \\G:: no! rrt'Y10usly prodtu:ed lln: ,kfond.mrs in any pnur ho!hu.:tmn nfh: :,u;t:,, Kc1n:mti1n 
li.h mdir:,h:d lha! it is eniirdy up lo p!ninllffa and thur <1ttnrn,-v,.; as to wbt.:!h:r those nrc ma,J: 
avatlabk to the po!cmia! class mcmhl.·r~ and the puhlit.:. ! hav, ,,mnrmcd v. ltb !{,.:mmgtrni · s .. otmse., 
.1Plm Sherk and Dale Wills. thal Remington .Jne:l no! have .mv n::1,nn 1(, ,:ot,k."1 or ! ; 

,:uum,<:l disdosing these ifocum,:nts t;, potent ml ctt.s~ mcmlxr~ and !ht: puhlic ! hndure. 
! .m1 .:nnfoming trut plairmffs' courtscl ,vill produce tt1 PHhlir Jt.stice. ,·Liss memhcrs and 
die pnbli,. .. my drn:umcms in tlieir pusSt'.Ss1mu:usH,dy orcoi1!ro! fr,Hn pnnt bul!-»c11nn rifle law;;uil~ 
!,: :,ddiri,m. ~·mm~! ,viH pn,Juee t<, Puhlic Justice. , L,,i merni'-cr,,md the p1ml;,, 
.in,; .md 11H d, x umcnt~ and tangible !hing~ listed rn plaw!iffs · mm:d d1'>du'>\lfC, 1 n the PoHanJ m:tl11n 



'Lh1.'d <sti th: a~n,'t'mcnt with Remmg!on, it is phtrntifl<' coum,,.:i''i that the s.tn1'W: 1 ,, 

'.fie t >,u,, !Jrd-:r denying the Molwn for the foinl Pwkllive Unl1.,'f has IX"t'!I dari!it:d :ill 
1ioc1uncn::-. pn.Jdu1Xd by defendants in rmy ftrior r,.1lt<1dwn nl1c hwiill!ls an: w• 

h .in 1.A•llfidentiality orders and can he disclosed to the publil' and pmentinl d:l"' 
neml,,i, ,\, s!,itt·d ar)1,1vc. plaintiffs' counsel w1l! produce any nt those docmm:ms m then 

;;1 ,s1.,e"'"' ,n. , u,;l\)dy or control, ns well a., th<)se documents and tangibk items li•,!t:J m the 
R\,k 2r, dudusun::, As such, I hc-!icvc this should resoi ve the is.;ue f<ll your dienl ( '.enter fr,, 
in, i:~!lt'.Jll\ i: !{ eportmg, al!evmtmg !he need for Public Justi;.;e tu 11h1ecl to t!K· ptoposed Seukmen! 
ur m,1ve ti.1 mtervene and seek public act-css to the documents, tangible !hingi; and ex hi hits in i-'ollari/ 

fr-: c n11111!! an 

1 FS ddg.i:rn: 
f !{ n.:h.ird i\r>Cnault 

!.rn. D. l lnlland 
\'>.' M,uk l .;mier 

F. SCHAITER 
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Rt 8arb01 \/ 
OuF r, 1•? 

\L)i, · hinL!,r, 
L>~ \-\,>-.. ,Hh ""rte'~ SUH<' 
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pubi1cl'y aissem,nate Rem1ngL)'1 docL,'n0'<ts ou~uced \.nder ;:v,d rm::i!t:•cted by StipulaiE:j 
Pwtect1ve Ortie:rs entered ,r :r;e :J'ld actions of the St,pwa!i:, J 
Pmthc!1ve Orders ar.: i'lttAched herE,tc; 

As yo,,. k no'.v 
executing thf' 
botF)d and subiect 
f)!ch:c:P/r-...: Jrdt:t Et=' 

0:n,:;,, ca~f'S e x:9:ut•?':l 
;:10> re·m~ :JI :he 

Stipu!8tfrc P'.ctec: v:::: Cm:1er ,\d nc-w1ecgemen: a1,iree,ng tc U,? 
tc ~f-~e ter'~,,:, ~-~f tt•::tt c-,:c>: · ,:t,. r y· ~0,e 

r:::-.:ec-..1t~~:n :·~\, i/1r darber in 2JJD s at~achr-r: 

r re t,;;r:.t,•/( 
agrf?f~Ul] tc Lif:--

E~-~H!,··er C•,);:~ttt'fs d'\:i th~?! a:t~;rr~vs 
t.I:.r=-(~;' .:J~/.: ~;f{ LJu;:(:.J :)r:>;\:ttv,, 

r·;,;1»" f",, ;,r,_ ·!L;r,1 ,.ln ,c._._·-"'-"·---'·'==--· 



!_i,, f{;.':t';J:d _0.,, Rav't' h:~t 

r7Ct'.JJ-}: 2}:'; 201\ 

documents pmd,r:::..::u ~nde:, rt""' ~·; 
ar,~ still subject t::, mose: .1 :i':::t ;\L s;9ria,011es tl•e ano 

K.Lf!.?.er Stipulated P,olec,1ve Order Ackncwledg,::;r•'-t-n!s ,ndud1nc Mi Barber and his 
Httor'leys are bound by the terms ann condi!:cns of thosE: or::h::rs Sho~,ld ~Ar Barber Jr 
,i' 1yorie else pt,bi1c1y d1ssem;nate Remingtmi cio:::uP~f:"tS tr1e St:pu atcd 
Protective Oru10, s. Remington w1P seek a!l r2!1d sancttan,; anc 
,,;;·,....r,.,""' tees. before the and -> ;ftS 

Jon D Rob111son rwrenc, 
Daie G VV1Hs (Wienc 1 
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SM:•.!. r ,\fi'M:: SAFI·; r 
r XJ;,MJN:. r iON AND TFS[ PfmCLDURES 

June1988 
H P WHITE LABOOA TORY, ING 

1 Badc:ground 

ftie firearms mdustry provides cont1guraoon controls and minimum performance standards 
for commercially marketed guns and amrnundron but these controls and standards have br~.r, 
lirrnted to controlling those features of the gun and ammunition which ~t msure lheH 
configuration compatibility and safe operating pressures 

Comphi3nce with these controls and standards is wtuota<y and no legal or mdusma! 
sanctions are mvoked for non-comphance short of litigation resuttmg from an accidenlal 
or pressure related gun failure As a result of this practice, im:::reasit}g numbers of 
manufacturers have found themselves involved m safety related lrugatrons wherem the 
plaintiff seeks ever mcreasing settlements While many of these claims are not morally 
attnbutable to the manufacturur, most ooutd be avoided by a comprehensive test and 
examination of the safety related features of the firearm 

Recogmzmg thelf apparently limltless financial exposure to safety related product habl!rty 
hhgahons, many gun manufacturers nave imttated safety related testing of their own oi have 
asked HP VVhite laboratory. Inc to develop testing pn:><:edures and conduct tests"' !L0v 
products in acc..ordance with those procedures 

2. Objectiv{: 

fhe obJcctive of these procedures 1s to Identify the prinopal design features of a h,mdqm· 
nfJe or shotgun which could contribute lo a firearm accident and put forth teslmg proo:dwes 
wt11ch v.'ill oonfim, or deny the adequacy of the design features of a spedtic mode! nf ti ,i l, i 
n::s1s1 those factors ·,•.-tw.::h result m fiream1 accident.::; 

3 Scope 

; he s:::oPe or these pmcedurns 1s imuted to the evatuatwn of design features rnlatmy · · 
firearms safety oi conventiona! configurations of guns and ammunition marl<eted ir · h· 
United Slates and wtt,ch are in oomphance with US. regutat100s controlling oomme1c,,, 
and use of sportmg guns and ammunition All other factors no! relating to safety 
tpertsnnance. rnhab1hty. etc I art beyond the scope of these procedures 

4. Applicable Documents 

Unless o!heiwise specified herem all reference to configuratmn and performance coniri,!s BtP. 
those: ~rnmulga!ed by the latest rev1s1ons and addttions of the fol!ov.1ng docurnen!s 

a Performance St.indards For Pressure aivJ Velocity of Centorfrre P1slo! and Revoh,,ci 
/,.rrnnurnhon !;SA<\Mi, 

!': P(;rlnrm:1nce Stand;,r,;s:, for Pressure and Velocity ol h'w-;fm,· ,.,,.,·,rt,mc, .'-.1nrriun,·,r,,·, 
:~:t-J,Mi• 



PerfrJniancrc ~";tm.:1crds Pr"'ssorF :ma Velociiy' of Ccnlerf,rn Rif,e Ammund1°J/J 
1!);/\!i'.i ! 

5 Disclaimer 

Cornph.in•'-f' vv1lh !he testmg pwcedures present&! herein w,l! not rel!i:!:ve the manufacturt:: 
ctislnbumr or usef of aH specific and implied 11ab11it1es to which they would otherwise be 
exposed nor does compliance Wl!h these procedwes rmply any transferal of any portion of 
the manufacturer's or (Jtstnbut-0rs product !labd1t; exposure to H P 1/vtute laboratory inc 
whether or nol testing conducted fo demonstrate lhu. compliance. 1s conducted by HP 
1M11te Laboratory Inc The procedures contalflad herem are offered to the manufaciurer 
(and others wrth a dlrect or indirect legal or moral interest in firearm safety} as a means 01 
evaluatmg the safe design and performance of a firearms andlor deterrrunmg the proxmiate 
cause of a firearm's arodent Nothmg contained herein 1s to be construed as a guarantee, 
warranty or endorsement by H P Vv'htte Laoornto<y, Inc or 1ls personnel of the design or 
safety features of any fiream1 

IJ DISCUSSION 

1. General 

Lading umversaJly acceptable standards for the evaluation of the safety of sporting flreamIB 
H P VVhite Laboratory. Inc has reviewed its fiitls of 40 years of firearms and ammun1bo11 
testing and has attempted herem 10 define those features of design and firearms usage 
which have resulted if! unintended personal Uljury or death excluding those sequences or 
manipulations - whettler conscious or accidental - wtnch were mtended by the mar.ut;;r:1urt~r 
to end in the discharge of the gun 

Wnhin this defimt;on of a f1reann accident our re,,iew revealed ttl3t Vtrtualy all firearm, 
accidents will be one of two types, Cataslmphic failure of the gun assernb(y, or lnadv<trten! 
firing,, 

HI. TEST PROCf::DUR[::,. C,\ TN3TROPHIC fAILUR[S 

1. General 

The lest procedures presented herein are general in nature and may have to h. 
vaned to suit unique designs and/or umque ham:mng situations The proced\.ire:; 
are those generally and unrversally recogmi:ed by the U.S Sporting /.ims 
Industry The procedures are intended to establish the safety characteristic~ 
non-specific makes and models of guns m new condition but. wi!h some 
vanalJons. may be used to replit'.ate damage to a gun in con11.mct1on with an 
accident investigation 

2. Test Sample 

!n OHfor to establish the truly random natun: of the samplmg fl may be actvtsable 
lo acqurre the test sampltJ(S) through a retail outlet available to !he general put.he 
1 tie nurnber of guns to be test~d { sample s1;ze) wi!/ be dE--term,ned by t\iVC factor,; · 



V\ltH::!h2r 0r m)'; 
perfo,rnt,d and 

th€c !eve! ot conlidtmce tllal the re-;uib ,)! !I,~ ~:,,;•010 ;m 
represenlal1ve of the larger popvlatmn 

I he sample .submitted tor testing should be l!roroughly ex.arnlned d1sassernbled 
am! photographically documented All markmgs n~latmg to the manufacturer 
model senal number, distributOf, cahoer and cautionary CH warrung 1mpnnts 
should be recorded A bnet ooscnpttOO of the gun·s operabon should be prepared 
mciudmg . but not necessaniy llmted to , the basic ctes,gn and the type of action 
hammer, flnng pm and safeties 

:t Documentation 

The packaging, operating mstructlOOs and any other wntten or graphic matenals 
provided with the gun should be thoroughly re~vved and mcorporated ITT the final 
test report 

4. Physical Audit 

The cnti('.al dimensional characieristi<:s of the gun assernbly should be determined 
and should include . bul nol necessanty be limited lo - headspac,ng. tngger pull, 
firing pin protrusion, bore diameter and groove diameter 

5. Proof Pre:ssure Tests 

The proof pressure test is intended to demonstrate the gun assembly will 
withstand a single firing of SMMf high pressure (Proof) ammunition, One 
cartridge (shotshelf) of the appropriate caliber (gauge) conforming to SMMl 
specifications. for proof ammunition for that caliber (gauge} is to be fired from 
each chamber of the gun asserribty after which the gun assembly is to be v,suailv 
exammed and inspecied (magnetic partldeJ and !ts post-test headspactng 
compared to its pre-test headspacing Guns of calibers for wtuch no SAAM! 
specifications exist will use proof cartndges loaded in accordance wrth other 
recognl.led speciftcatrons or cartnctges loaded to produce pressures in 
accordance 'illith labw l · m lhat order of pnor1t1 

Maximum A.Uowable Average Proof Pressures 
Pressure of Service loads Minimum 
20.000 and under (a) 1 16 llmes a 
20,100 lo 35,000 (b) 1 16 times b 
35 000 or over (C) 1 16 times c 

Maximum 
1 7 times a 
1 6 times tJ 
1 5 tunes c 

1 ABLE l PROOF PRESSURES OF CAUBEHS NOT SPECIFIED BY SAAM! 

6. Excessive Pressure Test 

The exc<::ssive pressure test IS 1ntended lo determme tne pressure .:ii ·.,.tw:h !h,, 
c;un assembly 1s likely lo 1ad c2!astrophica!ly frorn the fomg of s smg!e cartndqc 



Cartndqes mtentionaily loaded to develop vicremem,31t'f ni'.rt.•as.ng pr&-ssw e:; w 
exojSS of PROOF- pressures. are to be fifed 1n acmrcanc2 .v1tt1 ttw sch:du!,, ol 
• able ll until the gun assembly r.atastrop!w::,,lly fails 01 un!il ,tie ntdx1mu11 
pressure of Table ll 1s fired wrthout ca!astrnph1c failure :.;i fmnqs are t::, be trnm 
!he same - but r.:mdomiy se!eclect. ch~mtwr m 2 mult:plv d,dmb,:reil 9t;r: 

Max1rnurn Proof Excessive Pressure Finngs 
Pressure Start 
20 .000 or lt1ss 
20,100 to 30,000 
30 100 lo 40.000 
40 100 lo 50,00 
!JO 1 00 or more 

Maximum proof 
Maximum proof 
Maximum proof 
Maximum proof 
Maximum proof 

Incremental Increases 
~.ooo 
5,000 
SJ)OO 
5,000 
5,000 

Maximum 
4 5 hmt:s max1r1um proof 
'.1, 5 times maxinum prnof 
3_0 times ma)(w1um proof 
2 5 tunes maximum proof 
:> 0 tunes maximum proof 

TABLE U. EXCESSIVE PRESSURE TEST PRESSURES 

The failure prnssure determined by these tests may be somewhat misleading in 
that the finngs of excessive but less than catastrophic pressures rnay have 
severely pre-stressed the gun In order to eonfirm the results of this test another 
unfired samp41ng is to be continualty fired at !he catastroptm:: failure pressures 
determmed with the fnt sampling unfit catastrophic failure is produced or un1i! five 
such firings {per gun) fail to produce catastrophic failure All fuings are to be from 
the same - but randomly &eleded - chamber in a multiple chambered gun Duw19 
both phases of this test only those repairs or component replacemonts required to 
enable the gun to be fired will be made Sl1Ch repairs and replacements will 
generally be limlted to the firing pin, hammer, trigger, etc No comp-0nent or 
assembly whose principal or secondary function is the containment of the intema! 
pressures (bolt, barrel receiver. etc_) 1s to b~ replaced or repaired dl.lring these 
tests 

7. Endurance Test 

Tne endurance test is intended to detemune the number of tirin{t3 tof ammuiP 
,:omplymg 'Mth SAAM! pressure specifications for service loads) reqmred to 
induce a catastrophic tallure of the gun ass:ernbty In order to insure the 
ammunition used in ~se tests tncludes representations of 1T10dera1e1y high 
pressure firings petiodicaHy encountered in servke loads_ a high pressure lest 
1J>roof) cartndge wrll be fired after each 100 firings Firings are to proceed in 500 
round increments (including 5 proof cartridges) unbl catastrophic failure 1s ,mJv, ,,,, 
or until a total of 10,000 firings -without cata~pruc failure have been performt_,1 
After each 500 round increment the gun is lo be thoroughly cleaned and 
inspected. Repairs and component repfaeement dunng this test are llrmted to nnn. 
pressure containing features of the gun (extractor, finng prn, e1edor etc J 
Specifically exempted from sud\ repairs and replacement are the receiver 
(frarne), barrel, bott. components and features of the lockmg system etc Fmngs 
from multi-chambered guns will be conducte,1 in cyci€s of one firing from each 
Chamber to insure that equal numbers of fi11Pgs have been conducted from each 
chamber throughout lhe test (1ncludmg PROOF flnngs) 

8. Unlocked Breech Firing Tut 



; fK Purpose of the tmk;cir;ed breecn foing te::.t is lo confirm Iha! rhc des1q, :it rt; .. 
9un will pr<, vc nt finngs from any o:infigurato•t of me bre.::ch olh,!r than !hat 
1nu,nded by tti,1 designer Hie tnst 1s to be conductvd on J rk:W samphnq ancJ ,.w :1 
sarnple bemg tested for ENOURANCE {Paragraph / atmve; at H1e poall in !hat 
lest M'!erein the headspacmg t;xceeds the r11ax1mum recomrnended t>y ;,,\AMI or 
,after !iOOo lmngs and prior to any catastrophic failure Repe,!!ed auempts 
mimrnum) lo discharge the gun with the breech unlocked andtor openf•:1 ar(' 1c1 br: 
nmcte usmg a new cartridge for each at!ernpl 

9. Double Feed Firing rest 

l he purpose of the double feed finng test is !o confirm that atternpts to teed a 
second cartridge into an already loaded d1amber wUl not cause the chambered 
cartndge to fire Repeated attempts (25 mtrrnnum) 'Nill be made using two new 
cartndges for each attempt 

10. Recorded Data 

1 he recorded data wtll thoroughly document the test sample. test ammunition and 
any special fixturing and will include pre-test photographs of the sampte and 
fixtunng The recorded data of atl testing wilt include a record of all maifuoctmns 
encountered and an anatyStS (if possible) of the cause. All component 
replacement and repairs 'Nirf be thoroughly documented Alf breakages and wear 
win be thoroughly documented and recorded pho1ographk:ally (as appmpnate) All 
catastrophic failures wiU be lhoroughly documented and witl include a 
Photographic record for induswn in the fin at report All gun components replaced 
'° these tests and all fired cases which were fired at other than SAAM! service 
load pressures or which are damaged or deformed as a result of firing will be 
preserved and photographically documented. 

IV TEST PROCEDURES· INADVERTENT FIRINGS 

1. General 

The test procedures presented herein are general 111 nature and may have to tw 
vaned to surt untqUe designs and/or unique situations Mos! of the proceduri~·:, t·!v 
heaY1ty on !he experience of test personnel to recognize potential weakness,'.~· ,t 
the design and to denve a test whldl WIii ccmfirm (or deny) that ltial weaknes:. 'o 
not lflCOn!'Sistent with anticipated, reasonable consumer handling and us.age nw 
procedures are intended to estabttsh the characteristics of non-specific makes 
and models of guns m new condition but, with some variabons, may be us<1d to 
repltcate an inadvertent ruing in conjunct.on W'i:th an accident investigat1on. The 
inadvertent firmg test procedures are of two general types impact and 
rnarnpulation The former are of two types - those intended to reflect the effe<.b 'Jt 
bumping and low level impacts (Mallet Tests) and the more destructive Drop 
Testing 

2. Test Sample 

in order to establish the truly random nature of the samphng It may be advisable 
to acqwre the test sample(s) through a retail outlet available to the general put:lrc 
The number of guns to be tested (sample sae) vviH be determined by two factors -
whelher or not only selected tests presenled herein are to be per1om.ed and II;,, 
k?vel of confidence that the result of the sample are representative of th,: lan:;:0· 
popu!ahon Tne sample subrn,tted for testing should be lliorougn!y ex11111mer! 

' ... ' > 



d,sassembled and prmtograplw.:a!iv oocurner1 te1,1 All maf);.mgs re!ahn9 to H1r, 
m,Hwfacturer model senal 11wr-h-"1 d15!rt,u1nr cahber and cautionary or wammq 
1rnpnnts should lie ;cc.nrd.;d A bnef ,iescnpt10n ot lilt> qun·s op,m:ition 5hould he 
prepared in::Juding . but nol ne,:t.1Jc.anly hrrnted to the basic d<;sign and the typ,-
of action. hammer f, 1m9 pin arn1 ,.af,,t,es 

3. Documentation 

r he packagmg, operai.ng mstn.1ct1ons ano any o!her written or graphic malenals 
provided with the gun shoukJ bf: thoroughly reviewed and incorporated ,n the fma, 
test report 

4. Phystcal Audit 

The critical dimens10nal charactenstics of the gun assembly should be determined 
and should include . but not necessarily be hmrted to · headspacing. trigger poll, 
firing plfl protrusmn. bore diame1er and groove diameter 

5. Mallet Test 

The purpose of this test 1s to confirm (or deny) the likebhood of the sample being 
inadvertently fired through an extemalty applied impact without destroying or 
damaging the test sampte This tesl is intended to be fotlov.led by a drop test 
(Paragraph 6. betow) which is destrucwe and may have to be wavered m 
mstances wherein damage to the sample 1s intolerable soch as t:widence in a 
cnm111al or etvtl litigabon White !he Mallet Test will not inflict surface damage to 
the assembly the poss,btilty of dtstorbng components whose design strength is 
exceeded by the forr-.e of the mpact exists. Therefore. prior to conducting this lest 
it is tmperative that -

'* All interested parties be appraised of the nsk of damage or 
distortion and 

t., The conf19oratm11 of signiftcan! oornpommts be determined 
(ptlotographed) prior to - and upon compfebon of the test to 
document the change (rf any) 1rv::tuced by !he test, or 

c An alternate norH:iV?dence Si:Hll)le be provided for tins test and 
the fotlow-0n Drop Tes! Pnor !o mttiatlon of this test a Pnmer 
Sensitivity Test of the ammunition will be conducted to insure the 
sensrtivtty of the pnmer ts Within acceptable commercial hmits 
The proper operation of the assembled guo will be confinned 
and a pnmed cartndge case {shotshett) of the appropnate cakber 
{gauge) chambered tn the lest sample The #loaded" gun 1s then 
to be subjected io multiple impacts wtth a 10 to 15 ounce 
(avoirdupois) leather o, hard rutbor mallet The force of the hand 
delivered impacts are not necessarily measured but should be 
in,bated with relatively light taps and be incrementally increased 
to an impact not unlike that used by a professional carpenter to 
drive a nad All surfaces of the gun assembly are to be impacted 
but guns wl!tl exposed hammers rnust be impacted on the 
exposed porttem of the hammer 11Vttl, a blow whose direction is 
comc1d<?ntal with Hie center hne of the firing pm The test 1s lo be 
<:onducted wilt; ail possible comtnnah0ns of h.Jmmer and safety 
pos1hons Th~ pnmer of the chambered c;,rln.:!g0 case 



6. Drop Test 

1sr-,01s/1ch .,.,ii t,& ,nspech::d afltsi" r~ar:ti ;mp:i·:: and :iny 1mpr1n!ec 
pnmu wr11cll cfo:I no! ftre w1H irrmed1a1ely be r,:p!ac1:1d w.lti a tresL 
cas1r«:,i and lhe test re conducted ,;nh! Ht•: 9,m ",j;sci1;,Fg<2s' ,;:,r J 
total oi five ldent1cat lests hav,i r>een conducte,j Any "r1,<.rti:4rn;, 
encountered d,irm9 !he Mallet 1 est ,...,q ti,: rer:nrrit:rl awl the 
spen! L<lSHHJ ishotshe»l r.-:!,Nk,d 

fhe purpose of Ure Orop T esl ,s lo confirm ,or deny) the hke!thood of the sample 
being inadvertently fired through bmng dropped in the loaded con-figuration. Hus 
test ts intended to replicate a dropped gun fmng, exactly, without regard to 
physical damage of the test sample and the same nsk of damage to the sample 
and alternate testmg procedures discussed in Paragraph 5. above apply. Poor to 
initiation of this test a Pnmer SensitJ\lity Te st of the ammunition will be conducted 
to insure the sens,twrty of the primer is w,1h!n acceptable commercial limits The 
proper operation or the sampfe wdl be confirmed and a pruned cartndge case 
(shotshell) of the appropnate caliber (gauge) \Nlthout propellant but with a bu!le, 
{shotJoad} in place 'NIii be chambered in the test sample The magazine of the test 
sample will be fully loaded With armrunition of the appropriate caltber whose bullet 
weights are • unless otherwise specified - the heawest available on the 
commef'Clal market in that caliber The gun assembly rs then to be subjected to 
muttipte, COfltrolled Drop rests from a height of '42 indles designed to produce 
impacts with the centerline of the bore m each of its six catdmal pomtrons, nus 
will require a specially configured drop fixture to controi the height of the drop, the 
orientation of the test sample at 1mpac1 and the precise area or feature of the 
sample impacted. The following procedure utilizes one such fixture whose 
performance has produced acceptable results The drop frame of the fixture will 
be raised to the des,red drop height over a rigid, vertically - mounted, one mch 
diameter - hardened (290-320 BHN) steel rod and restrained at that point with an 
electromagnet The test sample will be cradled on the drop frame with the desired 
impact location directly over the end of the steel rod 'Mlen current to the 
electromagnet is mterrupted the drop frame cradltng the lest sample shall reach 
drop velocities within 2% of the free fall velocity from that height and wit conbr11Je 
ununpeded six inches beyond the pomt at which the sample impacts the rod and 
is lifted from its cradle. One impact lest m ea.:h of the six cardinal positions of ttw 
sample (muzzle up, muz.zie do'Wli, ngh! side. left side top and bottorn impacts) 
will be performed ootmg the condlhon of the primed case • fimtJ or unfireu - after 
each tesl. After completion of the sixth impact 1.vherem no hnng ofthe pnmer wa:s 
recorded the condition of the pnmer will be noted and the test sample will be 
cocked and fired lo confirm the surtabi!rty of tile primed cartridge case Any lest 
1Nti1cli resutts in a Hfinng~ will be noted. another pnmed cartridge case chambered 
1n the sample and the test contmued The entire sequence of six. impacts will be 
repeated with the hammer and safety ,n each of their designed positJOns and 
c.ombtnatlons thereof, 1 e . safety on - hammer cocked. safety on . hammer <lOwH 
etc The precise feature of the gun impacled 1n each tes1 will be that feature mos, 
likely to result m an madvertent firmg The point of impact on all muzzle up tests 
win unless othe!W\se specified - oe the spur of the hammer on all samples with 
exposed hammers On occasions the evidence may bear markings which ind1ca!e 
a spec1f1c feature of the gun was impacted in a dropped gun incident (bruises 
abras«:ms, etc} Samples of this type should be drop tested to PfOVide for !his 
impact onentation prior to conducting other orientations of Drop Testing 

7. Mampulahve Testing - Incomplete Searing 



tnqger linkage c;:in b<.: mis -0,mnlt.:O lo prn:iuf.e · tab+:: . besi ,:haractt."'·,;:ed 
!Jy !he sear OOl!ig 1erwous1y balanced Hf f 'v"iE [ N two uf 115 de:-:rc.vied po::;it1.:ms -
trom v.foct1 a s!1gh! bump or impact of Ille gun v.11l tesul! m an 111advi2nen! finny 
Hie gun 1s to be loaded by chamoonng an oth1::rwise empty hut pmnN cartnJqc 
::asc {shotshe!l) By individual and 1ndependen1 1nan1pu!at10n of the hammer 
tnnger and all manually arm automaticafly apphe1.i safety fe.Jtu1e5 (mcludmg SF! 
lnggers. slide hold open features etc J. ever/ onentation ot me assembly ,s lo he 
tested to delermme if a "false searing" 1s possible The !es! 1s to be repeated by 
simultaneous and collective mamp;.ilatioo of !he features and components hsted 
above All firings and firing pm unpads of the pnmer of the chambered cartndgc 
(shotshell) are to be recorded and tM manrpulabons producing those results 
repeatedly conducted to deterrrune lhe precise nature of the def«::iency Once all 
testmg 1s comptet .. d the gun wil be dlsassemb!ed and the defictenoes (if any) 
documented by examining, dimensioning and photographing the deficient 
components 

8. Manipulative Testing - Inadvertent Sear Release 

The purpose of this test is ciosely related to !hat of the Incomplete Searing Test 
(Paragraph 7, above) except that the searing mechamsm is property and 
comple1eiy sealed at the onset of the test file components and features 
described in Paragraph 7, above are then iodMdudy and collectively 
manipulated throughout the full range of their ,mended oneotabons and any 
manipulatioo which results in a dt5cilarge of the gun or indentation of the primer 
without discharge and which is not the direct result of tngger operation is to be 
recorded The manipulation Jeadtng to that result are to be repeatedly performed 
to deterrmne the nature of the component deficienries 

9. Manipulative Testing - Slam Fire 

The purpose of this test 1s to confirm (or deny J the resistance of the gun assembly 
to inedvertentty firing on closing the breech. r his type of inadvertent firing can 
usua1Jy be attributed to one of two causes - an obstruction between the breech 
face and the porner being crushed mto the primer on closing or the linkage 
des,gned to restrain tho hammer malfunctions allowing the hammer to fall A third 

and almost never encountered . cause of slam fires in nm fired guns 1s 1mprop,-..:1 
headspacmg wtuch causes the nm primer to be pinched between the barrel and 
breech face. In order to evaluate all of the possible variations of !his malfunction 
!he Slam Fire Test procedures have been separated into sub-tests. sorne of which 
may be wavered depending on the configuration of the gun assembly and 
purpose of the test 

a Bolt Action/Center Flfed guns - With the gun ngtdly fixtured and 
loaded with a full compbrnent of live ammunition. the boll is to be 
Vlgorousty slammed from its rearmost position fo tts forward -
most position. The cartodge Will be examined for evidence of any 
indentation of the primer The test wit! be repeated 1n this manner 
unlii a total of fifty slam finng atternpts have been completed 
lhe above test is to be conducted • wt.en possible - vllitti the 
safety on and off and the hammer in all of its design pos1hons 
One hatf 25) of each mcrement of fifty tests wtll be r,0nducted by 
vigorously retractmg the boll after each test and the other half by 
gently retractmg the boll to the forward most posil!on which ..... ,11 
enable proper feedmg and cocking of the hammerJstfiker f very 
attempt ,s lo be made in these tests to mcomplcte!y sear the 
stnkerihammer so th.at lh: fOr)'.'ard stroke of the bolt .. 1n and n! 



,ht'if reli:ases lhe stnker!harnmer wi!!1011t man1ptilat1011 ,:,! n:, 
trigger ,see Paragraph l. above, The auove tt0~! IS to tx:, 
n1pea12d 1n rts entirely w1lh only a sing!{: round in the 
magaz:im.:1c1tp of the gun and by hand char•1ber1ng of eac!l 
·.:,,rtndqe 

Boll .\ct1onJR1m Fire,J Guns - The slam fire tes! of nm,firt;G bah 
action guns Wfil be conducted as ITT Paragraph la abow after 
·N111ch an addd1ona! test W\11 be conducted to determme !he 
htellhood of 1nducmg a slam fire by progressively mcreasmg the 
force necessary to deflect the daw type of extractor (cm nmfm:d 
guns fitted wrth this type of extractor} until the gun fires or untd 
the goo W\11 not fire because the boU will not close. Fmally. aH bolt 
action rim-fired guns Wlll be tested to detetTl'lIDe the likelihood of 
inducing a slam fire by progresSJWly shimrrnng the recess 
intended to accommodate the rim of the cartridge (simulating the 
presence of foreign matenal or bild..up of finng residues) until 
the gun fires or until the gun wttl not fire because the bolt wtll not 
close 

Automatrcally Fed Guns - The slam fire testmg of automabcalty 
fed guns (nm.fired and center-fired) will be conducted as above 
'Mlh appropriate accommodabon and consideration extended to 
the automatic feed features of the gun 

,1 Rotary fed Guns . The slam fire test of revolvers and simdarty 
configured guns shall be conduded with the same obj&c11ve and 
1nhmt as that put forth in Paragraphs a and b, above with 
appropriate consideration for variations in loading, feeding. 
extractton and manipuiabon uniq.,e to rotary-fed guns Rotary. 
fed guns chambered for nm.fired cartridges whose cylinders 
sw,ng to the side for loading wilt be tested to determi:m~ the 
likelihood of an inadvertent firing resulting from dosing the 
cyhm:1er on an incompletely chambered cartridge An otherwise 
empty but primed cartridge case 'Wlll be incomple1ely loaded mto 
!he rotary magaz111e (cyhnder) of lhe gun and the rotary 
magazine (cylinder) slammed vigorously into the closed pos!fmn 
n1e test wm be repeated until each positlOl'l of the rotary 
magazine (cyltnder) has been tested a total or five times Any 
discharge enco1.mtered in these lests is to be documented as; 
above 

10. Miscellaneous 

r he lavorat»e performance of a mode! of gun in all of the tests presented herwr 
should not be construed as evidence of the completety safe design ot that model 
of gun Favorable results do indicate that the design and the execution of the 
design exemplified by the test sampie are free of PREDICT ABLE and 
FORESEEABLE deficiencies wtnch could result in an inadvertent firmg but no 
procedure regardless of how well conceived MIi ,ettably represent af! possible 
circumstances lo wtuch each of thousands of guns of a specific rnodel will be 
exposed dunng !Is useful life Therefore the prudent testing agent should be 
constantly aware or unpred,ctabie ctrcumst.ances and unique firearm features and 
designs wfHCP could effect lhe sa1t> usag€ of the gun and be quick to augment !he 
procedures h•YHtm With procedures intended to evaluate the 1mpaci on overnl! 
safely of those circumstances ard mechanisms 
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-:t _ _;, 

agreement th:Jt ··:my dtsL'.ussinn which t')t\.urn::d amonr the court, or ih :,.,taJ{ and 

counsel rt.'bfl\·t~ to the mntion fnr '>.!!Kt1on"· and :1m n::cnr<l generated in rebtion 

reiccling Remmgton 's rbim that !'v11Her hn';11.::hcd the n1nfidcmiality order by 

Contrnry to i!tt: asscrtitm nf ,kfr>ndam::;, the cnntidentiality pnwisinn,, 
ofthel\b:- !9tJ-;(}rdctr(do1: 3k9JI pt.·ru:nedtorhedisdosurc<,f 
the di~cuss10n \\ h1d1 O,dllr,:d :1m1m11 tlw \'f",urt anJ rotmsc! n.:!atne 
h.1 rhe coun·s:; ,mtici;-·•Jh'(! ,li:sp<1:'.itiPn nftht: 1:1otion for s:rnct1nns. ;md 
::per:fi,;.·;:il!:,. trw burden tht·,, ,urr HlknJe,J td impose on 
,kh:11, . .bnL r.:!at1\ t' t,, the m(1(!1)n ln ,WlL lh\.· ct>ndusit•n> c,pn:s:;cJ 
h:, thv ,:oun rt"~an.Jrnh tb,: pr,)~·<:.'dure n intended tn implement in 
di-;pos:tion n! I Pbintilt\ · 1 Hhlll\lll fr,r ,,Jn,'n1,n, ,:nn:-;!ituh'tl ~ht: 
,H,HCf!L!) Stlf'jtY!t'd to !ht' d I\ t' ,il lhc \'"il'.'°1 • rhe \'.Olff1 \\Olltd ht' 

:ippc.:r~ :L.d rht: d1:""*~i',-.,.,tP 11 rt·i.c.!' r, ~:>: b~Hdt,/!} v,hi"·h dh.: .,,,oun. HHt'ndcd t~" ir1r,,.,~-
th.,1t'n,,.ti~t, rtLltJ\ t"' , iht' ~;·1)·il ; tdr ·, "!idL·· f 'n, ... -t. iH~~.:il ,q1 \LFt.:t~ :~ <h'.J.;. ~J1e .j;~tc 



l('f!H:'>S \Vt'fl? lt tn ;1Jl1H\ t/ll' ddem.fU!lh 11.l t:'.[',Hh1 'tit' :lj:'.i,'c·t,_' !!pn:1 
,·(1:ilith:ntiaht\ t1) predudt' d1:-d1.N1re other ;1k~.1di1°rs 
d,Js.Jn.cnh 11f n:1.·,ird. 
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•r) _urnent 

documents relate to the term'.; anJ nmditions of the settlement to \\,hid1 Bart'>i;_·r 

lh.: cmm:hHl !av, n:cognizcs .:1 4ualified right to insrx><:t and l'.'opy _judicial 

!h·k, .tJ,,,, ,,~~ti,', that li,,.· l :ht :\mi:ndm,Tt gu.!f.mtn·~ a nJ:lil ,,, tn\fhXt 
.:,,, u1,(n>, h:n P _ .. 1 Pl ,i:1 cnahh·.'11:d in Hw '\rnth < ir~wt \dwth<"r th~· !:rs.;: :\m,·1:Jmco 

''<}:' fr ,') i 'i l1. :in:, ,:, ,l!l,t' thl' u•lll!lhm lh,'. ,lll.it1 ,h n:qwrn lhal .,'; Ju, um,:ni·' \"'-'<flt 
w,,:,;,: c< 11:t;1ir::1.;'. :h,· krm, .md ,·,·,nJ,11<HL~ .. t :h~· ,.:nlt~mcnt !x· im~cak,l. ,ind th.:<. ·11ur'. :~ 
tt}L!:\-ii:,:1 :ti:it ,he' ii; v,1 ,\iilt::nJ!!H.'t!l iJ."lv~ Hnt rt.\1UJt't; ~h>...::\.'S"> !ti th~- h..:fTil\ pf a Ltin:ldt.~ntl;;\ 
:c::H\p·,·r1r :,'. .1 r:1\;11v . fhc·:c h n,• nv::J ,., uHH,dcr \\h,·l!k' the l ir,,t :\mcnJnwn ,,-! 
t...'-,'t'"'', ,:;·;:i:t·. n1-

0 n: ,\c.c t urr1·r l(:nlt}i,._ l,l ~!:c,,_,·,un tilt~! ,\for, f,"-X t· \J ?t ; ! q--;, l\ 11., f}f): f 



r __ a .( ., {) ! 

q1wti11g fDit::: ,· S"t,1:,· /·arm .\Im Auf<, !11., ('.,. 33 l L3d l I '.:2. t l 35 t9th Cir. 

lhe part:, seeking to jeal j udicia! rec1,irds can nn!y overcome this strong 

:inding'.: ... ihal outv1.e1gh th1: general historv pf access and the public policies 

"conscienlHJusly ha lance the compet:ng interests of !he puhlic·· and Remington. 

Id al I l 79 ,\ 1.focisi\m to seal certain record.:. mmt he h3sed on a compelling 

n:ason supportt>d by a factual bas1\ frn· o! h:, puthe:.is or coniertun.• /J 

public :,.,tandal. circubtmg 

r, 



{ i 

Remington's opri•S!{Wn brii.•r m:.1kt•s no ,l!temrt !\) Jpp!y dit:',t' rule-: and. in 

Litt. cih:·s none of tht familiar !\inth ( m:uit 1..Jses g(,, t!tnin~ :K.:ess tuiw.i1c1;il 

denied because 

the fem1s and conditions of contidemial settlement<.. sh(111ld remain ,:11nfidential 

;m<l unsealing these documents !10\\ \Hmld undermine the .;;en!enwf!! and 

discourage litigants from settling cases. Jn sn uq,.:um~. Remington ::hserts '"~lw 

nnl: ptlftions of the Aleksid1 l::n.,suit that rc:main c,.mtitl,·mial are !ht> materiab 

,1rdned sealed by Judge Hatfiel<l ll<- pan of th\.'. cn1h1deration frn th(' sett!emttrrf' 

and th~l ··Judge Hatfield intended to ~i..·Jl only those mJitnJb n:lare.J tu tht· (JUid-

o r'Docket cmrie:; 340 through '-106 and 4 lO an: Jil filmµ::. rdatt·d t,)" Rt·mingwn ·s 

rnution w sanction :\JiJkr. 1 

Brn \\ 1! h tht.i exception lll tlH.' tr ,;rhrrij'l 

11J .... l 10,. \•,hich \\'.i"- acrnall:, tLm;::;cnhcJ ,,,,,,..,,n,· :itter !h· st·nkiw:m \\hen 

Remm 5!on \\;J:i tr: in!,! w pro\t: th,lt \l1lkr liad \ i,1i,ned th,: c\,nfhkmi~dity (>f\k:r 

I dnt. ;tJc; L lht:>l' d\'ICUmcnh c1m1nr possibl\ r.:L.Hc in :h,: ,p11d· pm-qu,1 dLH kd to 



j' 

uns1::il mi,.: \\ <mld undermine the settleirn:m-is mapplicahle to the \ ast maiorit:, of 

mo!tdn::. for t::,IL'n:-ions of timi;; [h.)('S. ~92. 394. 396-400. -402-0.1. and -W'.'. lt 1::. 

d1ffi,·1,lt lo irna~me a compe!lin~ reason 10 maintain sw.:h dncwm:111s under seal 

l he rerrn:nncler nf documems 390-40(1 me brit'fs on Remington·::. mnlion to 



<lol.'.w11t:r::. \1nrt>t.n er. then: t:s no general hi<-tnry of puhlii: actt:5::. tf' conJidi:nti.!I 

st:·ttlern<·nt agn:emenrs to pri\:t!e itigation and public a(cess to such <locumenb 

w1,uld undermine existing settkmenb and perhaps deter future settlement'., 

At::1..orJingJ:-. th1,,~ Court has no trouhk cnnduding there arc t:ornpd !ing. 11,,·a:-.nns to 

t()tltmue :he ,;ea! on the St!H!ement Agreement anci Ctenerni Release. 

That lea\'l':. the tr.m:-.aipt of the Mar'"·h 28, I 495 ct1nfore11..:6 J)oc -l lo: 

also attw:hed 10 lfol ,t> l. The t'irst -+-+'··: pages han'. nothing to do \1.-ith ~dtkmcnt. 

but rnrhcr arc a dis.:u,sion bel\\t·cn Jud!,!t' Hatfield's lav,· clerk and rounsd 

\1.oukl m:mduce. \\'ht·:lh·r Plaintiff•; would he allowed to U"-t: the neW'\-pn:,duL·ed 

di,l·umcnb in nr,,:nir;t::= l'h,: di<:u,sion i, t: rm:a! nl final prctnal ('nnkr,:fi(t,>; and 



t -rJ ", .> ,: .;. -· J 1. !· 

this; port inn of the tran5,cnpt must he unscaled 

ck·rh., the p:ul1t':-, \H:m on th1:: reu,nf \\llh JuJg,c Hat!ield at approxinrntely 3 p.m 

brie( addr-2:,srng the pnh:edure to ht'. tu!!owcd m mcmnnalizing the settlement and 

dismi!,sing thl' c;;ise. as ,,dl a:s the ,onfidentia!iry requircrnems. The only thing in 

the mrnscnpt tiut nrnsl he sealed is di-: amount of the settlemem, which is stated 



i;; mapplKabk except to th1: t\H'\ :m:1chml."nts. Sin11!:irly. tht tr:m-,aipt uf th,: 

amount of the settlement. which cm hi.:· easil! rcdadnL 

:\c1.:ordingly. JT IS HEREBY ORIJUU:D that I ntervcnor Barber's r..,fotion 

10 Lnsi..>al is GRANTED II\' PART. ·1 he Ck·rk of c~1urt is directed to unseal 

documents 190-406, exrept rhar the Settkmcrn Arreement and ( i1irh:rnl Reh:asi:. 

th1..· second attached documi:nt tP d,K. 391. is to rem:iin scaled. 1 he Clerk ofCouri 

is further directed to redact the iHHoum (\f the settkment from !mt: 5 pf page 45 of 

!he transcript of the \1.::irch 28. ! 995 conference,. Doc. 4 l 0. Since that trnnscnpt 

i1:,. also att,1ched to doc -HJ l. thl.' Clerk of (our: ::,hall :lls~l ensure th::H the settlement 
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Remington recalling Model 7oo-, Model Seven,. rifles with X-Mark Pn:,• 

triggers 

REMEDY/ACTION IQ H TMHt SJQP USING NUB RIRf; 

Any unintended disc:hat:B has the putmdial to @ft iniury or 1 gh. Immediately cease use 
of recalled rifles and return them to Remington free of charae. Rifles wiR be inspected. specialty 
cleaned, tested, and returned as soon as possible, at no cost to you. 00 NOT attempt to 
diagnose or repair recalled rifles. Even after your rifle has been inspected and repaired under 
this recall program. always follow the Ten Commandments of Firearm safety, printed below, 
whenever you handle any ftrearm. 

The Ten Comn1autments of Fweanm Safety 

L Alwan keeP the m11R!t pointed In a safe dlratioh. 

2. Firearms should be unloaded when not actually in use. 

3. Don't rely on vournm·s safety. 

4. Be SUf'e of your target and what's beyond it. 

5. Use proper ammunition. 

7. Always wear eye and ear protection when shooting. 

8. Be sure the barrel is dear of obstruc.tions before shooting. 

9. Don't alter or modify yoo,- gun and have it seMCed regularly. 

10. learn the mechanic.al and handling characteristics of the firearm you are using. 
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'. \ 
. \ \ ~e\,ared by: Gun test .J9 

. l~~iled.: 
Re\,i.$ed:...., 
ReJis\,d! l 
Revised~ 
Revisedj 

C . J. Kirchen 
10/10/44 - l Page 
2/lS/45 - l Page 
7/10/45 - l Page 

ll/l2/4S - 1 Page 
1/9/69 - l Page 

Uses: l. Genter Fire Rifles 
2. Shotguns 

I 

J 
l 

INTRODUCTION I 
i 

3 . Rim Fire Rifles 

SAFETY MECHANISM SHOCl !EST 

A co~ of accidents with firearms is accidental 
discharge. A safa~ m 1S provided to Insure against accidental 
discharge. This te!ft s intended to detenalne how l9UCh shodc. 1f any. 
will cause the safe n.tsm to fall to ftmcttoo properly and allow the 
gun to be /7 · 
COND1Tl0NS Of ?EST: v,/ 

This test 1S made 
of l O inches upon a solid wood 
ix>S1tions are used: 

~«.11.'9 the CJUD to fall hely a distance 
the safety •on•. The fo.llowin9 

1. Butt down 
2. MUZZie down 
3. Top side down 
4 • Bottom side down 

The trigger shall be trled alter 
determine whether the safety bas released any lri_eit:h.wd,SJ6 
firing. 

This test is always made using dummy c:airtr1ldd 
be conducted very caretuUy. 

STANDARD TEST QUANTITY: 

One determination. 

LJ n 
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EXHIBIT B 

fl 
\ \ \ I I . I I 

S A. A M 1 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
TASK FORC£ ON SHOOTING SAFETY 

O'HARE RAMADA INN, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1979 

J.P. McAndr.vs, Chainan 
w. B. Born 
E. s. Mccawley, Jr. 
A. 1. Mosaberg 
R. A. Partnoy, Acti.n9 secretary 
w. E. Talley I \ \\,~,. 

'ftle ~ned at 11:30 a.m. 

\ 
\ 

The Chairaan atatad that the ... tin9 vaa held pursuant to instruc-
tions of the Executive CCllaitt .. to devalop a pro9raa for cora-
aunicat.ing more effectively with con.~• and th• general public 
concerning safe usage of aporti.ng firea.ma and amaw1it.ion. 

Reference waa 11&4• to reCC1111'811'! 
Inc., a public relations/ 
by Remington to provide• 
attached Exhihi t I.) The 
and concluded t.ha t. u.ny of I t:.1!111 '-id•taa 
and can be readily illplet14H\t~ 
of anaunition packages for 

by Bill and Knowlton, 
eling fira engaged 

aubject. (S .. 
'evll4Mt114 these suggestions 

ted are feasible 

iJDplemented directly by Jlellitlert Callil:tan~• 
impleaented with SAAMI f 
Sport.a Foundation. BOV9ve , 

• such as the use 
••••gea, can be 

era can be 
ational Shooting 

foxvard with 
icized llUSt first this program, the safety 

be developed. 

After diacuasion, it was agr .. d that.~ ~ch.nie&l Director ahould 
provide reco91111endationa re9arcU.n9 the •&f•ty ••••gea to be 
publicised. Each message should be -,.cific and abould deal 
vith a aajor problem concexnin9 ••f• ua9e of •porting firearas 
and UIIIIUDition. .In this respact, the -•••gea vould be similar 
to the safety meaaagea on autoaobil• uaa9e publiahed by the 
Shell Oil Company. Possible meaaagea included the need for 
proper eye and ear protection, th• danger• of loading a fir8 
in a vehicle or in the home, the limitations of a safety, e 
ranges of various cartridge,;, and the dangers of keeping a 
loaded round in the cha.mber. W. B. Horn waa delegated to 
contact the Technical Director and advise him of the Task F ee' 
considerations on this matter. 



! 
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Task Force on Shooting Safety 
Page 2 
April 12, 1979 

, reported that an article on the limitations 
• has been written by Col. E. B. Crossman. 

t l in manu•cript, but!. S. McCawley, Jr., 
"""--r-·o ' CroHJIWl to •uggest distribution of copi•• to 

SAAMl d to diacu•• t.he feasibility of publication in 
'l'he AINrican Jtifleman. E. s. Mceavley, Jr., al.o outlind the 
concept of a alngie-i••ue Magazine devoted to safe fireaJ:118 
uaa..,e and ••id he would di•cu•• this vith .MJU&-Field Publications 
to obtain coat information. 

'l'he meeting adjourned at 

RAP:CK 
Attachment 

• is illportant and 
'l'h• intention i• to 

ion to the Executive 
A f'Grther ,...ting 

tely three week• to 
propo•ed means of 

the Executive 

--------------I LU N 'J .J ) 7 '3 7 l l --------------
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and all others similarly situated, ) 

) 
Plaintiffs, ) 

) 
V. ) 

) 
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, LLC, et al. ) 

) 
Defendants. ) ________________ ) 
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This Settlement Agreement, including its attached Exhibits, is entered into as of this 5th 
day of December, 2014, by and among Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and on behalf of the 
Settlement Class Members, and Defendants Remington Arms Company, LLC, E.I. du Pont de 
Nemours & Company, and Sporting Goods Properties, Inc., to settle and compromise the Action 
and to discharge the Released Parties as set forth herein. 

I. RECITALS 

WHEREAS, until November 30, 1993, the Delaware company known as Remington Arms 
Company, Inc. was a wholly-owned subsidiary of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company ("Du 
Pont") and was engaged in the business of designing, manufacturing, and selling firearms and 
ammunition products; 

WHEREAS, on December 1, 1993, Du Pont sold substantially all of the assets of Remington 
Arms Company, Inc. to Remington Acquisition Corporation, Inc. ("RACI"); 

WHEREAS, Remington Arms Company, Inc. then changed its name to Sporting Goods 
Properties, Inc. ("SGPI"), and SGPI remains a wholly-owned Du Pont subsidiary; 

WHEREAS, RAC! is now known as Remington Arms Company, LLC ("Remington"); 

WHEREAS, from 1948 through November 30, 1993, SGPI manufactured certain models of 
firearms which incorporated trigger mechanisms utilizing a component known as a trigger 
connector, including the Model 700 bolt-action rifle containing the Walker trigger mechanism; 1 

WHEREAS, after December 1, 1993, Remington manufactured certain models of firearms which 
incorporated trigger mechanisms utilizing a component known as a trigger connector, including 
the Model 700 bolt-action rifle containing the Walker trigger mechanism; 

WHEREAS, beginning in May 2006, Remington began to manufacture certain firearms with 
trigger mechanisms that did not utilize a trigger connector component; 

WHEREAS, such trigger mechanisms on Model 700 and Model Seven rifles are known as X-
Mark Pro® trigger mechanisms; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' Counsel filed four putative class actions against Defendants in federal 
district courts in 2012 and 2013 arising out of the marketing and sale of Model 700 bolt-action 
rifles containing the Walker trigger mechanism (Chapman v. Remington Arms Co., LLC et al., 
No. 1:12-cv-24561 (S.D. Fla. Dec. 31, 2012); Pollard v. Remington Arms Co., LLC et al., No. 
4:13-cv-00086 (W.D. Mo. Jan. 28, 2013); Moodie v. Remington Arms Co., LLC et al., No. 2:13-
cv-00172 (W.D. Wash. Jan. 29, 2013); Huleatt v. Remington Arms Co., LLC et al., No. 9:13-cv-
00113 (D. Mont. June 4, 2013)) (hereinafter "the putative class actions"); 

WHEREAS, unrelated counsel filed a fifth putative class action against Defendants in federal 
district court in December 2013 arising out of the marketing and sale of Model 700 bolt-action 
rifles containing the Walker trigger mechanism (Hembree v. Remington Arms Co., LLC et al., 

1 SGPI has not been engaged in the firearms and ammunition business since December 1, 1993. 
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No. 3:13-cv-05161 (W.D. Mo. Dec. 17, 2013)), which was later dismissed pursuant to Rule 41 
on December 30, 2013. The Hembree action was a nearly identical lawsuit that made identical 
claims to the putative class actions; 

WHEREAS, the plaintiffs in the putative class actions alleged that the Walker trigger mechanism 
is defectively designed because it utilizes a trigger connector which can result in accidental 
discharges without the trigger being pulled, and that the value and utility of such Model 700 bolt-
action rifles have been diminished as a result of the alleged defective design; 

WHEREAS, the plaintiffs in the putative class actions sought damages and equitable relief, on 
behalf of themselves and other class members, premised on alleged economic losses, and did not 
seek damages or other relief for personal injury or property damage claims; 

WHEREAS, the plaintiffs in Chapman, Pollard, Moodie, and Huleatt alleged that Remington's 
X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism was a safe alternative to the Walker trigger mechanism; 

WHEREAS, Defendants filed motions to dismiss in Chapman, Pollard, Moodie, and Huleatt, 
resulting in the dismissal of some but not all claims in Pollard and Moodie on June 17 and 
August 2, 2013, respectively; 

WHEREAS, the Parties served written discovery requests in Chapman, Pollard, and Moodie; 

WHEREAS, Chapman was voluntarily dismissed on August 21, 2013, Huleatt was voluntarily 
dismissed on October 1, 2013, and, as set forth above, Hembree was voluntarily dismissed on 
December 30, 2013, resulting in the maintenance of Pollard and Moodie only; 

WHEREAS, the Parties served responses and objections to written discovery requests in Pollard 
and Moodie; 

WHEREAS, certain of Plaintiffs' Counsel had previously conducted extensive discovery 
regarding Model 700 bolt-action rifles and the Walker trigger mechanism from prior and pending 
litigation against Defendants, Defendants as part of that prior discovery produced hundreds of 
thousands of documents dealing with the core issues in the present litigation, i.e., the design of 
the Walker trigger mechanism and the accidental discharging of rifles without a trigger pull, and 
the Parties in this litigation agreed that Defendants would not be required to reproduce 
documents that were already within Plaintiffs' Counsel's possession; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' Counsel reviewed over 1,000,000 pages of documents as part of their 
investigation and analysis into the facts of this litigation; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' Counsel conducted extensive investigations into the facts and 
circumstances related to this litigation, including consulting with experts, interviewing potential 
witnesses, conducting inspections of firearms, and researching and studying legal principles 
applicable to the issues of liability, damages, jurisdiction and procedure; 

WHEREAS, while discovery was being conducted, settlement discussions commenced in the 
summer of 2013; 
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WHEREAS, in approximately September 2013, the settlement discussions progressed to the 
point where the Parties decided that the next step would be to participate in non-binding 
mediation. As a result, the Parties informed the Pollard and Moodie courts of their intention to 
attempt to mediate the cases, and were granted requests to maintain the current status of the cases 
pending mediation; 

WHEREAS, the Parties, through their counsel, attended and participated in five in-person 
mediation sessions conducted by John W. Perry ("the Mediator"), who is an experienced, 
independent mediator, and further engaged in additional extensive communications with the 
Mediator and each other; 

WHEREAS, prior to and during the mediation sessions, the Parties exchanged information and 
documents which allowed each side to further evaluate their claims and defenses; 

WHEREAS, while mediation was ongoing, the Parties agreed that Remington's X-Mark Pro 
trigger mechanism could be an appropriate retrofit for Remington Model 700, Seven, Sportsman 
78, and 673 firearms containing a Walker trigger mechanism, subject to confirmatory discovery 
and confirmation by Plaintiffs' experts; 

WHEREAS, also while mediation was ongoing, the Parties agreed that the current Model 770 
Connectorless Trigger Mechanism could be an appropriate retrofit for Remington Model 710, 
715, and 770 firearms containing a trigger mechanism that utilizes a trigger connector, subject to 
confirmatory discovery and confirmation by Plaintiffs' experts; 

WHEREAS, after the agreement that the X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism was an appropriate 
retrofit, Remington learned that the then-existing X-Mark Pro assembly process created the 
potential for the application of an excess amount of bonding agent, which could cause Model 700 
and Model Seven bolt-action rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms to discharge 
without a trigger pull under certain limited conditions; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' Counsel were informed by Remington, and through their own 
independent investigations, of certain limited conditions which could potentially cause Model 
700 and Model Seven bolt-action rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms to discharge 
without a trigger pull; 

WHEREAS, the Parties are unaware of any personal injury caused by or as a consequence of an 
X-Mark Pro assembled with excess bonding agent; 

WHEREAS, on or about April 11, 2014, and after consultation and coordination with Plaintiffs' 
Counsel, Remington undertook a voluntary recall of all Model 700 and Model Seven bolt-action 
rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 
2014; 

WHEREAS, under the terms of the voluntary recall, Remington instituted a specialty cleaning, 
inspection, and testing process to remove any excess bonding agent that may have been applied 
in affected X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms; 
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WHEREAS, Remington also changed and improved its assembly processes with regard to the X-
Mark Pro trigger mechanism, so the excess bonding agent issue cannot occur again; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' and Defendants' experts agree that triggers that have been specialty 
cleaned, inspected, and tested are equivalent in terms of safety and performance as triggers 
manufactured under the changed and improved assembly process; 

WHEREAS, once Remington was able to manufacture substantial numbers of X-Mark Pro 
trigger mechanisms to be used as replacement triggers in affected rifles, it provided recall 
participants the option to receive a replacement trigger or have their trigger specialty cleaned; 

WHEREAS, current participants in the voluntary recall are provided with new triggers 
manufactured under the changed and improved assembly process rather than the specialty clean, 
inspection, and testing; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' Counsel filed motions for leave to amend the complaints in Pollard and 
Moodie to include additional class action allegations arising out of the X-Mark Pro recall; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs' experts, along with their Counsel, have conducted an inspection of 
Remington's changed and improved assembly process, examined X-Mark Pro trigger 
mechanisms manufactured and assembled under the revised process, and confirmed that X-Mark 
Pro trigger mechanisms manufactured under the revised assembly process are safe and reliable 
mechanisms suitable for retrofit in Remington Model 700, Seven, Sportsman 78, and 673 
firearms containing a Walker trigger mechanism; 

WHEREAS, the Parties continued to mediate the cases, and following the fifth in-person 
mediation session, the Parties reached the material terms of this Settlement Agreement in July 
2014; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs intend to file a proposed amended complaint in Pollard in conjunction 
with this Settlement Agreement that seeks certification of two nationwide settlement classes to 
encompass economic-loss claims involving: (1) all Model 700, 721, 722, 725, Seven, Sportsman 
78,600,660,673, XP-100, 710, 715, and 770 firearms manufactured by Remington or SGPI that 
contain trigger mechanisms that utilize a trigger connector; and (2) Model 700 and Seven bolt-
action rifles containing X-Mark Pro trigger mechanisms that are subject to the April 2014 
voluntary recall; 

WHEREAS, in July 2014, the Parties notified this Court and the Moodie court of their desire to 
resolve both cases through the certification of the aforementioned nationwide settlement classes; 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs believe that the claims asserted in the Action have substantial merit; 
however, taking into account the extensive burdens and expense of litigation, including the risks 
and uncertainties associated with protracted trials and appeals, as well as the fair, cost-effective 
and assured method of resolving the claims of the Settlement Classes, Plaintiffs and their 
Counsel have concluded that the Settlement Agreement provides substantial benefits to the 
Settlement Classes, and is fair, reasonable, adequate, and in the best interests of Plaintiffs and the 
Settlement Classes; 
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WHEREAS, Defendants deny that the design of the Walker trigger mechanism or other trigger 
mechanisms utilizing a trigger connector are defective and can result in accidental discharges 
without the trigger being pulled, as well as deny Plaintiffs' remaining allegations, wrongdoing of 
any kind, and believe that the Action is without merit, Defendants have also taken into account 
the uncertainty, risk, delay, and costs inherent in litigation and agreed to enter into the Settlement 
Agreement to avoid any further litigation expenses and inconvenience, to remove the distraction 
of burdensome and protracted litigation, and to provide customers with the benefits outlined 
below rather than spending this money on costly litigation; 

WHEREAS, Defendants have agreed to class treatment of the claims asserted in the Action 
solely for the purpose of effectuating the compromise and Settlement of those claims on class 
bases, as set forth herein, and deny that the Action properly could proceed on class bases for 
purposes of litigation or for trial; 

WHEREAS, it is the intention and desire of the Parties to compromise, resolve, dismiss and 
release all allegations, disputes, and claims for damages or equitable relief arising out of, or 
relating to, the sale, marketing, design, and/or use of the trigger mechanisms in all of the firearms 
that are the subject of this Settlement on the terms set forth in the Settlement Agreement that 
have been or could have been brought by Plaintiffs themselves and on behalf of Settlement Class 
Members against Defendants; 

WHEREAS, the Parties agree that the Settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate, and is an 
appropriate nationwide resolution accomplished through the benefits, releases, and orders set 
forth in or attached to this Settlement Agreement; 

WHEREAS, the Parties desire not only to end further burdensome and protracted litigation but 
also to create the claims process that is set forth herein; 

NOW, THEREFORE, without an admission or concession on the part of Plaintiffs on the lack of 
merit of the Action or an admission or concession of liability or wrongdoing or the lack of merit 
of any defense by Defendants, it is stipulated and agreed by Defendants and Plaintiffs, acting for 
themselves and on behalf of the Settlement Classes, that, on the following terms and conditions, 
the Action shall be settled and dismissed with prejudice as among Plaintiffs, the Settlement 
Classes, and Defendants upon Final Approval of the Court after the hearing(s) provided for in the 
Settlement; and the Settlement Class Members shall release all Released Claims against 
Defendants and all Released Parties. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

1. As used in this Settlement Agreement, the following terms shall have the defined 
meanings set forth below. 

2. "Action" means the case originally captioned Ian Pollard v. Remington Arms Co., LLC et 
al., No. 4: 13-cv-00086, originally filed in the United States District Court for the Western 
District of Missouri on January 28, 2013. 
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3. "Attorneys' Fees and Expenses" means the amounts approved by the Court for payment 
to Class Counsel, including attorneys' fees, costs, litigation expenses, fees and expenses 
of experts. 

4. "Claim Form" means the claim form, substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit A to 
this Settlement Agreement, which must be timely and fully completed and submitted by 
any Settlement Class Member in order to be eligible for any settlement benefits. The 
Claim Form will be available on the Settlement Website and by calling the Settlement 
Phone Number. 

5. "Claims Period" means the time during which any Settlement Class Member may submit 
a Claim Form under the Settlement. The Claims Period begins upon entry of the 
Preliminary Approval Order and expires eighteen (18) months after the Effective Date. 

6. "Claims Process" means the process by which Settlement Class Members may request 
and receive settlement benefits. 

7. "Class Action Settlement Administrator" means Angeion Group. 

8. "Class Counsel" means Jon D. Robinson, of Bolen Robinson & Ellis, LLP, and Richard 
J. Arsenault, of Neblett Beard & Arsenault. 

9. "Connectorless Trigger Mechanism" means a trigger mechanism that does not utilize a 
trigger connector, and includes the X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism and the current Model 
770 trigger mechanism. 

10. "Court" means the United States District Court for the Western District of Missouri. 

11. "Defendants" means Remington Arms Company, LLC; E.I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Company; and Sporting Goods Properties, Inc. 

12. "Defendants' Counsel" means the following, either individually or collectively: 

Dale G. Wills 
SW ANSON, MARTIN & BELL, LLP 
330 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 3300 
Chicago, IL 60611 
Phone: (312) 923-8266 

John K. Sherk 
SHOOK, HARDY & BACON LLP 
2555 Grand Blvd. 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
Phone: (816) 474-6550 

13. "Direct Notice" means the form of notice described in !JI 60. 

14. "Du Pont" means E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company. 
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15. "Effective Date" means the latest date on which the Final Approval Order approving this 
Agreement becomes final. For purposes of this Agreement: (a) if no appeal has been 
taken from the Final Order, the Effective Date is the date on which the time to appeal 
therefrom has expired; or (b) if any appeal has been taken from the Final Order, the 
Effective Date means the date on which all appeals therefrom, including petitions for 
rehearing or reargument, petitions for rehearing en bane and petitions for certiorari or any 
other form of review, have been finally disposed of and/or have expired in a manner that 
affirms the Final Order; or ( c) if Plaintiffs' Counsel and Defendants agree in writing, the 
Effective Date can occur on any other agreed date. 

16. "Long Form Notice" means the form of notice described in<][<][ 62-63. 

17. "Mediator" means John W. Perry, Esq., of Perry Dampf Dispute Solutions, 721 
Government Street, Suite 102, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802. 

18. "Notice" means the Court-approved form of notice of this Settlement Agreement to the 
Settlement Classes, as described in Section V below, and substantially in the forms 
attached hereto as Exhibits B through D (Long Form Notice, Short Form Notice, and 
Direct Notice). 

19. "Notice and Claims Administration Expenses" means all reasonable costs and expenses 
incurred in connection with preparing, printing, publishing, and mailing the Notice, as 
well as processing claims and administering the Settlement Agreement. 

20. "Notice Plan" means the plan for disseminating Notice to the Settlement Classes, which 
shall include: (1) publication of a Short Form Notice; (2) Direct Notice; and (3) 
maintenance of a Settlement Website, which shall make available the Short Form Notice, 
Long Form Notice, Claim Form, Settlement Agreement, joint press release, joint motion 
for preliminary approval of class action settlement, Preliminary Approval Order, Class 
Counsel's request for fees, and Final Approval Order. 

21. "Parties" means Plaintiffs and Defendants. 

22. "Person" means an individual, corporation, partnership, limited partnership, association, 
joint stock company, estate, legal representative, trust, unincorporated association, 
business, legal entity, government or any political subdivision or agency thereof. 

23. "Plaintiffs" means Rodney Barbre, Wallace Brown, Gordon Hardaway, William Moodie, 
Ian Pollard, Jay Streeter, James Waterman, and Mitchell Winterburn. 

24. "Plaintiffs' Counsel" means the following, either individually or collectively, in whole or 
in part: 
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Jon D. Robinson 
Christopher Ellis 
BOLEN ROBINSON & ELLIS, LLP 
202 South Franklin, 2nd Floor 
Decatur, IL 62523 

John R. Climaco 
John A. Peca 
CLIMACO, WILCOX, PECA, TARANTINO 
& GAROFOLI Co., LPA 
55 Public, Suite 1950 
Cleveland, OH 44113 

Eric D. Holland 
R. Seth Crompton 
HOLLAND, GROVES, SCHNELLER & 
STOLZE,LLC 
300 North Tucker Blvd., Ste.801 
St. Louis, MO 63101 

Richard Ramler 
RAMLER LAW OFFICE, PC 
202 W. Madison A venue 
Belgrade, MT 59714 

W. Mark Lanier 
LANIER LAW FIRM 
6810 FM 1960 West 
Houston, TX 77069 

Richard Arsenault 
NEBLETI, BEARD & ARSENAULT 
2220 Bonaventure Court 
Alexandria, LA 71301 

Jordan L. Chaikin 
PARKER W AICHMAN LLP 
27300 Riverview Center Boulevard Suite I 03 
Bonita Springs, FL 34134 

Charles E. Schaffer 
Brian F. Fox 
LEVIN, FISHBEIN, SEDRAN & BERMAN 
510 Walnut Street, Suite 500 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 

Timothy W. Monsees 
MONSEES & MA YER, PC 
4717 Grand Avenue, Suite 820 
Kansas City, MO 64112 

25. "Preliminary Approval Order" means the order to be entered by the Court pursuant to the 
Settlement Agreement, substantially in the form that shall be transmitted to the 
Courtroom Deputy concurrently with the Motion for Preliminary Approval. 

26. "Released Claims" means all claims, demands, rights, damages, obligations, suits, debts, 
liens, contracts, agreements, and causes of action of every nature and description 
whatsoever, ascertained or unascertained, suspected or unsuspected, existing now or 
arising in the future, whether known or unknown, both at law and in equity which were or 
could have been brought against Defendants, or any of them, based upon or related in any 
way to the trigger mechanisms in the rifle models subject to the Settlement Agreement or 
any component parts thereof, whether arising under statute, rule, regulation, common law 
or equity, and including, but not limited to, any and all claims, causes of action, rights or 
entitlements under any federal, state, local or other statute, law, rule and/or regulation, 
any consumer protection, consumer fraud, unfair business practices or deceptive trade 
practices laws, any legal or equitable theories, any claims or causes of action in tort, 
contract, products liability, negligence, fraud, misrepresentation, concealment, consumer 
protection, restitution, quasi-contract, unjust enrichment, express warranty, implied 
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warranty, and/or any injuries, losses, damages or remedies of any kind, in law or in 
equity, under common law, statute, rule or regulation, including, but not limited to, 
compensatory damages, economic losses or damages, exemplary damages, punitive 
damages, statutory damages, restitution, or any other legal or equitable relief. Released 
claims also include any claim for attorneys' fees, expenses, costs, and catalyst fees under 
any state's law or under federal law. This release expressly exempts claims for personal 
injury and personal property damage. 

27. "Released Persons" means Defendants Remington Arms Company, LLC; E.I. du Pont de 
Nemours & Company; Sporting Goods Properties, Inc.; all manufacturers and assemblers 
of Settlement Firearms, and each of their component parts; the entities supplying the 
aforementioned companies with component parts; and all past, present and future 
officers, directors, shareholders, employees, predecessors, affiliates, parents, subsidiaries, 
partners, limited partners, insurers, administrators, agents, servants, successors, trustees, 
vendors, subcontractors, independent contractors, attorneys, representatives, heirs, 
executors, experts, consultants, and assigns of all the foregoing Persons. 

28. "Releasing Persons" shall include Plaintiffs and all Settlement Class Members, and each 
of their respective heirs, executors, representatives, agents, assigns, and successors. 

29. "Remington" means Remington Arms Company, LLC. 

30. "Remington Authorized Repair Center" or "RARC" means the following third-party 
entities that Remington has authorized to remove and replace trigger mechanisms 
pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. Additional Remington Authorized Repair 
Centers are being established and will be listed on the Settlement Website and 
communicated via the Settlement Phone Number. 

945829 

Alhman's Inc. 
9525 West 230th Street 
Morristown, MN 55052 
507-685-4244 

B&B Arms LLC 
9283 US HWY 220 Business, North 
Randleman, NC 27317 
336-339-3199 

Dick Williams Gun Shop, Inc. 
4985 Cole Road 
Saginaw, MI 48601 
989-777-1240 
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Allison & Carey Gunworks 
17311 South East Stark 
Portland, OR 97233 
503-256-5166 

Carter Gunsmithing 
938 West Utah Ave. 
Payson, UT 84651 
801-465-7945 

The Gunworks of Central New York 
5366 State Route 31 
Verona, NY 13478 
315-363-7041 
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J & G Gunsmithing 
7680 Barton Rd. 
Granite Bay, CA 95746 
916-786-9200 

Mark's Outdoor Sports 
1400-B Montgomery Hwy. 
Birmingham, AL 35216 
205-822-3155 

Paducah Shooters Supply 
3919 Cairo Road 
Paducah, KY 42001 
877-772-3006 

Scheels All Sport 
Jordan Creek Town Center 
101 Jordan Creek Parkway 
West Des Moines, IA 50266 
515-727-4065 

Skip's Gun Shop 
837 Lake Street 
Bristol, NH 03222 
603-744-3100 

Sports World 
6841 East 41 Street 
Tulsa, OK 74145 
918-742-4027 

Triton Arms 
7668 Peppers Ferry Rd. 
Max Meadows, VA 24360 
276-620-8571 

Wild West Guns 
7100 Homer Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99518 
907-344-4500 

Mann & Son Sporting Goods 
515 West Water Street 
Pinckneyville, IL 6227 4 
618-357-2911 

McClelland Gun Shop 
1533 Centerville Road 
Dallas, TX 75228 
214-321-0231 

Reloading Center 
515 West Main Street 
Burley, ID 83318 
208-878-5053 

Scheels All Sport 
2101 West 41st Street 
Sioux Falls, SD 57105 
605-334-7767 

Southland Gun Works, Inc. 
1228 Harry Byrd Hwy 
Darlington, SC 29532 
843-393-6291 

Sprague's Sports Inc. 
345 W 32nd St. 
Yuma, AZ 85364 
928-726-0022 

Upper Missouri Trading Company, Inc. 
PO Box 100/304 Harold Street 
Crofton, NE 68730 
402-388-4844 

Williams Gun Sight & Outfitters 
7389 Lapeer Road 
Davison, MI 48423 
810-653-2131 

31. "Settlement" means the settlement set forth in this Settlement Agreement. 

32. "Settlement Agreement" means this document which describes the Settlement. 

33. "Settlement Class A" means all current owners of Remington Model 700, Seven, 
Sportsman 78, 673, 710, 715, 770, 600, 660, XP-100, 721, 722, and 725 firearms 
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containing a Remington trigger mechanism that utilizes a trigger connector. Excluded 
from the class are: (a) persons who are neither citizens nor residents of the United States 
or its territories; (b) any Judge or Magistrate Judge presiding over the Action and 
members of their families; (c) governmental purchasers; (d) Remington Arms Company, 
LLC, Sporting Goods Properties, Inc., E.I. du Pont Nemours & Company, and each of 
their subsidiaries and affiliates. Membership in Settlement Class A shall be determined 
as of the date of the Preliminary Approval Order. 

34. "Settlement Class B" means all current owners of Remington Model 700 and Model 
Seven rifles containing an X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism manufactured from May 1, 
2006 to April 9, 2014; and all current and former owners of Remington Model 700 and 
Model Seven rifles who replaced their rifle's original Walker trigger mechanism with an 
X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014. 
Excluded from the class are: (a) persons who are neither citizens nor residents of the 
United States or its territories; (b) any Judge or Magistrate Judge presiding over the 
Action and members of their families; (c) governmental purchasers; (d) Remington Arms 
Company, LLC, Sporting Goods Properties, Inc., E.I. du Pont Nemours & Company, and 
each of their subsidiaries and affiliates. Membership in Settlement Class B shall be 
determined as of the date of the Preliminary Approval Order. 

35. "Settlement Classes" means Settlement Class A and Settlement Class B. 

36. "Settlement Class Members" means all persons who are members of one or both 
Settlement Classes and who do not timely and properly request exclusion from the 
Settlement Class(es) to which they belong pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 

37. "Settlement Firearm" means Remington Model 700, Seven, Sportsman 78, 673, 710, 715, 
770, 600, 660, XP-100, 721, 722, and 725 firearms containing a trigger mechanism that 
utilizes a trigger connector; and Remington Model 700 and Model Seven rifles containing 
an X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014. 

38. "Settlement Website" means the website that will provide Settlement Class Members 
with information about the Settlement, and which will be located at 
www .remingtonfirearmsclassactionsettlement.com. 

39. "Settlement Phone Number" means the toll-free telephone number that Settlement Class 
Members can call to obtain information about the Settlement from an authorized 
representative. 

40. "Settling Parties" means Settlement Class Members and Defendants. 

41. "SGPI" means Sporting Goods Properties, Inc. 

42. "Short Form Notice" means the form of notice described in 'JI 61 which the Class Action 
Settlement Administrator will cause to be published in certain print media as part of the 
Notice Plan. 
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43. "Trigger connector" means the component part in certain Remington trigger mechanisms, 
including the Walker trigger mechanism, which engages with the sear. 

44. "Walker trigger mechanism" means the Remington trigger mechanism in certain 
Remington firearms, including Model 700 bolt-action rifles manufactured prior to 2006, 
which utilizes a trigger connector. 

45. "X-Mark Pro trigger mechanism" means the Remington trigger mechanism in certain 
Remington firearms, including Model 700 bolt-action rifles manufactured beginning in 
2006, which does not utilize a trigger connector. 

46. "United States" means the United States and its territories. 

III. REQUIRED EVENTS 

47. In conjunction with filing the executed Settlement Agreement with the Court, Plaintiffs 
shall file a motion for leave to file an Amended Class Action Complaint naming Rodney 
Barbre, Wallace Brown, Gordon Hardaway, William Moodie, Ian Pollard, Jay Streeter, 
James Waterman, and Mitchel Winterbum as Plaintiffs and seeking certification of the 
following Settlement Classes: 

Settlement Class A: 

All current owners of Remington Model 700, Seven, Sportsman 78, 673, 710, 715, 770, 
600,660, XP-100, 721, 722, and 725 firearms containing a Remington trigger mechanism 
that utilizes a trigger connector. Excluded from the class are: (a) persons who are neither 
citizens nor residents of the United States or its territories; (b) any Judge or Magistrate 
Judge presiding over the Action and members of their families; (c) governmental 
purchasers; (d) Remington Arms Company, LLC, Sporting Goods Properties, Inc., E.I. du 
Pont Nemours & Company, and each of their subsidiaries and affiliates. 

Settlement Class B: 

All current owners of Remington Model 700 and Model Seven rifles containing an X-
Mark Pro trigger mechanism manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014; and all 
current and former owners of Remington Model 700 and Model Seven rifles who 
replaced their rifle's original Walker trigger mechanism with an X-Mark Pro trigger 
mechanism manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014. Excluded from the class 
are: (a) persons who are neither citizens nor residents of the United States or its 
territories; (b) any Judge or Magistrate Judge presiding over the Action and members of 
their families; (c) governmental purchasers; (d) Remington Arms Company, LLC, 
Sporting Goods Properties, Inc., E.I. du Pont Nemours & Company, and each of their 
subsidiaries and affiliates. 

48. Within a reasonable time following the filing of this Settlement Agreement with the 
Court, the Parties also agree to file a joint motion to stay in connection with case number 
2:13-cv-00172-JCC, Moodie, et al. v. Remington, et al. (W.D. Wash., Coughenour, J.) 
(the "Moodie" or "Washington Action"). The joint motion to stay will seek to stay the 
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PRODUCT SAFETY \V ARNING AND RECALL NOTICE 

REMINGTON MODEL 700™ AND MODEL SEVEN™ RIFLES 

PRODUCTS: Remington Arms Company, LLC ("Remington") is voluntarily recalling 
Remington Model 700™ and Model Seven™ rifles with X-Mark Pro® ("XMP®") triggers, 
manufactured from May 1, 2006 to April 9, 2014. 

pESCRTPTION OF THE HAZARD: Remington has determined that some Model 700 and 
Model Seven rifles with XMP triggers could, under certain circumstances, unintentionally 
discharge. A Remington investigation has determined that some XMP triggers might have 
excess bonding agent used in the assembly process. While Remington has the utmost confidence 
in the design of the XMP trigger, it is undertaking this recall in the interest of consumer safety to 
remove any potential excess bonding agent applied in the assembly process. 

HOW TO DETERMINE IF YOUR RIFLE TS SUBJECT TO THE RE~ALL: Only Model 700 
and Model Seven rifles with XMP triggers are being recalled. To determine if your rifle is 
subject to this recall, you should take the following steps: 

I. Find the rifle's serial number where the barrel meets the receiver. SEE GRAPHIC A 
a. For a right-handed rifle, the serial number is located on a user's left. 
b. For a left-handed rifle, the serial number is located on a user's right. 

GRAPHIC A: HOW TO FIND YOUR SERIAL NUMBER. 

Remington Arms Company, LLC • 870 Remin ton Drive • P.O. Box 700 • Madison, NC 27025 
Phone 80 gton.com 
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II. Identify the serial number and provide it to Remington's recall support team, either 
by entering it at xmpr~calLremington.com or calling 1-800-243-9700 (Prompt #3 then 
Prompt #1) Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EDT. You will be informed if 
your rifle is affected by this recall and supported with free resources to return the rifle 
for inspection and specialized cleaning. 

III. You may also determine if your rifle is subject to the recall by a visual inspection. 

1) If the face of the trigger is ribbed (see Photo (1) below), your rifle does not have 
an XMP trigger and is NOT subject to this recall. 

2) If the face of the trigger is smooth (see Photo (2) below), your rifle has an XMP 
trigger and IS subject to this recall - in which case you should immediately seek 
further assistance at xrnpreq1H.remi11gton.com or by calling 1-800-243-9700 
(Prompt #3 then Prompt #1) Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EDT. 

REMEDY/ACTION TO BE TAKEN: STOP USING YOUR RIFLE. Any unintended 
discharge has the potential to cause injury or death. Immediately cease use of recalled rifles 
and return them to Remington free of charge. Rifles will be inspected, specialty cleaned, tested, 
and returned as soon as possible, at no cost to you. DO NOT attempt to diagnose or repair 
recalled rifles. 
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TO PAR_TICIPATE IN THIS R~{:ALL PROGRAM: For your safety, STOP USING YOUR 
RIFLE and immediately contact Remington. 

To participate in the recall, please follow the instructions below: 

STEP 1 

STEP2 

Visit xmprecall.remington.com or call 1-800-243-9700 (Prompt #3 then 
Prompt #1) Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EDT. You will be 
asked to provide your name, address, telephone number, and rifle(s) serial 
number. 

Upon receipt of the information requested in Step I, Remington will send 
you pre-paid shipping tags, boxes and written instructions. Remington will 
cover all related shipping, inspection, and cleaning charges. Please ONLY 
return your rifle with the designated shipping tags and boxes, as they are 
marked to expedite the rifle to a dedicated Remington facility. 

VERIFICATION OF CORRECTIVE ACTION: Upon return of your rifle, you will note a 
punch mark on the bolt release (see Photo 3 below). This mark confirms your rifle has been 
inspected and specialty cleaned under this recall program. 

Remington has also corrected the XMP trigger assembly process to eliminate this problem in 
rifles made after April 9, 2014. Rifles made after April 9, 2014 will also have a punch mark on 
the bolt release. 

Even after your rifle has been inspected and repaired under this recall program, always follow 
the Ten Commandments of Firearm safety, printed below, whenever you handle any firearm. 

The Ten Commandments of Firearms Safety 
1. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction. 
2. Firearms should be unloaded when not actually in use. 
3. Don't rely on your gun's safety. 
4. Be sure of your target and what's beyond it. 
5. Use proper ammunition. 
6. If your gun fails to fire when the trigger is pulled, handle with care. 
7. Always wear eye and ear protection when shooting. 
8. Be sure the barrel is clear of obstructions before shooting. 
9. Don't alter or modify your gun and have it serviced regularly. 
I 0. Learn the mechanical and handling characteristics of the firearm you are using. 

Remington Arms Company, LLC • 870 Remington Drive • P.O. Box 700 • Madison, NC 27025 
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PHOT03 

Remington is deeply sorry for this inconvenience, but we believe in safety first. It is imperative 
that Model 700 and Model Seven rifles subject to this recall are not used until they have been 
inspected and specialty cleaned by Remington. 

The Remington team is committed to the quality and safety of its products. 

Remington Arms Company, LLC • 870 Remington Drive • P.O. Box 700 • Madison, NC 27025 
Phone 800-243-9700 • www.remington.com 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF AUDIO CD ENTITLED: 

State OF Mississippi vs Zachary Stringer 

Marion County Circuit Court 

Cause No. K12-00SSH 

Charge: Murder 

iMSCO INTERVIEW 

MSCO #2011-11504 

iMSME #MEll-0643 

1 

******************************************************* 

LEE COTTON: Friday, August the 5th, 2011, at 

the Marion County Sheriff's office, doing 

interview with Zachary Stringer. At the interview 

is myself, Lee Cotton, Investigator with the 

Marion County Sheriff's office. 

JAMIE SINGLEY: Jamie Singley, Investigator 

with the Sheriff's office. 

MR. FORTNER: I'm Tom Fortner. I'm the 

attorney representing Zachary Stringer. 

ZACH STRINGER: And I'm Zack Stringer, the 

accused. 

Q Thank you. Zachary, before we start this 

interview, I need to read you your Miranda rights. 

Before we ask you any questions, you must understand 

your rights. You have the right to remain silent. 

EXHIBIT 

I 1'2-
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Anything you say can be used against you in court. You 

have the right to talk to a lawyer for advice before we 

ask you any questions and to have a lawyer with you 

during questioning. If you cannot afford a lawyer, one 

will be appointed for you before any questioning if you 

wish. If you decide to answer questions now without a 

lawyer present, you still have the right to stop 

answering at any time. You also have the right to stop 

answering at any time until you talk to a lawyer. 

I have read these statements of my rights. 

understand what my rights are. 

statement and answer questions. 

problem with that? 

I'm willing to make a 

Do you have any 

Yes. No problem at all. 

If you will, read this part right here. 

Uh-huh (indicating yes). 

Out loud. 

Out loud. 

I 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

A I have read this statement of my rights and I 

understand what my rights are. I'm willing to make a 

statement and answer questions. I do not want a lawyer 

at this time. I understand and know what I am doing. 

No promises or threats have been made to me and no 

pressure or 

Q Coercion? 
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me. 

3 

A coercion of any kind has been used against 

Q Do you understand? 

MR. FORTNER: Yeah. 

record, I'm Tom Fortner. 

Let me -- just for the 

Let me make this clear 

that I'm the attorney representing Zachary 

Stringer. And I have explained all of Zachary's 

rights to him. He understands them. He's willing 

to make this statement. And I'm present with him 

during the course of this statement. I have 

advised him to answer questions honestly and 

truthfully that are asked of him by the detectives 

today. 

A 

Q 

Q 

Go ahead? 

You can sign that, yes. 

If you will, also initial right here. Put 

your initials right here. 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

I'm sorry. I'm kind of shaky. 

That's okay. 

I'm just real nervous. 

I understand. 

A There? 

I'm just --

Q Yeah. Just put your initials right next to 

that. Thank you. Would you mind witnessing this? 

Q No. Not at all. 
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Q 

A 

Sign your name. 

In my mind I'm all clear, but my nerves and 

my body feel shot all to heck. 

Road? 

Q 

A 

Q 

Zachary, you live at 638 East Baylis Chapel 

Yes, sir. I did. 

Columbia, Mississippi. Do you remember what 

happened the night of Saturday, June the 11th, 2011? 

A 

Q 

Yes, sir. 

Okay. In your own words, starting from --

what did y'all do that day? 

in. 

A Well, that morning my daddy had let me sleep 

Q 

A 

Okay. What's your daddy's name? 

Roger Dale Stringer. Him and Justin went 

to -- apparently went to a Jake's thing. And my dad 

said he taught one of those safety courses and Justin 

went around and did all the stuff. And let me see. 

They came home. Daddy dropped Justin off about 12:30, 

I reckon it was. I'm not sure about that, but -- and 

then he got me and we went to (inaudible). We went to 

Ward's, got some hamburgers, went to the beach, had a 

big time. 

Q 

A 

Who was with you? 

Just me and my dad. 

4 
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Q Okay. 

A Justin had an ear infection and he couldn't 

go. We came back about 4:00 o'clock. He told us to 

get a bath and get ready, because we were going to eat. 

Neither one of us got a bath, but we tried to make it 

look like it. 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

We got there probably about 6:05, 6:10. We 

sat in my room a little bit watching a little bit of a 

movie I had been watching. 

and went, go ahead and eat. 

And we just said crap on it 

We went and eat. We went 

to Jack's. And we each got a half pound of shrimp. 

Justin peeled a half pound of shrimp and gave me the 

other half. Daddy gave me some and we all ate and had 

a big time. 

We went to Wal-Mart and I got a pack of 

watermelon red lizards, because I was out. And Justin 

got a fishhook discarder thing. You get the fish 

the hook out of a fish that's got it real deep in 

there. We looking at that on the way home. We didn't 

go anywhere else after that, so. 

And got home about 8:30, I reckon. Went in 

-- we went, got out. Daddy didn't go in. We hugged 

him and told him we loved him. I went in the house. 

Justin did the same. He didn't follow us in. 
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Q 

A 

for us. 

Who was in the house when y'all got home? 

It was locked. Daddy had to open the door 

Mama was off with one of her friends. 

Apparently, or so mama had told me, Justin called her 

and she was going to come over and get him or 

something. I found that out later. From the time me 

and him talked or started talking, I went in my room 

immediately, which is my normal habit, either to play 

video games or watch TV, and just sat there, watching 

TV. 

And then Justin went in the living room with 

his blow gun, I reckon. I don't know how long he was 

in there, shooting his stuff. But every few minutes I 

hear flack, that durn little blow gun whopping onto 

6 

something. And here in a minute, he shot the dog. The 

dog come in the room. I pulled the dart out the dog 

and tried to send him back in there without having to 

get up, but he wouldn't go. 

with me. 

He jumped up in the chair 

Went out, picked the dog up, took the dart 

with me, took him in there, handed him to Justin, give 

him the dart. 

talk with him, 

And Justin asked me to come in there and 

shoot the bull. So I said, "Hang on. 

Let me get us a conversation piece, so we ain't got 

nothing to talk about." We talk about deer hunting, 
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that buck I killed a couple months back, the one I had 

been hunting for a couple of months. 

got it. Didn't check the action. 

I went in there, 

Went back and I -- that durn gun, I took it 

7 

apart -- I know I shouldn't have done it -- a couple of 

days before, took it apart, loosened everything up and 

it didn't work as good. The little clip thing wanted 

to hang up now. I went in there, went to fiddling with 

it, didn't open the bolt and just didn't mess with it. 

Fiddling with it, closed it, go put it up after about 

fifteen minutes. Justin had in that time Justin had 

found my phone and give it to me. 

the couch. It was dead. 

Probably found it on 

Went to go put my rifle up. And I remember 

getting up and I heard a click. And I had no reaction 

time between the click and the bang. It was just click 

and it was immediate. There was no pain. He didn't 

feel a thing. The gun flew out of my hand, because I 

wasn't prepared for the recoil, and landed on the 

floor. And I don't know whether I was screaming or 

hollering at this time. 

was there. 

I was just numb. You know it 

The veins in the back of his head, it looked 

like it was under such pressure when it come out, like 

a bomb blew up in his head. And my first thought was, 
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oh, my God, how am I going to tell mama and daddy. 

Y'all weren't even a thought. I could take all this. 

I just couldn't face my mama and daddy with it. 

Q 

A 

What happened then, Zach? 

So like an idiot, I picked my rifle up. I 

went in that room and went in my closet and put it up 

on the immediate right -- left shelf on top of a box, 

which is not its normal place. I could show you the 

spot if I was there. Went back out and decided what I 

was -- I was coming to the "T" in the hall, what I was 

going to do. 

It was more reaction than thought, I reckon, 

because I wasn't thinking at this time. Went in there 

and got Justin's .20 gauge. I wasn't thinking of 

ballistics or none of this stuff. I knew -- I didn't 

know anything right then. Got the shotgun, got a -- I 

think it was a number six shot shell, stuck it in 

there. Went outside, went out the back door, didn't 

aim or nothing, just boom. Closed the back door 

between his legs. I didn't pay much attention to it. 

Stood there and I went and called mama, told 

her the first story I told you. She was hysterical. 

She said, "Call your daddy." I tried to and it only 

took him 30 seconds to get the call, but she had 

already beat me to him. I called him and told him. 

8 
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And he was there within two or three minutes. And I 

have no recollection of -- I think I just stood there. 

Q Where were you at when the gun went off? 

A I was like that. Right -- I was in the 

process of getting up. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Getting up off of what? 

Yeah. Off the couch. 

Off the couch? 

Of the little -- I think it was off the -- I 

think I was a little bit to the side of the middle. 

off? 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

You were sitting on the couch? 

Closest to Justin. 

And you were getting up when the gun went 

Yeah. 

Okay. Now, tell me again, what did you do 

with the rifle? 

A I went after -- after I went to the shotgun, 

shot it, I went and I thought -- before -- I thought 

that rifle is going to lead to something up there in 

its place where it ain't suppose to be, because it was 

normally on the rack. It was always on the rack. And 

if it was anywhere else besides the rack, there was 

something wrong. I went, stupid, and went and put it 

where it was, didn't take the shell out of it. I 

9 
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didn't want to touch it any more than I had to, not 

because of fingerprints, because what it did. 

10 

And then I waited for my parents to get 

there. And they were there almost instantly, which I 

was glad for that. And I went outside and I didn't 

want daddy to see Justin like that, but he pushed me 

aside and went in anyhow. And I followed him like a 

lost dang puppy. And he said his goodbye. We knelt 

down and prayed, told him we was going to miss him and 

we loved him. And then we got up. 

At that point I had already got Fred out of 

his arms, because he was right there, so Justin 

wouldn't shoot him with the dart anymore. Justin 

couldn't get around on him. And mama was there after a 

little bit. 

the carport. 

I had -- daddy had -- I had went out on 

I was just standing there. Daddy come 

out of the house again, scooting dogs with his feet, 

telling me to get the dogs out of there, because they 

was going to eat some of it up. 

I got the puppy out. We didn't pay much 

attention to there -- what they wanted. And I moved 

just threw them in the cage, locked them up, so they 

didn't get in anything. 

Q Where was the .20 gauge shotgun at when you 

got 
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A 

Q 

A 

It was on the rack in his room. 

In his room? 

Uh-huh (indicating yes). I think it was 

11 

either on the rack or it was over there by his bedside. 

I can't remember that. 

Q 

A 

Where was the shell at that you put in? 

It was on the little rack. He had a couple 

of shells on there. I think there's a sack of shells 

and he's got all kinds of knickknacks and crap and 

vests hanging off. I just grabbed the shell. 

lip 

it, 

was 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

What kind of rifle was it? 

.25 aught six. 

Do you remember what name brand? 

Remington Model 700, synthetic stock with a 

hold 35 nine scope on it. And it had a bipod on 

didn't it? 

Q Bolt action? 

A Bolt action, yeah. It had a bipod on it. 

fixed. It didn't float. 

Q What you think about this? That gun went 

off. Did you at any time pull that bolt back? 

A Nope. 

Q To take the round out? 

A 

Q 

Nope. It went out of my hands. 

When did the round get put in the gun? 

It 
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12 

A The only time I can think, the only time I 

can think is a couple of nights before. I don't know 

how many nights before. It could have been five or six 

or a week or I don't know. 

about 11:00 o'clock when 

Justin come in my room 

I think it was about 

11:00 o'clock. He said, "I heard something outside." 

And he went in there in his room and he put a shell in 

the magazine. He didn't put it in the chamber of his 

.20 gauge. He gave me that single shot .20 gauge 

that's in my room on the rack, because he thought I was 

stupid to be trying to use -- or if it was somebody out 

there trying to get in the house, he thought it was 

going to be stupid to try to shoot at them with a rifle 

with a scope on it in pitch black and the reason it 

dawned on me. 

But like a dummy, I loaded it anyhow. And I 

thought I got all the shells out of it. I went -- I 

had it in my hands. I went out, because he said he saw 

it go by his room. And I thought they might be around 

in the front or coming up the carport. Went out there 

and the floodlights was on, but the carport lights was 

on also, so it wasn't just the motion lights. 

And I say they are stupid if they are going 

to turn the carport lights on. Looked and I heard 

mama. Oh, I know mama and daddy's talking. And I 
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13 

heard her coming. I went back in my room, because she 

doesn't like it when we do that. She says -- she 

didn't like it when we hear a noise and come pouring 

out like hornets with guns everywhere. We've done that 

a few times. 

In fact, we'd hear something outside and I'd 

come out with a Benelli and he'd come out with his .20 
d.~~ ;+Df'IC.of 1i,1k•~ i..ae lv.d e.w.~1 · 

gauge and we el.idP't 2u20 Joo)(. 'we got our butts chewed 

out. 

Q The night that that happened, how many rounds 

did you put in that rifle? 

A 

Q 

A 

put 

I didn't put any bullets in that gun. 

I'm not talking about this one. 

Oh, oh, oh, that night. I thought -- I 

I put the whole clip. I put -- I took the clip 

out, took the clip out and -- because it was quicker 

than racking the bolt and this loud. 

out, put the rounds in the long thing. 

Took the clip 

Put it there. 

Went to sleep. Because I was trying to hurry up, so 

mama wouldn't catch me. 

Q When you 

A I forgot about it, I reckon. 

Q The night that this happened, that this 

occurred, what -- did you fool with the magazine or the 

rounds at all that night when you went in there and was 
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talking to Justin? 

A 

bullets 

I was messing with the magazine, but the 

were out of it. I thought the gun was empty. 

I thought it was daddy has trained me gun safety 

since the day I was old enough to listen. Safety 

14 

courses. Crazy. I went through safety course, missed 

one question. And it wasn't even a very relevant 

question. It was about like .. some fishing guru or 

something. 

All the rifle safety was perfect. I thought 

I was the last one in the world something like this was 

going to happen to. 

unsafe. 

I'm safe. I nev~r tried anything 

Q 

Q 

Q 

Jamie, you got anything else you need to add? 

I'm good. 

What about you, Mr. Tommy? 

Q Would you have a problem with giving us a 

written statement as what you told us today? 

A 

Q 

I would not have any problem. 

I don't -- it don't count against spelling. 

Don't worry about the spelling. Just write the best 

you can. Not going to be in a hurry. 

is August the 5th, 2011, 0940 hours. 

At this time it 

We're going to 

end this recorded interview at the Marion County 

Sheriff's office. (END OF AUDIO) 
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BARNHART -- DIRECT 

1 is to determine the manner of death in any autopsy. 

2 Could you give us the particular versions, conclusions 

3 that a forensic pathologist might reach concerning any 

4 particular -- not this particular autopsy, but any 

5 autopsy? What are your options as far as the return of 

6 the manner of death? 

7 A. The general manners of death are classified 

8 as -- or the choices would be natural, accident, 

9 suicide, homicide, or undetermined. 

10 Q. And in this particular case, did you rule out 

11 natural? 

12 

13 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

So that lett accidental, suicidal, homicidal, 

14 or undetermined, correct? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

Correct. 

And based on the information that you had to 

17 work with, what was your opinion as to the manner of 

18 death? 

19 A. That it could not be determined. 

20 Q. I'm handing you what was been marked for 

21 identification as an envelope marked for identification 

22 as 43. Do you recognize, or at least on the submission 

23 form, where that was tendered to the Crime Lab? 

24 A. There were fragments of projectile recovered 

25 and submitted as evidence. I don't recall this 

26 particular envelope, obviously. 

27 Q. It was submitted before you got hold of the 

28 case? 

29 A. Correct. 
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BARNHART -- DIRECT 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 Q. 

foundation. 

MR.HORAN: Well, I think the statements 

of the defendant that we propose to put in 

later and the photos that have already been 

introduced will make this particular 

testimony relevant, Your Honor. 

THECOURT: I will allow it to continue. 

I don't want to deal too much, though, in 

hypotheticals. 

MR. HORAN: Yes, Your Honor, I 

understand. 

THE COURT: Thank you • 

Getting to the manner of death being 

14 accidental versus homicide -- okay? 

15 A. Okay. 

16 Q. What factors would you need, generally 

17 speaking, to make that determination? 

18 A. The delineation between accident and homicide 

19 with ,reference to gunshot wounds is -- I think the 

20 easiest way for me to phrase it would be this. An 

21 accidental death or manner of death with a gunshot 

22 wound would entail some evidence that the gun had 

23 actually misfired or fired without the willing effort 

24 by another person. 

25 Q. All right. And if the proof is that the gun 

26 cannot be 

27 

28 

29 

MR. FORTNER: Now we, re going to have to 

object, Judge. Let us approach the bench 

and ask the jury to be excused. 

226 
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BEALL -- DIRECT 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

State your name, please. 

Lori Beall. It's L-0-R-I, B-E-A-L-L. 

Ms. Beall, where are you employed? 

At the Mississippi Crime Laboratory. 

In what capacity? 

6 A. I'm a forensic scientist specializing in 

7 firearms identification. 

8 Q. Can you give us the benefit of your 

9 educational background? 

A. Yes. 10 

11 I have a bachelor's degree from the University of 

12 Southern Mississippi in criminal justice with a minor 

13 in forensic science. 

14 Q. Can you give us the benefit of any continuing 

15 education outside of USM's undergraduate degree 

16 relative to your position? 

17 A. Yes. I completed an extensive two-year 

18 training program at the Mississippi Crime Laboratory 

19 specializing in firearm and tool mark examination and 

20 identification. 

21 Q. Do you stay abreast of ongoing developments 

22 in that field? 

23 A. Yes, I do. I'm a member of the Association 

24 of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners, and I'm also 

25 certified by that association. 

26 Q. Have you ever been qualified in that field of 

27 firearms examination as an expert? 

28 A. Yes, I have. 

29 Q. Have you testified in the circuit courts in 
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BEALL -- DIRECT 

1 Q. And you performed an examination as to that 

2 relative to the gun I just showed you. 

3 was Exhibit 37, I believe? 

I believe it 

4 A. Yes, I compared it to test fires from the gun 

5 in Exhibit 37 and verified that it was fired in that 

6 firearm. 

7 Q. And with reference to the fragments that were 

8 submitted from the Crime Laboratory, the medical 

9 examiner's office, do you have the submission on that 

10 particular piece of evidence? 

11 A. Metal fragments that were submitted were 

12 Crime Lab submission 2. 

13 Q. And were you able to determine anything 

14 concerning them? I believe you testified -- concerning 

15 them relative to this particular gun? 

16 A. No, sir. They were extensively mutilated, 

17 and they had no comparison value. 

18 Q. In addition, you said you performed some 

19 other tests concerning the .25-06 rifle that you 

20 previously identified; is that correct? 

21 

22 

23 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes, I did. 

And what were those tests? 

It was requested that I do a functional 

24 reliability test on the firearm to make sure the gun 

25 was functional as it was manufactured to be. 

26 Q. And did you, in fact, do a functionality test 

27 concerning that particular gun? 

28 

29 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, I did. 

What goes into the testing for functionality 
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1 of a firearm such is that? 

2 A. The firearm is first test fired. We fire 

3 four live rounds through the firearm into a water 

4 recovery tank. Once it is test fired, then we do a 

5 3-foot drop test with the manual safety on, to see if 

6 it would discharge accidentally. Also we do a drop 

7 test with the safety off, to see if it would discharge 

8 accidentally. We also have special mallets that we 

9 use. It's a rawhide mallet that we use. We also 

10 chamber a live empty, which is just a cartridge that 

11 has the projectile removed but the primer is still 

12 intact, so we would know that it would go off. We 

13 would chamber that live empty, take the rubber mallet, 

14 put the safety on. We would hit the bolt in 

15 question -- on this firearm it is a bolt action, 

16 meaning it has a bolt that actuates the cartridge into 

17 the chamber. Once that is actuated into the chamber, 

18 if you hit the back of that bolt, the firearm would not 

19 discharge accidentally with the safety on or with the 

20 safety off. 

21 Q. so you performed those tests on this 

22 particular rifle, and there was no discharge or 

23 accidental discharge relative to this gun, correct? 

24 A. No, sir. 

25 Q. Did it appear, based on your knowledge, to be 

26 in good working order? 

27 A. Yes, it was. 

28 Q. Did you test, in any form or fashion, the 

29 firing mechanism, i.e. the trigger and the poundage it 
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1 would take to fire that particular trigger, to pull and 

2 make that trigger release the firing pin? 

3 A. Yes. Part of the examination requires us to 

4 do a trigger pull. What this involves is we have 

5 National Rifle Association certified weights that we 

6 use to verify the trigger pull. What this is, is you 

7 have a bar that holds different pounds. The first one 

8 that we use starts at 1 pound, and it rests on the 

9 cocked trigger. Once the hammer is cocked, then you 

10 rest it on the trigger and you add weight until the 

11 trigger is released, firing the firearm. 

12 Q. And you performed that test on this 

13 particular gun; is that correct? 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

Yes, I did. 

And what was the poundage required to release 

16 the firing pin? 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

Greater than 5 pounds. 

And in the scale of -- is that within norm 

19 with reference to that particular gun? 

20 A. According to technical data from this 

21 particular firearm, it has an adjustable trigger. But 

22 on this particular firearm, it was greater than 

23 5 pounds. It can be adjusted up or down, but this one 

24 had not been adjusted. It was at five. 

25 Q. When you say up or down, what is the least 

26 that one could adjust down to, to fire it? 

27 A. The technical specs said 3 pounds, but it 

28 could be adjusted down too. 

29 Q. And this one was over 5 pounds? 
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A. Yes, it was. 

Q. And, again, is that -- is there no range as 

3 far as for safety reasons? Is that in a safe range 

4 relative to a firearm in general? 

5 A. The manufacturer specifications does not 

6 recommend going any lower than 3 pounds. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Q. Okay. 

Ms. Beall, with reference to various types of 

ammunition that would be fired through that particular 

gun or that type of gun, what are the different types 

of projectiles that generally you would see fired 

through that type of weapon? 

A. It will be a rifle round, which is harder 

14 than handgun ammunition. You could have a jacketed 

15 hollow point, which there is a hole in the center of 

16 the tip of the projectile. You could also have a 

17 jacketed soft point, which has a lead tip on it or 

18 sometimes it could have a plastic or nylon ballistic 

19 tip. What these type of projectiles do, the hollow 

20 point or the soft point, they can expand. The full 

21 metal jacket is fully encased in copper, and it has 

22 less of a capability of fragmenting upon impact. 

23 Q. And the lead core or hollow point, when they 

24 strike an object, a solid object such as a skull, what 

25 is the reaction to the projectile itself, generally 

26 speaking? 

27 A. once it hits the target, or in this case hit 

28 the head, it would expand upon impact. And it is meant 

29 for stopping power. So it's going to open up and 
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1 to statements given by this defendant, three different 

2 statements. You listen to them, look at them, watch 

3 them as they progress and change and get closer and was 

4 so typical, so typical, and they get closer and closer 

5 to the truth, to the truth of the statements. Justin 

6 shot himself accidentally, Number 1. Number 2, Justin 

7 shot the dog, I got in there and grabbed my 

8 conversation piece, we were going to talk about hunting 

9 in June, and I got up, heard a click, and the gun went 

10 off. To the third statement with Ricky Dean, which is 

11 getting a lot closer, I think: Justin pestered me, to 

12 shoot me, and I got in there and accidentally the gun 

13 went off. We're getting kind of close, I think, 

14 people, to what really happened, in his statement. And 

15 y'all can make the logical jump from there to where 

16 the -- the inference of what happened. You couple that 

17 with what Lori Beall said about the mechanism of this 

18 gun. You will have the gun yourself. We will give you 

19 some gloves and you can go back there and pull the 

20 trigger yourself, if you want to. You tell me 

21 logically how that statement jives with the physical 

22 findings, the physical findings in this case. And I 

23 submit to you that one of two things happened: That 

24 this defendant shot his brother intentionally. And I 

25 believe that's what happened -- excuse me, I believe 

26 that's what the proof will show beyond a reasonable 

27 doubt. But at the very minimum, knowing guns like he 

28 knows them, and as Lori Beall said, that gun will not 

29 shoot unless your finger pushes the safety and pulls 
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1 the trigger. And if he 1 s sitting on that couch 

2 pointing that gun at his brother, if that ain't 

3 culpable negligence -- and he pulls the trigger, for 

4 whatever reason, if that ain't culpable negligence, I 

5 don•t know what is. The only question I believe y'all 

6 are going to have is, is it culpable negligence or did 

7 that last statement really tell us what was going on 

8 that night. 

9 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Horan. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Mr. Fortner? 

MR. FORTNER: Thank you, Judge. I rm 

going to be up for a minute. Would you ask 

the jury if any of them need a break? 

THE COURT: sure. 

Anybody need to take a quick bathroom 

break? Water, anything at all? All right. 

And I'll ask you that again after he 

concludes. 

20 CLOSING STATEMENT BY MR. FORTNER: 

21 Q. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 

22 If you remember -- before I start, and if I forget 

23 before I go on, thank you for being jurors, thanks for 

24 doing this. I know it's not pleasant and not easy. 

25 But we all appreciate it. So I want to tell you thank 

26 you before I start, because I will forget that later 

27 on. 

28 I told you at the beginning of this trial that 

29 Zachary Stringer was responsible for the death of his 
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